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ABSTRACT
ABSTRACT
This thesis concerns the scale-up of precipitation processes aimed at predicting
product particle characteristics. Although precipitation is widely used in the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry, successful scale-up is difficult due to the absence of a
validated methodology. It is found that none of the conventional scale-up criteria
reported in the literature (equal power input per unit mass, equal tip speed, equal stirring
rate) is capable of predicting the experimentally observed effects of the mixing
conditions on kinetic rates and particle characteristics. As a result of high gradients in
the supersaturation field during precipitation, particularly in the feed zone, high local
gradients in the nucleation rate are to be expected.
In this thesis, a compartmental mixing model (Segregated Feed Model SFM)
linked to the population balance is proposed for scaling up both continuous and
semibatch precipitation processes, and is validated with experiments on different scales.
Experiments were carried out using two chemical systems (calcium oxalate
CaC2O4
 and calcium carbonate CaCO 3), varying the residence time/feed time, feed
concentration, feed point position, impeller type, feed tube diameter and stirring rate in
geometrically similar reactors ranging from 0.3 to 301.
A new procedure is introduced in order to solve the inverse problem for
determination of the kinetic parameters for nucleation, growth, disruption and
agglomeration from the particle size distributions obtained in the continuous laboratory-
scale experiments. This method, where the kinetic rates were extracted separately and
sequentially from the particle size distribution, was found to be a reliable alternative to
the conventional simultaneous estimation of all kinetic parameters from the distribution.
Using the kinetic parameters extracted from the laboratory-scale experiments,
the population balance is solved within the Segregated Feed Model. The local mixing
parameters also required for solving the SFM are obtained from a sliding mesh
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model. These are used to specify the different
micromixing and mesomixing conditions in the feed and bulk zones of the reactor.
The model accurately predicts the mean size, coefficient of variation and
nucleation rate on different scales for different process and mixing conditions in both
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continuous and semibatch mode of operation. Furthermore, the model confirms the
observed greater effect of mixing on product particle characteristics in semibatch than in
continuous operation. This is thought to be due to direct mixing of the feed solution in
semibatch operation with the other component already present in the reactor.
The methodology proposed here for the scale-up of precipitation processes is
very versatile and computationally efficient. It combines the advantages of both a CFD
and a population balance approach without having to solve the equations together,
which is currently still impracticable due to the excessive computational demand and
simulation time required.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Chemical engineers deal with industrial processes in which mass, heat,
momentum transfer and chemical reactions take place. As these rate processes are scale-
dependent, i.e. their behaviour differs on different scales, one important task for
chemical engineers is to find a reliable way to model or design industrial-scale processes
using information obtained from a smaller scale. This concept is known as "scale-up".
Bisio and Kabel (1985) define scale-up as
the successful start-up and operation of a commercial size
unit whose design and operating procedures are in part
based upon experimentation and demonstration at a smaller
scale of operation.
Historical overview
The desire to gain information about a large-scale process by first carrying out
tests on models has existed for a long time. As far back as the 16th century, Leonardo da
Vinci wrote (from Johnstone and Thring, 1957)
Vitruvius says that small models are of no avail for
ascertaining the effects of large ones; and I here propose to
prove that this conclusion is a false one.
Later, Galileo Galilei investigated the strength of mechanical parts of different
sizes and drew conclusions about the scale-up (Galilei, 1638). In the 17th century, Isaac
Newton wrote about the concept of "mechanical similarity" (Newton, 1687). Developing
these thoughts on similarity, Froude and Reynolds published their results on
hydrodynamic similarity (from Ziokamik, 1985). In 1915 Lord Rayleigh's publication
The principle of similitude appeared, on which modern dimensional analysis is based
(Rayleigh, 1915). At the same time Buckingham (1914) introduced the H theorem
which states that a physical problem can always be described in dimensionless form.
The objective of dimensional analysis is to express the behaviour of a physical system
with a minimum number of independent variables and in such a way that it is unaffected
by changing the units of measurement (Johnstone and Thring, 1957).
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Since that time, the concept of dimensional analysis has been applied to
chemical engineering problems and has given valuable insights into process design and
scale-up.
Scale-up in chemical engineering is frequently a very difficult task, however, as
a variety of factors can influence the quantity and quality of the final product of a
process. Hence successful scale-up requires the utilisation of a wide range of technical
skills and thorough understanding of the problem under study (Bisio and Kabel, 1985).
Both technical and economic aspects have to be taken into account. Time and money
can thus restrict the scale-up procedure, while calculated risks have to be taken in design
and construction. The financial uncertainties resulting from the risks have to be
compared with the additional expense necessary for a deeper insight into the process.
For many processes, such as precipitation, there is a lack of understanding as to
what role certain physical and chemical processes play in scale-up, and so they are
scaled up empirically or by trial and error.
Scale-up procedure
As a first step, the development of a large-scale chemical reactor or mass transfer
equipment usually involves determining rate and selectivity expressions from the
analysis of laboratory data. Parameters and kinetic models are thus obtained from these
laboratory-scale data. The experiments have to be designed in such a way that the
physical and chemical processes taking place in the reactor can be clearly understood;
only then is it possible to understand how the process is influenced by various
parameters. If, for example, a chemical reaction is the rate-determining step in a process,
the reactor volume is likely to be crucial for scale-up, whereas in a process with heat
transfer limitation, the surface-to-volume ratio could have a significant impact on the
outcome of the scale-up study (Zlokarnik, 1991).
As it is not always possible to gain sufficient insight into a process using only
laboratory-scale data, a pilot plant of a scale between laboratory and commercial scale
can help to scale up a chemical or physical process successfully (Sie and Krishna, 1998).
Using pilot plant data, more reliable scale-up can be achieved, and it is possible to
produce a product in such a quantity that it can serve market research purposes and
21
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therefore help to determine the capacity of the commercial unit. In addition, by using
pilot plant data the scale-up ratio and thus the risk of errors in design can be reduced.
The scale-up ratio is defined as
large - scale production rate
scale-upratio=	 (1.1)
small - scale production rate
and is usually within a range from 10 to 1000 for scale-up from laboratory scale to the
pilot plant unit and within a range from 10 to 1500 for scale-up from pilot plant units to
commercial plants, depending on the process and system involved.
Ohsol (1973) gives an overview of typical scale-up ratios and recommends a
scale-up ratio of 20 to 200 for the scale-up laboratory -3 pilot plant and 20 to 250 for
the scale-up pilot plant - commercial plant for processes involving liquid reactants. For
processes that are notoriously difficult to scale up, such as processes involving kinetic
mechanisms that are not fully understood or are very difficult to investigate, pilot plants
of different sizes may be necessary in order to decrease the scale-up ratio in steps
between different scales.
In the simplest case, geometric, dynamic, kinematic, thermal and/or chemical
similarity can be maintained with scale-up. Similarity on different scales is fulfilled
when the dimensionless groups (e.g. Reynolds number, Sherwood number, Damköhler
number) have the same value on different scales.
In most scale-up situations, however, total similarity on different scales cannot
be established, as it is difficult or even impossible to maintain constancy in all the
dimensionless groups that characterise the process. In these cases, a trade-off between
different dimensionless groups has to be found, with groups being "weighted"
differently according to their expected influence on the process. Scale-up then loses its
theoretical base and becomes empirical. Deviation from similarity on different scales
can have significant consequences and, if the process is poorly understood, result in
failure (Dickey, 1993).
Alternatively, a mathematical model can be developed which accounts for the
underlying physical and chemical processes considered important for scale-up.
Therefore, the process mechanisms have to be clearly understood and the model must
22
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not contain any phenomenological or unknown scale-dependent parameters, as it is not
then suitable for quantitative scale-up predictions.
Scale-up of crystallization and precipitation processes
Scale-up of crystallization, precipitation and mixing-controlled processes is not a
new problem in chemical engineering. Collating the most important findings will serve
as a starting point for further investigations.
Contradictory scale-up criteria for both crystallization and precipitation have
been reported in the literature (see later). One explanation for the variety of scale-up
rules is the impossibility of keeping all dimensionless groups constant when
precipitation and crystallization processes are scaled up. For example, scale-up with a
constant Reynolds number leads to different local Damköhler numbers and therefore
different reaction and precipitation rates, whereas scale-up with constant specific power
input leads to a different flow pattern and therefore different meso- and macromixing in
the reactor.
As far as scale-up of crystallization is concerned, secondary nucleation seems to
play a crucial role (Garside and Jancic, 1979). Green et al. (1996) sum up the difficulties
arising during crystallizer scale-up, and also show the limitations of Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations in solving the problem. P1oB et al. (1986) studied
the scale-up of MSMPR crystallizers, and observed that the nucleation and growth rates
on different scales are the same if suspension density, specific power input and
residence time are held constant with scale-up. However, they were unable to make any
predictions as to how mixing can influence the crystal size distribution. Qian et a!.
(1987) observed that scale-up with constant tip speed of the impeller leads to equal
nucleation rates on different scales. Kramer et a!. (1996) performed a scale-up to
industrial scale (970 1), and point out the importance of attrition kinetics since the
attrition fragments initiate nuclei formation and therefore secondary nucleation in the
crystallizer.
These contradictory results of scale-up criteria for crystallization processes show
the difficulties in scaling up crystallization. Even more complications occur with
precipitation as the reaction and precipitation rates are likely to be mixing-limited. This
23
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mixing limitation can occur on the macroscale (macromixing limitation), mesoscale
(mesomixing limitation) or microscale (micromixing limitation), or any combination of
these.
The influence of mixing on product quality and scale-up has been studied by a
number of authors. Rice and Baud (1990) used constant specific power input as a scale-
up criterion and found that this criterion can only be used for certain feed point
locations. Moreover, they state that a localisation of the reaction zone with scale takes
place. To avoid this effect, the authors suggest changing the ratio of impeller to tank
diameter. Bourne and Dell'Ava (1987) studied micromixing effects on different scales
using competitive-consecutive azo coupling reactions in order to determine the
segregation index and therefore obtain a measure of micromixing. They "excluded" any
meso- and macromixing effects by feeding the reagents with feed rates which were
much smaller than the circulation rate, and confirmed that constant specific power input
is a suitable scale-up criterion for these micromixing-controlled conditions. Mersmann
and LaufhUtte (1985), too, suggest scale-up with constant specific power input for
micromixing-limited processes. The authors also provide an overview of scale-up rules
for mixing processes involving suspensions.
In contrast to the authors mentioned above, Bourne and Yu (1994) found that
scale-up with constant specific power input in the semibatch mode of operation is not
suitable for parallel reaction systems. They explained the variance of the segregation
index on different scales by the fact that the trajectory of the reaction zone and the
spatial distribution of the power dissipation vary with scale even for homologous feed
points. These effects are modelled using an experimental flow model. Wang and Mann
(1992) showed that for mixing-limited consecutive-competitive reaction systems, scale-
up with constant tip speed leads to an increase in segregation with scale-up and
therefore unsatisfactorily large-scale predictions. Tipnis eta!. (1994) state that the single
most important factor for scale-up is feed blending, which is influenced by the chemical
species concentrations, the feed flow rates, the impeller geometry and the feed pipe
locations. The authors give no hard and fast rules for scale-up; however, a procedure is
suggested with various scale-up criteria ranging from constant blending time to constant
specific power input. Oldshue (1983 and 1985) shows that the maximum impeller zone
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macroscale shear rate increases while the average impeller zone macro-scale shear rate
decreases upon scale-up. This leads to further complications on scale-up as the flow
regime depends very much on the shear rate distribution in the reactor. Choplin and
Villermaux (1994) investigated mixing phenomena in polymer reactors, and concluded
that successful scale-up is possible if only one of the multistep mixing mechanisms is
controlling. For example, if the engulfment process is limiting, micromixing can be
scaled up based on constant power input per unit volume. For mesomixing limitation, a
scale-up with constant tip speed is suggested.
Unfortunately, none of the publications mentioned above deals with the scale-up
of precipitation processes. Publications concerning the scale-up of precipitation are very
sparse in the literature, although its importance has been emphasised by the chemical
and pharmaceutical industry (Krei and Buschmann, 1998).
Houcine et al. (1997) investigated the influence of mixing conditions on the
precipitation of calcium oxalate on a 20 1 pilot scale; however, the authors did not relate
their results to other scales. Momonaga et al. (1992) introduced a mixing-dependent
scale-up factor based on equal power input per unit volume on different scales. They
scaled up the batch precipitation process of methyl a-methoxyimino acetoacetate, but
did not carry out a study of the precipitation kinetics. Mahajan and Kirwan (1996)
investigated micromixing and scale effects of the precipitation of Lovastatin in a two-
impinging-jets (TI!) precipitator. By means of the geometry of the TI! mixer, it is
possible to achieve very short micromixing times in the range of the induction time and
therefore ensure homogeneous supersaturation throughout the reactor before nucleation
starts. A scale-up criterion based on the Damköhler number (ratio of characteristic
micromixing time constant to characteristic reaction time constant) is proposed.
In conclusion, various scale-up criteria for the scale-up of precipitation processes
have been proposed in the literature. Scale-up with constant specific power input can be
applied to micromixing-limited processes, scale-up with constant tip speed, on the other
hand, can be successfully used for mesomixing-controlled processes where the shear
rate distribution in the reaction zone is essential. If macromixing plays a decisive role,
scale-up with constant stirrer speed has to be considered. Problems occur, however, if
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more than one of these mixing processes controls the mixing quality and therefore the
process. This is generally the case in precipitation processes due to the very fast reaction
kinetics, and therefore all these conventional scale-up criteria fail.
In this research, a methodology based on a hybrid CFD-mixing model is
introduced for scaling up Continuous and semibatch precipitation processes from
laboratory scale to pilot scale which can simultaneously account for micro-, meso- and
macromixing effects. The method developed efficiently combines the advantages of
CFD and a population balance approach including nucleation, growth, agglomeration
and disruption kinetics. Chapter 2 introduces the principles of precipitation, and is
followed by a detailed analysis of the population balance in Chapter 3, where different
discretization and solving methods are compared. Chapter 4 discusses the determination
of nucleation, growth, agglomeration and disruption kinetics of calcium oxalate and
calcium carbonate from experimental data. Furthermore, an alternative to finding all the
kinetic constants simultaneously is introduced. Principles of mixing and mixing models
in Chapter 5 cover macromixing, mesomixing, micromixing and their mathematical
description. In the same chapter, the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) is chosen for
modelling the influence of mixing on the precipitation process. In addition,
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used to determine the parameters necessary to
describe the diffusive and convective mass transfer in the SFM. The experimental and
modelling results of scale-up of continuous precipitation are compared in Chapter 6,
while in Chapter 7 semibatch precipitation processes are scaled up. Chapter 8 concludes
the thesis with scale-up recommendations, conclusions and suggestions for further
research.
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CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPLES OF PRECIPITATION
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Precipitation is widely used in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, for
example in the production of fine chemicals, pigments, catalysts, photochemicals and
pharmaceuticals. With the new fields of nanoscale science and nanotechnology, its
importance as a unit operation has further increased in recent years.
Precipitation can be regarded as rapid crystallization with high supersaturation
levels obtained by mixing two compounds that subsequently react. Nucleation rates are
very high due to high supersaturation levels, and the particle size is small compared with
conventional crystallization. Agglomeration and mixing often determine the crystal size
distribution and hence influence the properties of the final product to a significant
extent. In Precipitation Söhnel and Garside (1992) present a good summary of the state
of the art of precipitation and a thorough collection of experimental data.
2.2 THE DRIVING FORCE IN CRYSTALLIZATION AND PRECIPITATION
The concise explanations regarding the thermodynamics of solutions given in
Handbook of Industrial Crystallization (Myerson, 1993) and The Formation and
Properties of Precipitates (Walton, 1979), and the description of the crystalline state
(Mullin, 1993), provide a basic insight into the principles of particle formation from
solution.
At this stage only supersaturation, i.e. the driving force in the precipitation
process, will be mentioned, which relates the concentration to the equilibrium solubility
c, to the solubility product Ks,, or to the activity product Kap. Several expressions are
common for the supersaturation.
Relative supersaturation:
CS=— and
C*
(2.1)
SW
—IcAca- r
c_c*
=S-1
c*
(CACB
orSap= Kap (2.2)
(2.3)
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Concentration dfference:
= c - C *
	
(2.4)
As the local and overall levels of supersaturation determine the precipitation
rates and therefore the properties of the precipitate, supersaturation is of crucial
importance in every precipitation process.
2.3 PRECIPITATION KINETICS
Kinetic parameters are used to describe the events of growth (growth rate), birth
and death (nucleation rate, agglomeration and disruption kernel) of a precipitation
process. The interplay of these parameters and their dependence on supersaturation,
hydrodynamics and mixing determine the crystal size distribution (Figure 2.1).
Agglomeration	 I
Kinetic	 Nucleation	 Disruption	 Secondary changes
process
Growth
Time
Figure 2.1	 Kinetic processes during precipitation
23.1 NUCLEATION
According to the mechanism (Figure 2.2), nucleation can be divided into
• primary nucleation (nucleation without crystalline matter)
> homogeneous nucleation (spontaneous nucleation from solution)
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> heterogeneous nucleation (induced by foreign particles)
secondary nucleation (induced by crystals).
Nucleation
primary	 secondary
homogeneous I	 I heterogeneous
Figure 2.2	 Mechanisms of nucleation (after Mullin, 1993)
2.3.1.1 PRIMARY NUCLEATION
Homogeneous nucleation
The process of homogeneous nucleation is determined by the formation of stable
nuclei in a supersaturated solution. It is not yet known how the crystalline lattice is built
up and whether the formation of clusters plays a crucial role. Part of the nuclei
redissolves without achieving stability.
Gibbs considers the change of free energy during homogeneous nucleation,
which leads to the classical nucleation theory and to the Gibbs-Thompson relationship
(Mullin, 1993)
l6iry3v2	 I
	
B m Ahom exP[_ 332 j	 (2.5).
Empirical power laws of the following form are often assumed for homogeneous
nucleation:
hom - th1 ,hom° a
	
(2.6).
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The time interval which elapses between the creation of the supersaturation and
the time when nuclei are actually detected is known as induction time t. This time
span is a measure of the nucleation rate. However, it is very difficult to make predictions
about the range of the induction time or even to measure it. Furthermore, the
experimentally determined values for induction times depend on the detection method
(e.g. turbidity, refractive index) applied. In general, the induction time is given by the
expression
Heterogeneous nucleation
Heterogeneous nucleation is induced by foreign nuclei or surfaces present in the
solution and becomes significant at lower supersaturation levels. However, it is often
difficult to distinguish between homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation. In analogy
to homogeneous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation can be described by means of a
relationship similar to Equation (2.5) (SOhnel and Garside, 1992)
r 16Wy3v2f(q,)l
= Ahet expi - ____________
L 3k3T3(lnS)2]	
(2.8)
with the factor J(q) accounting for the decreased energy barrier to nucleation due to a
foreign solid phase. Furthermore,
.....A	 b
'het - '1,het0
represents an empirical relationship between heterogeneous nucleation and the level of
supersaturation.
2.3.1.2 SECONDARY NUCLEATION
Crystals already present in the solution induce secondary nucleation. Nucleation
takes place at a low supersaturation level and is mainly influenced by the prevailing
hydrodynamic conditions and the suspension density, since the crystal-agitator, crystal-
crystal and crystal-wall contacts are the main causes of this nucleation process. As
secondary nucleation kinetics depend on the suspension density MT and on
hydrodynamics, the secondary nucleation rate becomes (Mullin, 1993)
(2.9)
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Detailed descriptions of both primary and secondary nucleation can be found in
Crystallization (Mullin, 1993), Precipitation (Söhnel and Garside, 1992) and
Crystallization Technology Handbook (Mersmann, 1995).
23.2 GROWTH
In addition to nucleation, the growth of crystals is another dominant kinetic
process which takes place in a supersaturated solution. Several crystal growth models
have been proposed to describe the growth process.
Diffusion-reaction model (Berthoud, 1912)
In this model, growth is seen as a mass transfer process
= k,,A(C - c*)	 (2.11)
which can be divided into two stages, i.e.
diffusion	 = kd A(c - c1 )	 (2.12)
and reaction	 =krA(Ci _C*)r	 (2.13)
with the concentration in the interface C,. The elimination of c1 leads to
Therefore, using the definition of supersaturation given in Equation (2.3),
(2.14).
G oc	 (2.15)
is obtained.
• Surface integration models
Several theories of crystal growth by surface integration have been developed
and successfully applied to model crystal growth (Mullin, 1993).
Continuous growth model
The integration of growth units on a rough surface takes place where their energy
demand for orientation is lowest.
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Gcca	 (2.16)
Birth and spread (B+S) model (O'Hara and Reid, 1973)
It is assumed that the formation and growth of nuclei and occurs on a smooth
(A"
surface.	 G oc a 6 expi - 
—i- I	 (2.17)
a)
Burton-Cabrera-Frank (BCF) model (Burton, Cabrera and Frank, 1951)
The BCF model is based on the assumption that growth occurs along screw
dislocations. G cc a2 tanh[&]	 (2.18)
Growth mechanisms are described in detail in Precipitation (Söhnel and
Garside, 1992), Crystallization (Mullin, 1993) and Handbook of Industrial
Crystallization (Myerson, 1993).
2.3.3 AGGLOMERATION
High supersaturation levels and therefore the rapid formation of huge numbers of
nuclei increase the tendency of the particles to aggregate (particles held together with
weak cohesive forces) and to agglomerate (particles held together with strong
interparticle forces) in the solution (Wachi and Jones, 1992).
In general, two types of aggregation can be distinguished (Smoluchowski, 1916),
i.e.
perikinetic aggregation in static fluids where the particles are in Brownian
motion
D3 (t)= A1 +B1 t
	(2.19)
and orthokinetic aggregation for agitated systems
log D(t) = A2
 + B2t	 (2.20).
The prevailing mechanism in precipitation is usually orthokinetic agglome-
ration. However, Equation (2.20) is only valid to a limited extent until a maximum
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agglomerate size is reached. Perikinetic agglomeration becomes important for very
small particles (L < 0.2 pm) (Söhnel and Garside, 1992).
In the population balance, agglomeration can be considered in the birth and
death terms Baggi afld Daggi using an agglomeration rate Kaggi. Various expressions for
the agglomeration kernel I3aggl are suggested in the literature. Many of these kernels have
a sound theoretical basis, but others are purely empirical. Some of the kernels which are
of significance for precipitation in a stirred tank are listed below.
Constant aggregation kernel
The agglomeration process is described here using a size-independent
agglomeration kernel. As this is the simplest function for a kernel, the particle size
distributions observed can often be approximated only insufficiently.
Kaggi = /3 aggi f(L,L..,)
	 (2.21)
Smoluchowski kernel (Smoluchowski, 1916)
As early as 1916, Smoluchowski showed that aggregation of spherical particles
in a laminar shear field can be expressed as
Kaggi (Lu ,Lv) = Sh[Lu +Lf =I3aggi[Lu +Lj	 (2.22)
with the shear rate Sh and the particle sizes L and L of the aggregating particles.
In an analogous way, aggregation due to the diffusion of particles in eddies in a
turbulent flow regime can be expressed as
Kaggi (Lu,Lv)kU[Lu 1vf = I3aggi[Lu +Lj	 (2.23)
with U as the velocity gradient of the fluid in turbulent motion (Low, 1975). As the
aggregation rate increases with the volume of the particle, it is more likely that a large
particle is involved in an aggregation event than a small particle.
Thompson kernel (Thompson, 1968)
This empirical formulation of a kernel is given as
(u_v) 2 	 [LU3_3]2	
(2.24)Kaggi (Lu ,L) = CA EI 	 = f3aggl L
3 +u+v
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with the collection efficiency E1 and the aggregation parameter CA. Hartel et al. (1986)
and Hartel and Randolph (1986) successfully modelled the agglomeration kinetics of
calcium oxalate with this kernel.
In a mixed system, such as a stirred tank, the rate of agglomeration additionally
depends on the shear field and therefore on the energy dissipation e in the tank.
Furthermore, the degree of supersaturation S in a solution plays an important role in
precipitation systems as the higher the supersaturation, the "stickier" the particles and
the more readily they agglomerate (Mullin, 1993). This leads to a general formulation of
the agglomeration rate
Kaggi (L 4 ,L,e,S) = J31PSf(L,J,)	 (2.25)
where both the energy dissipation and the level of supersaturation are accounted for
using a power law function.
2.3.4 DISRUPTION
Fluid-particle or particle-particle interactions can lead to disruption, i.e. a
reduction in particle size by particle splitting or surface erosion (Jones et al., 1996). As
with aggregation, a disruption rate Kd13 is used for modelling. Various suggestions about
the size-dependence of this rate have been made, but the function most often used in
modelling breakage and disruption processes has the form
Kdj(L,L) 1cijsrfr'u +Lf
	 (2.26).
With this form of the disruption kernel, the disruption rate is proportional to the particle
volume. This assumption of the disruption rate dependence on particle volume was
theoretically validated by Synowiec et a!. (1993), who proved that a third-order
dependence on the particle size (and therefore a proportionality on particle volume) can
be explained by the dominant disruption mechanism of turbulent crystal-shear forces.
In addition, the disruption rate is a function of the degree of supersaturation
prevailing in the reactor. High supersaturation results in high growth rates and rigid
agglomerates and thus reduces breakage (Wojcik and Jones, 1998a). Moreover, the rate
of disruption increases with increased power input. Therefore, the disruption rate
becomes
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Kdj.cr (Lu ,Ly ,E,S)PdisrESSf(Lu ,Lv )	 (2.27).
A further complication in the breakage process is that, depending on the
breakage mechanism, a breakage event can lead to
• two daughter particles of the same or almost the same size (particle splitting)
• two daughter particles of very different sizes (attrition or abrasion)
• a number of daughter particles (multiple breakage).
In order to describe these different mechanisms, various breakage functions have been
proposed (Hill and Ng, 1995 and 1996). For precipitation processes, a breakage function
of the form
b(v, Xk) 
=	 [4[i ]2 - [ ':^ ]
	 (2.28),
with b(v,xk) being the discretized number fraction of particles broken from size v into
size interval Xk, seems particularly suitable as both attrition - with a high probability -
and particle splitting - with a low probability - are accounted for.
2.3.5 SECONDARY CHANGES OF ThE PRECIPITATE
Recrystallization
Due to the instantaneous character of the kinetics involved in the early stages of
precipitation, it is frequently not the thermodynamically most stable polymorph which is
obtained but the kinetically favoured metastable form of the precipitate. However, if the
crystals are left in the solution for a sufficient amount of time, they may change their
morphology by recrystallizing into a more stable form.
Ostwald ripening
Small crystals suspended in their own mother liquor tend to dissolve and be
deposited on larger crystals. The reason for this behaviour is the tendency of the system
to achieve a stage with minimum overall Gibbs energy. The dependence of solubility on
size can be written as
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and states that smaller particles have a higher solubility than larger particles. However,
this effect only becomes significant for size r < 1 1m.
Secondary changes were not considered in this research as the samples were
withdrawn from the precipitation reactor immediately after the experiment had finished.
Therefore, the crystals did not have sufficient time to ripen, age or recrystallize.
2.4 MIXING AND PRECIPITATION
2.4.1 INTRODUCTION
An important feature that distinguishes precipitation and reactive crystallization
from conventional crystallization, i.e. cooling and evaporative crystallization, is the
occurrence of steep local gradients in the supersaturation field. As the degree of
supersaturation is the single most important factor determining the precipitation rates, its
distribution throughout the reactor is vital for the particle size distribution of the final
product.
Due to the short induction periods and high nucleation rates observed during
precipitation, mixing can become a controlling factor for the precipitation rates. This
chapter gives a short overview of mixing equipment and methods, while Chapter 5
discusses mixing models and mixing theory in detail.
2.4.2 MIXING EQUIPMENT
2.4.2.1 STIRRED TANK
The most common type of mixed reactor used in chemical engineering is the
stirred tank. One or more impellers transfer energy from the outside to the contents of
the reactor, usually a liquid or suspension (Harnby et al., 1985).
As different types of impeller produce different flow fields, the flow
characteristics in a vessel may vary considerably. The flow field produced by a Rushton
turbine is characterised by a high local power dissipation in the impeller zone with the
discharge stream of the impeller being mainly radial. By contrast, a marine-type impeller
produces a fairly uniform energy distribution throughout the vessel. The discharge
stream is mainly axial due to the angled blades. A 45°-pitched blade turbine produces a
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discharge stream and a flow pattern between that of a radial impeller (Rushton turbine)
and an axial impeller (marine-type impeller).
Stirred tanks are often equipped with a number of baffles to increase the mixing
intensity by avoiding gross vortexing. The flow field produced by an axial impeller can
be further controlled by the use of a draft tube. If correctly designed, the draft tube
"divides" the upflowing and downcoming parts of the liquid, thus providing essential
advantages for the isokinetic and representative withdrawal of samples and product
streams.
Depending on the mode of operation, stirred tanks are used for continuous,
semibatch and batch precipitation.
Continuous precipitation in a stirred tank
Two feed solutions A and B enter the reactor, while the product solution is
withdrawn simultaneously (Figure 2.3).
A B Product
Figure 2.3	 Continuous precipitation reactor
The precipitation rates of a continuously operated precipitation reactor under
steady state are independent of time. However, unintended seeding, accumulation of
impurities and the fact that cleaning is difficult to carry out without a complete
shutdown often outweigh this advantage.
Semibatch precipitation in a stirred tank
One feed solution A is already present in the reactor, while the other feed
solution B is added to the vessel (Figure 2.4).
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LLiJ
Figure 2.4	 Semibatch precipitation reactor
Although semibatch reactors are simple to operate and to control, the level of
supersaturation and therefore the rates change during the precipitation process.
Semibatch precipitation is often used in the pharmaceutical industry where very low
levels of impurities and rapid cleaning of the reactor are essential.
Batch precipitation in a stirred tank
Both feed solutions A and B are added simultaneously, but no product is
withdrawn (Figure 2.5).
JiI
Figure 2.5	 Batch precipitation reactor
Batch precipitation in its strictest sense implies that the reactor is empty before it
is gradually filled as the feed solutions A and B are fed into the reactor. Under these
conditions, mixing during the first part of the process would be insufficient as the
impeller must have a clearance from the tank bottom. The mixing conditions will thus
not be clearly specified and it may be difficult to reproduce the results. One way to
avoid starting with an empty reactor is to partly fill the reactor with saturated solution or
solvent and then feed the feed solutions into the reactor.
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In addition to the influence of the mode of operation, the positioning of the feed
tubes also has a significant effect on the particle size distribution of the precipitated
product. The crucial importance of the feed point position in mixing-controlled systems
is shown for four different cases of continuous or batch precipitation with two feed
tubes. The same considerations can be applied to semibatch precipitation. In this case,
however, only one feed tube is used and the number of different possibilities is reduced.
Case 1
Feed points are close to one another and close to the impeller (Figure 2.6).
'Jul
Figure 2.6
	 Feed points close to one another and to impeller
This set-up leads to
. uniform distribution of the feed solutions
. direct mixing of the two feed streams.
Case 2
Feed points are remote from one another but close to the impeller (Fig. 2.7).
U
Figure 2.7	 Feed points remote from one another and close to impeller
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This set-up leads to
. uniform distribution of the feed solutions
. indirect mixing of the two feed streams via the bulk.
Case 3
Feed points are close to one another in a zone remote from the impeller
(Figure 2.8).
E?fL
Figure 2.8
	 Feed points close to one another and remote from impeller
This set-up leads to
high local concentrations of the feed solutions
• direct mixing of the two feed streams.
Case 4
Feed points are remote from one another and in a zone remote from the impeller
(Figure 2.9).
LL'
Figure 2.9	 Feed points remote from one another and from impeller
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This set-up leads to
• high local concentrations of the feed solutions
• indirect mixing of the two feed streams via the bulk.
As mentioned above, the supersaturation field is crucial for the rates in a
precipitation reactor. In Case 1 and Case 2, high local levels of supersaturation can be
avoided by adding the feed solutions close to the impeller, whereas in Case 3 and
Case 4, excessive nucleation around the feed points is to be expected due to high local
supersaturation levels.
Power input in a stirred tank
The power input for Newtonian liquids mixed in a stirred tank cannot be
obtained from first principles as the reactor geometry, impeller and baffles coupled with
the fluid dynamics become a very complex problem. From dimensional analysis,
however, it has been found that
P
pN 3d 5	 /2	 g J
with the power number Po
P
Po=
pN3d5
and the Reynolds number Re
Re= pNd2
/2
and the Froude number Fr
Fr= N2d5
g
and therefore
Po = J(Re,Fr)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
(2.34).
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If the reactor is equipped with baffles, the effect of the Froude number Fr can be ignored
and the relationship (2.34) simplified to
Po= fiRe)	 (2.35).
The Po versus Re curves, the power curves, have been published for many
different geometrical set-ups (Harnby et a!., 1985). It was found that the power number
in the turbulent regime (Re > 6x103) approaches a constant value.
From the power number Po, the actual power input P into the reactor is
calculated according to
P = PopN3d5
	
(2.36)
and the power input per unit mass e to
e = PopN3d35	 (2.37).
if no suitable power curve is available or the geometric set-up is unique, the power
curve Po = f(Re) can be determined by measuring the torque T and the speed N over a
range of stirrer speeds. The power input P is calculated as
P=wT=2irNT	 (2.38).
The fluid dynamic parameters (Reynolds number Re, tip speed v 1, and specific
energy dissipation Eavg) for different mixing conditions are listed in Appendix A2. 1.
2.4.2.2 TEE-MIXER
Tee-mixers are often used to pre-mix feed solutions A and B before they enter the
actual reactor (Figure 2.10). By changing the flow rate of the feed solutions or the
A_____ _____ B
Product
Figure 2.10 Tee-mixer
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geometry of the Tee-mixer, it is possible to vary the mixing conditions. In general, Tee-
mixers lead to very high degrees of supersaturation and consequently high nucleation
rates due to the highly localised mixing of the concentrated feed solutions.
Marmo et al. (1996) and Mahajan and Kirwan (1996) investigated mixing and
precipitation in Tee-mixers and two-impinging-jets (TI!) mixers, respectively.
2.4.2.3 JET MIXER
In the semibatch mode of operation, a jet mixer can be used to achieve the desired
mixing effect as the momentum transferred from the high-velocity jet B to the bulk
phase A causes the mixing (Figure 2.11). Jet mixers are simple in construction and do
not include any moving parts.
Figure 2.11
	 Jet mixer
2.4.2.4 STATIC MIXERS
Static mixers function in a similar way to packings in mass transfer units, such
as distillation columns and absorption towers. The static mixing elements force the
liquid flow to change its direction frequently and thereby mix with neighbouring parts of
the liquid. This form of mixing, however, is usually not suitable for precipitation
processes because the precipitate tends to stick to the solid surfaces, grow on the mixing
elements and subsequently block the fluid flow.
A concise description of mixing equipment can be found in Oldshue (1983) and
in Harnby et a!. (1985).
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CHAPTER 3
THE POPULATION BALANCE
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3.1 DERiVATION OF THE POPULATION BALANCE
During the course of precipitation, individual particles may nucleate, grow,
agglomerate or break and leave the precipitation reactor in the continuous mode of
operation. The mathematical framework used to describe this process is called the
population balance.
The concept of population balances for agglomerative processes based on the
conservation of probability in a mechanical system was introduced by Hulburt and Katz
(1964). They derived their mathematical model from statistical mechanics and applied it
to processes involving both growth and agglomeration.
Randolph and Larson (1988) investigated in detail the modelling of crystal size
distributions using population balances and developed the mixed-suspension mixed-
product-removal (MSMPR) model for continuous crystallizers.
In general, the population balance of a system is derived from a number-
continuity equation.
The population balance in a defined volume can be stated as
Accumulation = Input - Output + Net generation.
Therefore, in the Lagrangian framework the population balance can be written as
--1 ndV=J (B–D)dVdt JV1 	 V1
with V1 as an arbitrarily chosen subvolume. n(x) represents the population density at
location x (x,y,z) and is defined as
dN(x)
n(x)=
dt
and B and D are the birth and death rate, respectively. The first term can be written as
-- I ndV = I I+V('4.n"hldV	 (33)dtc	 JV[dt
	 Ldt Jj
.dx
with —=v=v.-i-v
dt	 e
and the population balance becomes
V(v,n)+ V(V e fl ) + D–B	 = 0	 (3.5)
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.4)
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with the internal velocity v. and the external velocity Ve• In this context the internal co-
ordinate space specifies the condition(s) of the particle, while the external co-ordinate
space refers to the position of the particle in the physical space. The internal velocity
therefore describes the change of particle size or particle volume and the external
velocity the fluid velocity in the reactor.
As the subvolume V1 was arbitrary, it must be independent of the volume
integration, leading to
+ V(vn) - B + D =0	 (3.6).
This equation is analogous to the continuity equation derived for the conservation of
mass in a continuum
*-FV(vp)=0
	 (3.7).
The general equation (3.6) can be used when particles are distributed along both
internal and external co-ordinate space. For most precipitation and crystallization
problems, however, it is sufficient to know only the distribution of particles in the
internal phase space. The system is considered to be fully backmixed with inputs and
outputs Qk and population densities k. The population balance for this simplified case
can be derived from the general population balance with the form
Sv [+V(V efl)+V(V ifl)+D_B}1V = 0
	 (3.8).
As n, B and D are only functions of time and internal co-ordinates, these terms can be
easily integrated
+V(Vifl)+D_B+!JyV(Vefl)dV =0	 (3.9)
where Qk and k are the flow rate and population density respectively of the flows
incoming and outgoing, and using the internal velocity expressed in terms of the crystal
d(Gn)growth rate	 Vv1n =
dL (3.11)
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the macrodistributed population balance (3.12) can be derived
n d(Gn)	 d(IogV)	 Qkk	 (3.12).+	 +ndt	 dL	 dt k
This equation describes the change of population in a well-mixed system and is often
used to model crystallization and precipitation processes.
3.2 MOMENT TRANSFORMATION OF THE POPULATION BALANCE
Using the moment transformation of the population balance, it is possible to
reduce the dimensionality of the population balance to that of the transport equations.
Though the mathematical effort to solve the population balance may therefore decrease
considerably, a moment transformation always leads to a loss of information about the
distribution of the variables with the particle size or any other internal co-ordinate.
The micromoment population balance is derived from the general population
balance (Lagrangian framework) and can be written as
dm.
L +Vvm =0B°+jGm 1 +—
	(3.13)
withj = 0,1,2,... and thej-th moment m defined as
m =JnLJdL	 (3.14).
The micromoment population balance (3.13) averages the internal co-ordinate (i.e. the
particle properties) in moments but accounts for their local variations. The
macromoment population balance (3.15) is an ordinary differential equation (time
dependence only) and can be obtained from the macrodistributed population balance:
	
dm	 d(logV)	 ____
=0B° +jGm1 +B—D—V'	 (3.15).
	
dt	 '	 dt	 k
3.3 POPULATION BALANCE FOR THE MIXED-SUSPENSION MIXED-
PRODUCT-REMOVAL (MSMPR) CRYSTALLIZER
To start with the simplest case, the population balance concept will be applied to
an ideal MSMPR crystallizer. The MSMPR model is analogous to the continuous stirred
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tank reactor (CSTR) model in reaction engineering. The following assumptions lead to
the basic definition of an MSMPR crystallizer:
. continuous steady state of operation
well-mixedness
• no agglomeration or disruption
• crystal growth rate independent of crystal size
• no classified withdrawal of the product
• no seed crystals in the feed.
Two different approaches used to derive the basic equations of an MSMPR
crystallizer will be shown below.
In the first approach, the population balance (3.12) is considered
dt	 dL	 dt
The following simplifications can be made:
steady state
d(logV) 
=
dr
B=0,D=0
d(Gn)Gdn
dL - dL
'ç Qn = Qn = n
V
constant volume
no agglomeration, no breakage
size-independent growth
mixed suspension discharge
= --	 residence time.
Q
The population balance of an MSMPR crystallizer that meets the criteria mentioned
above therefore has the form
dn nG—+—=0	 (3.16).
dL r
The same result can be obtained using the following approach:
for a time interval zlt and a size range 4L=L2-L 1 the population balance has the form
o\VP
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n 1G1V& = n2G2V&+QffiL&	 (3.17)
(crystals entering = crystals leaving by growth + removal of crystals).
This leads to
V(n2G2 —n1 G1 ) = -QffLL	 (3.18)
and for AL—O the population balance becomes
=—Qn	 (3.19).dL
WithG^G(L)	 G+=0	 (3.20)dL
the same result as above is obtained.
With the population density of nuclei n0 the integration of
G^.!1.=O	 (3.21)dL
(Lgives	 n=n0exp --
	 (3.22)
which characterises the crystal size distribution of an MSMPR crystallizer (Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1
	 Particle size distribution of an MSMPR crystallizer
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The nucleation rate B° is defined as
B° =1
dt IL-+O
and the growth rate as
G=-
dt
dNI	 dNI dL
with	
-1 =- -
dt IL 	 dLILodt
B° for MSMPR conditions becomes
B° = n0G
Next, the moments of the crystal size distribution can be defined as:
Zeroth moment of the distribution
Number of crystals in the considered volume
m0 =NT
 =Jn(L)dL=noGt
First moment of the distribution
Cumulative length
m1 =L =JLJZ(L)dL=no(G1)2
Second moment of the distribution
Specific surface area
m2ka =AT =kaSL2fl(L)dL=2kaflO(G1)3
Third moment of the distribution
Specific mass of crystals
m3k PC = M = kp 5 L3n(L)dL = 6k Pno (Gr)4
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26).
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30).
Furthermore, for MSMPR conditions the characteristic lengths can be calculated from
the moments. For example:
Number mean size
	 L = Gr	 (3.31)
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Volume mean size
	
L43 = 4Gr	 (3.32).
3.4 POPULATION BALANCE MODELLING INCLUDING AGGLOMERATION
AND DISRUPTION KINETICS
3.4.1 INTRODUCTION
Processes in which, in addition to growth and nucleation, agglomeration occurs
as a consequence of aggregation and disruption can also be mathematically described by
means of population balances. From the macrodistributed form of the population
balance
.n d(Gn)	 d(logV)	 Qkk+	 +n	 —BD
t	 L	 dt
(3.33)
with the assumption that the growth rate G is not a function of the particle size
(McCabe's ilL-law), with a constant crystallizer volume and a crystal-free inlet flow (no
seeding) the population balance becomes
t9n	 èz	 n
-;+ Gä = Baggi +Bdisr - Daggi - Ddisr
with the birth terms for agglomeration and disruption
L2 
L Kaggifl(Lu)fl(Lv)dLuBaggl+Bdisr=jJ
+5 K,.S'(L , L, )n(L )n(L )dL
and the death terms for agglomeration and disruption
Daggi + Dth.cr = n(L)J Kaggifl(Lu )dL. + Kdisrfl(L)
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
V
and the residence time 	 = -.
Q
The population balance therefore represents a partial integro-differential
equation that can only be solved analytically in specific cases (Ramkrishna, 1985). It is
thus necessary to search for numerical solution strategies that solve the population
balance rapidly and accurately in order to model precipitation processes and estimate
kinetic parameters.
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3.4.2 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE POPULATION BALANCE
One specific case in which the population balance can be solved analytically is
described by Hostomsk (1987). He solves the steady-state population balance for
agglomeration and nucleation only (no growth) and assumes size-independent
agglomeration, i.e. Kaggi = f3aggl = const. Hostomsk considers the population balances
for particles containing i primary particles and derives a set of i non-linear equations,
which are solved with repeated substitution.
The accuracy of the solution obtained depends on the number i of primary
particles, since Hostomsk uses an approximation for a factorial expression. The
solution is therefore not totally analytical, but gives an error of 3.8% and 1.3% for i = 10
and i = 30, respectively.
The population density distribution is obtained by converting the original
volume density distribution into a number density distribution, and has the form
2a+li 1 (2a 
"j L/2n(L) 
=	 r J I3agglT 2a + 1)	 (3.37)
with	 a = 13aggiB°2
	 (3.38)
as an aggregation parameter and L for the size of the primary particles.
As mentioned above, this equation is not derived in a purely analytical way and
is only valid when
• no growth takes place: G =0
• agglomeration is size-independent: Kaggi = f3aggI = const.
no disruption takes place.
According to Hostomsk, the distribution can be approximated with a power law
for high values of a, i.e. for crystallization processes with high nucleation rates (e.g.
precipitation),
n(L) =	 (3.39).
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3.4.3 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE POPULATION BALANCE
The numerical methods for solving population balances can be divided into the
following groups:
Method of classes
Calculates the number of particles in length- or volume-discretized size classes.
Method offinite differences
Estimates differential quotients at different points.
Method of moments
Reduces dimensionality, but impracticable for too many size-dependent
mechanisms (Hulburt and Katz, 1964).
Method of orthogonal collocation
Transforms the population balance into a set of linear differential equations by
decomposing the number density function in a set of orthogonal functions.
Only the most widespread method, i.e. the method of classes, will be considered below.
Various solution procedures have been proposed, according to different methods of
discretization.
3.4.4 DISCRETIZATION METHODS
3.4.4.1 DISCRETIZATION METHOD OF GELBARD ETAL.
Originally derived for aerosol kinetics, Gelbard and Seinfeld (1978) and Gelbard
et a!. (1980) were the first to propose a solution for the population balance of a size-
dependent agglomerative process. In their model only one property, for example number
or mass but not both, can be conserved. Furthermore, their technique is computationally
very time-consuming because of the need to evaluate a large number of double integrals.
3.4.4.2 DISCRETIZATION METHOD OF HOUNSLOW
Hounslow et a!. (1988) solve the population balance by discretizing the particle
volume in a geometrical grid, i.e. v+j = 2 v, and L 1 = 21/3 L, with the particle volume v
and the particle size L. As the fact that the grid cannot be chosen freely may be limiting,
in a subsequent paper Litster eta!. (1995) published a generalised version for a grid with
v = 1I' (q is an integer). However, Litster's formulation does not always conserve
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mass and number of the particles and thus only the original method with the geometrical
grid will be considered below.
With regard to agglomeration, Hounslow et al. (1988) and Hounslow (1990a
and b) distinguish four different mechanisms that change the population in a size range,
and consider them separately. Nucleation of particles is assumed to occur to the extent
of B° in the first class. For growth, the two adjacent classes to each class are taken into
account.
Using this method, the zeroth moment (number) and the third moment (mass)
are conserved properly, the latter, however, only after introducing a correction factor.
The final set of equations has the form
with
dN, (dN1
	(dN.\	 N.—N,,
dttc!tJ1 
+_jJ	
h tdtJaggl
(dN'\	 1B0 i=1
i^1
1
(dN1
	- G [(bg
 +cg r)N1 +cN2]
.	 Jgrowth -
(dIv1
	- G (a g Nj +bg Nj
 +cgNj+i)Jgrowth -
2r
ag 
= (1+rXr2_1)
bg 
=
2r
Cg	 (l+rXr2_1)
r=.1±L= 213
L1
dt	
= N._1 2 J1+l K aggiN j ^ KaggiN_i
[dPi]
aggi	 j=1
- Ni 2 'KaggzN j - NjKaggiNj
j=1	 j=i
(3.40)
(3.41)
(3.42)
(3.43)
(3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48).
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3.4.4.3 DISCRETIZATION METHOD OF KUMAR AND RAMKRISHNA
In contrast to Hounslow (1990a and b), Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996a and b)
present a solution to population balance problems of agglomeration processes without
restricting the choice of the grid of the discretized length scale. Furthermore, two
arbitrarily chosen properties can be preserved. In the case of preservation of the zeroth
and third moments (number and mass respectively), the equations for a purely
agglomerative process can be written in the following form:
(dN1
1.	 'Jz	 - Sj, )iKaggiNiN - N. KaggiNk (3.49)j,k
Xi_i^(Xj+X* )^x11
xi+1 - V
xi+I - xi ,xI ^V^xI+l
with	
11 =1 ,t_, <V ^ ,	 (3.50)
x1- x1_1
and x, as the representative volume of the ith size range and v as the particle volume.
Moreover, according to Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996a and b) disruption can be
accounted for with
(dN1) =Zni,,KthsrNk Kjjj Nj	 (3.51)
'¼" )disr	 k=i
x,I
	
with	 n 
= 5 
x11 
_Vb(V,xk)dv+ 
jL V X1_1 
b(v,xk)dv	 (3.52).
xi	 i+l -	 x1_I i - il
For binary breakage the breakage function b(v,xk) becomes
2
b(v,xk ) =-
Xk
and the weighting matrix
- xi+1 - x_i
-
Xk
Using the parabolic attrition function
(3.53)
(3.54).
b(V, Xk) 
= 
[4[ 
]2 - 
1*	 (3.55)
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which was proposed by Hill and Ng (1995) and is based on an empirical form suggested
by Austin et al. (1976) and Kiimpel and Austin (1984), the weighting matrix becomes
/	 \f/ \3	 / \2	 /F	 x.	 x.	 1 1 x . 1	 1 x. 1	 1 x.
	
+_'
	
I6I__I_8I_I+3I!_
X, 1 - X1
 X - X ._1	X )
	
I X )
/	 \f/	 \3	 ,-	 '2	 /
-1	 +'	 1 81 -- 1 -121 -- 1 + 61 X
- x. x - x1_1	 x )
	
X, )
	
t. X,
(3.56).
,-	 3	 /	 \2	 /
+	
21 s-'- 1 -41	 - 1 +31 ±'-
- Xl	X, )
	
X )
	
X
/	 \3	 ,'	 \2	 /
+	 ''	 21	 - 1 -41	 - 1 +31 -'-
XI - X ._1 	X )
	
X )
Both breakage functions were checked for consistency using
Jb(v,xk )dv = 2	 (3.57)
for the number of particles formed per breakage event.
Nucleation and growth are modelled as described in 3.4.4.2.
3.4.5 SOLUTION METHODS
The sets of non-linear ordinary differential equations obtained by discretization
were solved using two different strategies, i.e.
FORTRAN9O programming including routines from the NAG Routines Library
flowsheet-orientated programming with the software package SpeedUp©.
3.43.1 FORTRAN PROGRAMMING
The set of differential equations was solved using the NAG subroutine DO2EAF
which is particularly suitable for stiff systems of first-order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs). This variable-order, variable-step method implements the Backward
Differentiation Formulae (BDF) and is of an explicit type (Schuler, 1996). The ODEs
are integrated over a time range of ten residence times, assuming that after that time
steady state has been achieved. Subroutines calculate values for the change of
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population due to nucleation, growth, agglomeration and disruption. The population
density of each class is calculated from the number of particles in each size class.
3.4.5.2 SPEEDUP° PROGRAMMING
SpeedUp©
 is an equation-based software tool which enables the user to run
steady-state, dynamic, parameter estimation and optimisation problems. The user is not
required to provide an algorithm for solving the equations, but only to specify them in a
model. SpeedUp© then converts sets of equations into blocks and solves these
decomposed blocks separately. The numerical routines provided for integrating ODEs
are a modified Gear's integrator, a Euler integrator and a fourth order Range-Kutta
integrator. Sets of linear and non-linear equations (steady state) are solved with a
Newton algorithm. A choice can thereby be made between the two methods of
calculating the elements of the Jacobian matrix each time or estimating them by an
update method.
3.5 RESULTS
In order to compare the accuracy of the discretization methods of Hounslow
(1990a and b) and Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996a and b), the population balances for
two different cases are discussed below. For both cases a constant agglomeration kernel
Kaggi = I3aggl = const. is assumed and disruption is only accounted for in the precipitation
of calcium oxalate (Case 2).
3.5.1 CASE 1: PRECIPITATION OF CALCIUM CARBONATE
For the continuous precipitation of calcium carbonate from equimolar solutions
of Ca(NO3)2
 and Na2CO3, Hostomsk and Jones (1991) found that under most
conditions investigated the real growth rate (in contrast to the apparent growth rate) can
be ignored. In this case an analytical solution to the population balance as presented by
Hostomsk (1987) and described in Chapter 3.4.2 can be obtained. According to
Hostomsk and Jones (1991), experiment 4, the following conditions were chosen:
'r=O.0833 h
B° = 1.98x10' 7 1/m3h
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f3aggl = 1.68x10'° m3/h
L0 =0.5 p.m.
Figure 3.2 shows a comparison of the results of the two discretization methods.
It can be seen that compared with the analytical solution, Hounslow's discretization
method (using both SpeedUp©
 and FORTRAN-BDF) leads to the highest errors - as one
would expect due to the coarse grid. The solution of Ramkrishna's discretization is
shown for two different grids (r = 1.6 and r = 1.3). The finer grid (r = 1.3) approximates
the analytical solution very accurately. However, due to the large number of size classes
necessary to cover a reasonable size-range (58 classes for r = 1.3 in comparison to
22 classes for r = 2.0), the computation time is substantially higher than for the other
grids.
All discretization methods approximate the analytical solution very well up to a
size of 50 p.m and lead to an overprediction of particles in the range greater than 50 pm.
This leads, in particular, to errors in the mass balance, as can be seen from the following
calculations. The error in the mass balance is assumed to be proportional to the error in
the prediction of the third moment of the distribution according to
The errors for the third moment, calculated in the size range from 0.5 pm to
80 p.m. are listed in Table 3.1.
Discretization method	 m3 [jxm3/m3x 1 016]	 Rel. error
Analyt. solution	 0.219	 -
Ramkrishna r = 1.3	 0.240	 0.032
Ramkrishna r = 1.6	 0.266	 0.072
Ramkrishna r= 1.8	 0.285	 0.101
Hounslow	 0.301	 0.125
Table 3.1
	 Relative errors of different discretization methods
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Another conclusion that can be drawn from the results in Figure 3.2 is that the
calculated values are independent of the method of numerical solution. The steady-state
SpeedUp©
 simulation gives the same population density distribution for Hounslow's
discretization method as the program with the NAG routine using the Backward
Differentiation Formulae (BDF). Consequently, only computational efficiency and
convenience for data handling need to be taken into account when choosing the most
suitable method. Due to its better versatility, FORTRAN programming was chosen as
the most appropriate solution method.
As far as the method of discretization is concerned, Ran*rishna's discretization
with the medium-fine grid v,+j = I .6v seems to be a reasonable compromise between
computational efficiency and mathematical accuracy.
Figure 3.2	 Population density distribution of calcium carbonate
3.5.2 CASE 2: PRECIPITATION OF CALCIUM OXALATE
Even though it is a well-known fact that agglomeration occurs during the
precipitation of calcium oxalate, no reliable data for nucleation, growth, agglomeration
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and disruption could be found in one source. Therefore, more than one literature source
of data is used to estimate the expected rates. From Kavanagh (1992), Hartel and
Randolph (1986), Bramley et a!. (1996a and b) and Garside et a!. (1982) the following
precipitation parameters were estimated:
r=O.1 h
B°=2.OxlO' 2 1/m3h
I3aggl = 1.0x10'° m3/h (size-independent)
I3disr = 20 1/h (size-independent)
G =50 Rm/h
L0 = 0.5 JLm.
The population density is modelled with and without disruption (Figure 3.3).
Using the FORTRAN9O program including the NAG routine for the integration of the
differential equation system, both the agglomeration and the disruption kernels are set to
be size-independent. A strong influence of the disruption process on the size distribution
can be seen, leading to a bimodality in the distribution curve.
1.OE+1 1
1.OE+03
0	 10	 20	 30	 40	 50
	
60	 70	 80
Particle size L [pm]
Figure 3.3
	 Population density distribution of calcium oxalate
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CHAPTER 4
DETERMINATION OF THE PRECIPITATION
KINETICS
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Reliable kinetic data are of paramount importance for successful scale-up. Most
data found in the literature were determined assuming MSMPR conditions and did not
account for agglomeration and breakage of particles. Therefore, in the present study
laboratory-scale experiments will be carried out under a range of different conditions
and the kinetic parameters for nucleation, growth, agglomeration and breakage
calculated from the particle size distributions obtained. Furthermore, the morphology
and shape factors of the crystals will be determined, and the suitability of "designed
experiments" for reducing the number of experiments will be investigated.
4.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE SYSTEMS UNDER INVESTIGATION
4.2.1 CALCIUM OXALATE CaC2O4
Calcium oxalate can be precipitated from reacting supersaturated solutions of
calcium chloride CaC12
 and sodium oxalate Na2C2O4. According to the process
conditions, three different hydrates are formed:
. Calcium oxalate monohydrate	 CaC2O4xH2O (COM)
	 monoclinic
. Calcium oxalate dihydrate	 CaC2O4x2H2O (COD)	 tetragonal
. Calcium oxalate trihydrate 	 CaC2O4x3H2O (COT)	 triclinic.
At 25°C COM is the stable hydrate, whereas COD and COT are metastable.
Garside et a!. (1982) observed only COT in their MSMPR experiments at 9°C, while at
37°C (body temperature) calcium oxalate precipitated fully as COM. In the range
between 20°C and 30°C a mixture of the hydrates is likely. The authors report the
following thermodynamic solubility products K at 25°C:
Hydrate	 Ks,, [mol2 lxl09]
COM	 2.0
COD	 3.7
COT	 5.3
Table 4.1	 Solubility products of calcium oxalate hydrates at 25°C
(Garside eta!., 1982)
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and at 37°C Nancollas and Gardner (1974) report:
Hydrate	 Ks,, [mo!2 12x109]
COM	 2.51
COT	 8.20
Table 4.2
	 Solubility products of calcium oxalate hydrates at 37°C
(Nancollas and Gardner, 1974)
Physical properties of calcium oxalate (Mullin, 1993)
Density of COM:
	 PCOM = 2200 kg/rn3
Molecular weight of calcium oxalate 	 MWCaOx = 146.1 g/mol
Molecular weight of calcium chloride: 	 MWCaCl2 = 111.0 g/mol
Molecular weight of sodium oxalate:	 MWNa2OX = 134.0 g/mol
4.2.2 CALCIUM CARBONATE CaCO3
About 7% of the earth's crust is limestone or marble, which are naturally
precipitated calcium carbonate (Tai and Chen, 1998). In the chemical industry, calcium
carbonate is produced in large quantities for fillers for plastics, paper and rubber.
Calcium carbonate can be precipitated from reacting supersaturated solutions of
calcium chloride CaC1 2
 and sodium carbonate Na2CO3 . According to the process
conditions (temperature, pH, supersaturation), different polymorphs are formed.
Calcium carbonate polymorphs
Calcium carbonate can exist in three different polymorphs:
. rhombohedron calcite
• rosette aragonite
• spherical or hexagonal-plate vaterite.
Additionally, amorphous calcium carbonate can be formed.
As pointed out by Ohtaki (1998), calcite is the stable polymorph at room
temperature. The author reports the following solubility products:
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Polymorph	 Ks,, [mol2 lxl09]
Calcite	 3.31
Aragonite	 4.57
Vaterite	 12.30
Table 4.3	 Solubility products of calcium carbonate polymorphs at 25°C
(Ohtaki, 1998)
Physical properties of calcium carbonate (Mullin, 1993)
Density of calcium carbonate
	 PCaco3 = 2710 kg/rn3
Molecular weight of calcium carbonate	 MWCaCO3 = 100.1 g/mol
Molecular weight of calcium chloride: 	 MWCaCl2 = 111.0 g/mol
Molecular weight of sodium carbonate: 	 MWNCO3 = 106.0 g/mol
4.3 KINETIC STUDIES IN THE LITERATURE
Nancollas and Gardner (1974) observed that crystal growth of COM is surface-
reaction controlled, independent of the temperature. Supersaturation is related to crystal
growth using a second order power law. In the experimental studies of Gardner and
Nancollas (1975) the growth kinetics of calcium oxalate trihydrate showed a second
order dependence on the supersaturation. Neither temperature nor stirrer speed was
found to have an influence on the kinetics.
Tomazic and Nancollas (1979) studied the dissolution kinetics of different
hydrates at various temperatures and found that the process is diffusion-controlled.
Gardner and Nancollas (1975) came to the same conclusion for monohydrate. Garside et
al. (1982) investigated the effect of temperature on the precipitation kinetics and the
hydrate distribution in an MSMPR precipitation reactor. The importance of temperature
for the distribution of hydrates has already been mentioned briefly above, but the
authors also suggest that solution-mediated processes and therefore kinetic rather than
thermodynamic factors govern the formation of different hydrates.
Nielsen and Toft (1984) compared the growth kinetics of various sparingly
soluble salts. The influence of ion concentrations on crystal growth is shown in isotach
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diagrams, where lines connect points of equal growth rates. For calcium oxalate
monohydrate, as for most of the substances investigated, growth kinetics are calculated
using a parabolic rate law.
Brecevic et al. (1986) investigated growth and dissolution kinetics of calcium
oxalate hydrates and suggest that the transformation process of the unstable phases to
the monohydrate is solution-mediated. Brecevic and Kralj (1989) carried out batch
precipitation experiments and found a strong dependence of the crystal size distribution
and hydrate distribution on the mode of mixing and feed concentration. Hartel et al.
(1986) studied the precipitation kinetics of calcium oxalate in a mininucleator and a
Couette flow aggregator under MSMPR conditions, and modelled the results using a
population balance model. With this arrangement, it was possible to separate the effects
of nucleation and growth from those of aggregation and disruption. The authors varied
the initial oxalate concentration and the rotational speed in the Couette flow aggregator,
and found an increase in aggregation rate with increasing supersaturation and an
increase in disruption with higher rotational speeds.
Brown et a!. (1991) used turbidity measurements and microscopic studies to
investigate homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation of calcium oxalate
monohydrate. As one would expect, only the latter occurred at low initial levels of
supersaturation. In addition, initial supersaturation and measured lag-times were
correlated. Kavanagh (1992) analysed experimental procedures from a medical point of
view and suggested studying the kinetics of human kidney stone formation in an
MSMPR reactor because of the constant level of supersaturation in steady-state
operation. Bramley et al. (1996a and b) included agglomeration in their kinetic
considerations and observed a strong dependence of the kinetic parameters on the
oxalate concentration and stirrer speed in their batch experiments.
4.4 PARAMETER ESTIMATION
The aim of the parameter estimation is to deduce the growth rate G, nucleation
rate B°, disruption kernel 13d,s,. and agglomeration kernel fJaggl from the experimental
particle size distribution.
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However, it is notoriously difficult to solve this so-called inverse problem.
Muralidar and Ramkrishna (1986) describe a procedure for obtaining agglomeration
frequencies from measured size distributions without the kinetic processes of
nucleation, growth and disruption. The authors point out that even if the experimental
data are very accurate, it is not always possible to estimate the aggregation frequency
satisfactorily and to distinguish between different mechanisms.
It is even more difficult to estimate not just one but four parameters
simultaneously from a particle size distribution. The errors are likely to be unacceptably
high and it might be impossible to distinguish between the mechanisms involved. A new
technique has thus been developed to sequentially obtain the kinetic parameters
nucleation rate, growth rate, agglomeration kernel and disruption kernel from
experimental results.
Theoretical considerations and alternative approach
Equation of moments
The equation of moments (Randolph and Larson, 1988) for a well-mixed
crystallizer
	
dm	 d(logV)	 ______
=jGmji+OJB0_Q1m +:—
	 (4.1)
	
dt	 '	 dt	 k	 V
with j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... can be manipulated in such a way that the growth and nucleation
kinetics can be determined without estimation or approximation.
Growth and nucleation
Assuming steady state, size-independent growth and conservation of the third
moment (mass) in the agglomeration and disruption process, i.e.
__L+m. d(logV) 
=
dt	 '	 dt
and	 B3=D3=0,
the following equation forj = 3 is obtained:
0=3Gm2i	 (4.3).
(4.2)
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Therefore, when the moments of the distribution are known, it is possible to
calculate the growth rate G
G= m3
3m2r
Furthermore, from the relationship
B°
no = -
G
the nucleation rate B° can be calculated as
B° = n0G
(4.4).
(4.5)
(4.6)
with flo obtained from the intercept of the experimental distribution with the abscissa at
L=0.
Test data
Kinetic data used:
G=50p.m
B° = 2x10' 2 l/m3h
f3aggl= 1010m3/h
I3disr =20 1/h.
Using these data, the number density distribution and the moments were
calculated. From the moments, the kinetic data for growth and nucleation were
estimated as G = 49.6 jim and B° = 1 .97x 1012 1/m3h. These data correspond very well to
the original rates. The errors for the nucleation rate and the growth rate due to the
discretization procedure are 1.5% and 0.8% respectively. This method can therefore be
considered suitable for calculating growth and nucleation rates directly from the
moments of the distribution.
Disruption kernel
The evaluation of the disruption kernel was carried out in "disruption
experiments", where an initial particle size distribution was stirred for a certain time and
the change in the distribution then analysed. The solution was saturated so that
negligible growth, agglomeration and nucleation occurred and therefore all changes in
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the particle size distribution could be attributed to attrition and breakage. By fitting the
population balance model for disruption to the experimental disruption data, the
disruption kernel was estimated. The experiments were carried out at different stirrer
speeds, and the dependence of the disruption kernel on the specific power input could
thus be analysed.
Agglomeration kernel
As the last kinetic parameter to be determined, the agglomeration kernel was
calculated using all the kinetic data already known. The number density distribution of
the population balance model was fitted to the number density distributions of the
continuous experiments and the sum of least squares of the population balance model
and the experimental data minimised iteratively.
4.5 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
In order to investigate the precipitation kinetics and the parameters influencing
the kinetic processes, experiments were carried out under the following conditions.
Cakium oxalate:
3 feed concentrations
O.O1M	 initial supersaturation	 99.8
O.04M
O.1OM
3 residence times
2 mm
7.5 mm
11 mm
5 stirrer speeds
250 rpm
500 rpm
1000rpm
1500 rpm
399.2
S 11 998.0
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2000 rpm
2 feed point positions
inside draft tube:
	 id
outside draft tube:	 od
Temperature: 37°C = 310.15 K
Cakium carbonate:
Feed concentration
0.1OM	 998.0
2 residence times
5 mm
10 mm
4 stirrer speeds
250 rpm
500 rpm
1000 rpm
2000 rpm
feed point position
inside draft tube:	 id
Temperature: 25°C = 298.15 K
4.6 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experiments for the determination of the precipitation kinetics were carried
out using the set-up shown in Figure 4.1.
Reactor
The glass reactor (1) (300 ml, D = 65 mm) is equipped with a polyethylene draft
tube and four baffles (Figure 4.2) which lead to a flow pattern which is geometrically
similar to that of the larger scale draft tube baffled (DTB) reactors. The contents are
stirred using a three-blade marine-type propeller (5) which pumps the suspension
upwards in the annulus and downwards inside the draft tube.
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The product withdrawal pipe is located in the annulus half-way up the draft tube
where the vector of the circulation velocity of the suspension and that of the withdrawal
velocity of the product point in the same direction. This arrangement ensures low
classification effects. Moreover, the feed tubes and withdrawal tube can be exactly
positioned in the reactor and scaled up with high accuracy which would appear to be of
fundamental importance for the supersaturation profile of the reaction plumes and
subsequently for nucleation and growth.
()	
(1) DTB reactor
(2) Feed tank
(3) Product tank
(1 )
	
(4) Balance
	1 	
(5) Stirrer drive
(6) Peristaltic pump
(2) (7) Thermostatic bath
(8) PCLab unit
(9) PCPump unit
(10) PC on—line
-
(6) I (4) (6	 ______ (6)
I - - -	 [I	 III	 (7) ________________	 _______II	 I	 ________ (1O)i I
PCPump L - (8 	 PCLob	 - _______
I LL -------------I	 I
Figure 4.1	 Experimental set-up: Continuous laboratory-scale precipitation reactor
PCPump unit
The feeding and withdrawal of solution and product from the feed tanks (2) and
withdrawal tank (3), respectively, is established by peristaltic pumps (6) controlled by a
Spectrum PCPump unit (9). Balances (4) connected to the PCPump system are used to
determine the speed of the pumps and therefore the desired feed and withdrawal rates.
This technique ensures high accuracy and a constant residence time.
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PCLab unit
A Spectrum PCLab unit (8) controls the temperature in the reactor and measures
process variables on-line. The reactor jacket is thermostated by either cooling or heating
water, according to the desired reactor temperature, using a Haake thermostatic bath (7).
The PCLab unit also enables the user to measure and record the pH, ion concentrations
and other user-defined quantities in the reactor. A temperature-compensated pH
electrode (BDH Geiplas) is used for measuring the pH. The calcium ion concentration is
measured using a calcium ion selective electrode (EDT Instruments, QSE 310) and a
Calomel reference electrode (BDH Glass+). Temperature, pH and calcium concentration
over time are displayed on-line on a computer screen, data files are stored automatically
and any interruptions during operation are recorded.
Cross section A—A
Figure 4.2	 300 ml draft tube baffled (DTB) reactor
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Tubing
According to the desired flow rate, silicon tubes with a bore in the range from
0.5 to 8 mm can be used to feed or withdraw solutions. If the flow rate cannot be
achieved with a single pump head, up to four pump heads can be connected in parallel to
the PCPump unit.
Coulter Counter
The particle size distribution is determined with a Coulter Counter Multisizer II.
The Coulter Counter determines the number and size of particles suspended in a
conductive liquid by monitoring the electric current between two electrodes immersed in
the conductive liquid on either side of a small aperture, through which the suspension of
particles is forced to flow. When a particle passes through the aperture, the impedance
between the electrodes changes and produces an electric pulse with a magnitude
proportional to the particle volume.
The aperture tube chosen for the measurements (100 Rm) enables the user to
measure particles in the range from 1.9 to 60 jim in size. In order to avoid secondary
changes of the precipitate during the particle sizing, a suitable electrolyte has to be
found which, on the one hand, fulfils the conductivity criteria necessary to detect
particles as they pass through the orifice, and on the other does not dissolve particles. A
saturated solution of calcium oxalate with 3% by weight sodium chloride proved to be
suitable. The electrolyte is filtered twice through 0.1 jim Whatman cellulose nitrate
membrane filters in order to achieve low background counts of particles already present
in the electrolyte. A dispersant specially designed for Coulter Counter measurements is
added to avoid aggregation of the particles during the measurement. The calibration of
the aperture tube is carried out using a 9.7 jim latex calibration standard and repeated
monthly.
In order to minimise statistical errors, the measurements are carried out for at
least 20,000 particles counted by the analyser. The concentration of the sample is chosen
in such a way that the saturation index of the Coulter Counter is below 10%, ensuring
that the particles pass through the orifice one by one.
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4.7 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Calibration of the ion-selective electrode and peristaltic pumps
The pH electrode is calibrated with buffer solutions of pH 7 and pH 9.2. The
calcium selective electrode (EDT Instruments, QSE 310) is calibrated with standard
solutions of calcium chloride in the concentration range from 5x10 5M to l0'M.
Figure 4.3 shows the calibration chart. The minimum and maximum flow rate
calibration of the peristaltic pumps is carried out using a calibration program provided
by the PCPump supplier Spectrum.
1
o	 0.1
•	 0.01
I)
r-)
0
0.0001
U
0.00001
0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100
Ca concentration equivalent [mY]
Figure 4.3	 Calibration curve for calcium-ion selective electrode
Running of experiments
For the preparation of the feed stock solutions, analar grade reagents (Fisher
Scientific International Company) and deionised water with a conductivity of less than
0.5 pS/cm are used. To ensure that aliquot amounts of feed solutions are added and to
avoid instabilities in the flow rates, it is necessary to fill all the tubes with solution
before the experiment is started.
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The stirrer is switched on and adjusted to a speed between 250 and 2000 rpm.
The main process parameters such as temperature, feed rates and the duration of an
experiment can be chosen in a set-up menu before the experiment is started. The pumps
of the PCPump unit will not start to pump solution into the reactor until the desired
reactor temperature has been reached. The vessel and jacket temperature, the pH and the
calcium ion concentration can be monitored on-line. A typical plot of the calcium ion
concentration over time is given in Figure 4.4.
In order to ensure that steady state was reached when taking samples to
determine the crystal size distribution (CSD), the calcium ion concentration in the liquid
phase, and therefore the supersaturation in the reactor, was monitored continuously.
0.00016
0.00014
• 0.00012
0.0001
0.00008
E
0.000060
0.00004
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12
Dimensionless time tlt [-]
Figure 4.4	 Calcium ion concentration vs. dimensionless time
It was observed that steady-state conditions occurred after seven to twelve
residence times, depending on the residence time and feed concentration. In general,
steady state was reached earlier at high concentrations and long residence times. This
can probably be explained by the fact that in these cases slight fluctuations in the feed
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rate and suspension density have a lower impact on the overall performance of the
reactor.
Sampling and analysing the crystal size distribution
After about ten residence times, a probe of 2 to 10 ml - according to the solid
concentration - is taken and analysed in the Coulter Counter. The measurements with
the particle size analyser were performed at least twice and generally showed very good
reproducibility. In some measurements, blockage of the aperture tube occurred and
subsequently led to inaccurate results in the small size range. These measurements were
discarded and the particle size distribution determined again without blockage. The
results were obtained in text files with the number of particles in the channels and the
upper diameter of each channel. The files were converted into EXCEL files and the
number density distribution calculated.
Furthermore, after achieving steady state, samples for observation under the light
microscope and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) were taken from the reactor
contents.
To investigate particles smaller than 1.9 .tm in size, measurements were carried
out with a Malvern Zeta Sizer, which measures the diffusion speed of particles moving
under Brownian motion. The results of the measurements showed no reproducibility,
however. One reason for this could be that the larger particles influence the random
motion of the smaller particles, as the upper size limit up to which this technique can be
applied is determined by the onset of sedimentation and can be estimated to be 5 pm.
These results are not therefore taken into account in the subsequent analysis of crystal
size distribution (CSD) data.
4.8 REPRODUCIBILITY
The reproducibility of the experiments was generally very high, as is shown by
the plots of the crystal size distributions (CSDs) of different runs in Figure 4.5. The runs
were performed on different days and with different feed stock solutions under identical
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conditions. The reproducibility of the CSD is very high which is especially important in
terms of parameter estimation where the kinetic parameters are extracted from CSD
data.
Figure 4.5	 Reproducibility of laboratory experiments
4.9 RESULTS
4.9.1 MORPHOLOGY
The morphology of the crystals precipitated was investigated using both light
and scanning electron microscopes, and the formation of different hydrates and
polymorphs was monitored. The magnification obtained with the light microscope
Olympus 1X50 was within a range from 100 to 400. Particles were sampled during and
after the experiments and analysed visually; in addition, pictures were recorded with a
video camera module (CCD) attached to the microscope and transferred to a PC.
Furthermore, investigations were carried out using the scanning electron microscope
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(SEM) JOEL JSM-820. The SEM is capable of magnifications of up to 20,000 for
particles in the size range obtained by precipitation, with a far better depth of field than
the light microscope.
Calcium oxalate
Figure 4.6 shows a picture of calcium oxalate, taken with the video camera under
a magnification of 200 for 0.O1M feed solutions, 7.5 mm residence time, 2000 rpm
stirrer speed and the feed point inside the draft tube. From this picture, it can be clearly
seen that single particles and aggregated (loosely bond) or agglomerated (cemented)
particles are obtained. However, the depth of field and magnification of the picture are
not sufficient to determine whether the larger particles are formed due to loose bonds,
cementation or intergrowth.
I
50im
Figure 4.6	 Light microscope picture of calcium oxalate precipitate
Figure 4.7 shows a 1800-fold magnification of precipitated calcium oxalate
obtained under 0.O1M feed solutions, 11 mm residence time, 1000 rpm stirrer speed and
the feed point outside the draft tube. The picture which was taken under the SEM gives
a three-dimensional impression of the particles and suggests that particles not only
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aggregate but also grow into each other. Further magnification of 10,000 in Figure 4.8
shows a site at which two particles have actually grown into each other.
Figure 4.9 depicts an agglomerate at 4500-fold magnification (0.O1M feed
solutions, 7.5 mm residence time, 1500 rpm stirrer speed and the feed point inside the
draft tube). Particles have grown into each other and therefore form stable agglomerates.
On the right-hand side of the picture, signs of particle disruption are visible.
Figure 4.7	 Agglomerate of calcium
oxalate (SEM)
Figure 4.8
	 Intergrowth of particles
(SEM)
Figure 4.9	 Agglomeration and	 Figure 4.10 Twinned particle (SEM)
disruption effects (SEM)
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A twinned crystal, typical of calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), under 13,000-
fold magnification is shown in Figure 4.10. The uneven surface of the particle could be
caused by disintegration of the particle due to the high temperature and vacuum during
the sample preparation for the Scanning Electron Microscopy. The conditions referred to
above may lead to dehydration of the hydrated particles.
From the visual observations, the hydrate formed is very likely to be calcium
oxalate monohydrate, which crystallises in monoclinic form and is the stable hydrate at
the temperature at which the experiments were run (37°C). No mixture of different
hydrates has been observed, either during or after the experiments.
Calcium carbonate
As mentioned above, calcium carbonate exists in three different polymorphs:
calcite, vaterite and aragonite. At 25°C, calcite is the most stable form as it exhibits the
lowest solubility product at this temperature (Table 4.3).
From the continuous precipitation experiments, however, it was found that
predominantly spherical vatente was formed, with a very low percentage of calcite
(<1%). One explanation for the formation of this metastable polymorph could be that it
is not always the most thermodynamically stable polymorph which is obtained, but rather
one that is kinetically favoured (Ostwald's rule of stages).
Figure 4.11	 Single particle of calcium
carbonate (SEM)
Figure 4.12 Agglomeration of particles
(SEM)
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Figure 4.11 shows a single vaterite particle (magnification 3000) as it was
obtained from continuous precipitation. The SEM sample was prepared immediately
after the experiment. The agglomerate in Figure 4.12 consists of primary vaterite
particles of very different sizes and underlines the need for an agglomeration model
which accounts for agglomeration events between particles of different size classes.
As already seen for calcium oxalate (Figures 4.7 to 4.9), agglomeration plays an
important role during the formation of particles. For calcium carbonate, both loose
(Figure 4.13) and compact (Figure 4.14) agglomerates consisting of two to about 100
primary particles were obtained. The loose form of agglomerates was predominant in
experiments with low energy input, i.e. low stirrer speeds (250 rpm). At higher stirrer
speeds (>1000 rpm), mainly compact agglomerates were formed. This is possibly
because at higher stirrer speeds, higher levels of shear rates in the reactor lead to the
breakage of very "exposed" parts of the agglomerate, and only the main body of the
agglomerate survives. At low power input, primary particles have sufficient time to stick
to each other and form strong bonds by growth. Moreover, it is less likely that parts of
the agglomerates will be chipped off by the stirrer or by gradients in the shear field as
the energy input is far lower.
At 25°C, the most stable polymorph of calcium carbonate is calcite. In the
experiments, however, it was mainly metastable vaterite that formed. Subsequently, the
Figure 4.13 Loose agglomerate of
	
Figure 4.14 Compact agglomerate of
calcium carbonate (SEM) 	 calcium carbonate (SEM)
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metastable vaterite transformed into calcite when it was left in its saturated solution.
Figure 4.15 shows the onset of this transformation into calcite. Spherical vaterite
crystals "dissolve" and rearrange their lattice to form cubic calcite crystals (Spanos and
Koutsoukos, 1998). After about 24 hours, a mixture of calcite and vaterite was observed
(Figure 4.16). It is believed that if the solution had been stirred continuously throughout
this period, the solution-mediated transformation would have taken place to an even
greater extent.
Figure 4.15 Transformation of 	 Figure 4.16 Vaterite and calcite after
vaterite into calcite	 24 hours
4.9.2 MEAN SIZE AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
In crystallization and precipitation, the sum parameters mean size and coefficient
of variation are often used to characterise the crystal size distribution. In general, the
mean size is defined as
- 5LndL1m.JL– JL
J ?UILJ	 m)
and the coefficient of variation (Allen, 1981) as
(4.7)
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The volume mean diameter L43 and the number mean coefficient of variation
c.v. 10 will be investigated further below.
For calcium oxalate, the results for the volume mean diameter L 43 show a linear
dependence of the mean diameter on the residence time, and therefore the same
tendency as that predicted by population balance modelling with MSMPR assumptions
(Figure 4.17). As it is the volume mean diameter which is measured with the particle
sizing equipment (Coulter Counter), this mean diameter can be assumed to be the most
accurate.
30•
-0- od, 0.01M, 2000rpm
-0- od, 0.04M, 2000rpm
-0-- id, 0.01M, 2000rpm
25 -*--- id, 0.04M, 2000rpm
-+- od, 0.04M, 1000rpm
20
15
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10
t [mm]
Figure 4.17 Volume mean diameter vs. residence time for calcium oxalate
The curves of the volume mean size versus the specific power input show a
maximum at power inputs between 0.15 and 0.7 WIkg (Figure 4.18). Franke and
Mersmann (1995) explain this phenomenon by a change from a mesomixing-controlled
to a micromixing-controlled system. For low power inputs, mesomixing is limiting.
Because of the advantageous geometry of the DTB reactor, however, mesomixing is
increased considerably by even a small increase in power input, and high
supersaturation levels and therefore excessive nucleation are avoided. Consequently, the
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particle size increases. A further increase of the power input causes micromixing
limitation of the now homogeneous macrofluid and therefore a decrease in particle size.
Aslund and Rasmuson (1992) observed the same behaviour in their precipitation
experiments on benzoic acid. Leeuwen et al. (1996a), too, found a maximum of the
average crystal size with a mixing parameter for a rectangular flat reactor. The same
authors (Leeuwen et al., 1996b) found a similar mixing dependence for barium
sulphate. Pohorecki and Baldyga (1988) attempted to model the effect of mixing for
their data, which were also obtained for barium sulphate and showed an increase of
crystal size with stirrer speed at small stirrer speeds.
35	
-0- od,7.Smin, 0.04M
-h- id, 7.5mm, 0.04M
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Figure 4.18 Volume mean diameter vs. specific power input for calcium oxalate
It was also found that the mean size depends on the location of the feed point in
the reactor. To find out more about this effect, however, knowledge of the individual
kinetic parameters is crucial and therefore further investigations will be carried out.
As far as the coefficient of variation is concerned, an increase of the variance
with residence time was observed (Figure 4.19). This is reasonable, as with longer
residence times the occurrence of large particles is more likely to be due to growth and
agglomeration, and a widening of the distribution takes place.
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Figure 4.20 Volume mean diameter vs. specific power input for calcium carbonate
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A similar dependence of the volume mean size L43 on the energy dissipation was
observed for calcium carbonate (Figure 4.20). The particle size increases to a maximum
and then decreases with increasing power input. The different shape of the curves in
Figure 4.18 (calcium oxalate) and Figure 4.20 (calcium carbonate) is due to the different
scales used for plotting the specific energy input. For calcium oxalate, a linear scale was
plotted and for calcium carbonate a logarithmic scale.
4.9.3 PRECIPITATION KINETICS OF CALCIUM OXALATE
Particle size distribution
Using the Coulter Counter data and the mass of crystals precipitated, it is
possible to calculate the number-density distribution and the moments of the
distribution.
Mass balance
The mass of calcium oxalate precipitated mprec can be determined from the
following mass balance
mprec = mfred - mliquid	 (4.9)
as the difference between the mass of CaC2O4 in the feed mfeed and the mass of calcium
oxalate in the liquid phase mljqu,d. This equation can also be written in terms of
concentrations, e.g. for calcium
CCaprec = CCafted - Cca ,liquid	 (4.10).
The feed concentration is known and the concentration of calcium can be
calculated from the measurements with the ion-selective electrode. The concentration of
calcium precipitated, and subsequently the mass of calcium oxalate precipitated, can
therefore be determined.
Measurements with the calcium ion-selective electrode and determination of the
activity coefficients
The activity of the calcium ions in solution is obtained from the measurements
carried out with the calcium ion-selective electrode. The activity a and the
concentration of ions in solution c are connected by the activity coefficient 'y
a, =71 c1
	(4.11).
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Davies (1962) related the activity coefficient
	 to the ionic strength in a
modified Debye-HUckel theory according to
–logy1 =Az:_O.3I ]	 (4.12)
with the ionic strength I defined as
I
	 (4.13)
and the temperature-dependent constant A (A = 0.5230 for 37°C).
When calculating the ionic strength of calcium oxalate, association processes are
accounted for with the following association constants (Garside et al. ,1982):
aHCO
K1=	 224 =21010-
aH.aHCO..	 mol
a-K2=	 2 4 =19.40-
a ,a 2-
	
molH C204
K3= aC1CO =1869!._
aca2.ac02.	 mol
Using the mass balances for calcium and oxalate ions and the equation for
electroneutrality, the ionic strength and the activity coefficients can be calculated
iteratively (Nancollas, 1966). A FORTRAN9O program was written to perform this task.
Typical values obtained for the activity coefficients are in the range of YCa= 0.89 to 0.96.
Figure 4.21 compares the two cases of calculating the number density distribution with
and without the influence of activity coefficients being considered. For small particles
(< 10 pm) in particular, differences of up to 10% occur between the two curves,
whereas for larger particle sizes the two curves coincide.
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Figure 4.21 Number density distribution calculated using concentrations and
activities
The activities and concentrations of all the ions involved in the association and
dissociation processes can be calculated from the activity coefficients, and the
concentration of ions precipitated Cprec can be determined. With the molar weight MW
the mass of precipitated crystals is given by
mprec =MW prec	 (4.14).
When the number-size distribution from the particle size measurement, the mean
diameter of each size class and the mass of precipitate mprec are known, it is possible to
calculate the number-density distribution and the moments.
Supersaturation
The supersaturation a is calculated from the activity product AP which is
defined as	 AP=aAaB	 (4.15)
and from the solubility product Ks,,
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(AP—K1,
to	 a1	
K51,	
..]112
(4.16).
Growth rate
The growth rates can be determined directly from the second and third moments
as described above. The rates calculated for calcium oxalate range from 27 to 160 pm/h
(7.5 to 47 nm/s). Literature values for the growth rate of calcium oxalate monohydrate
vary considerably:
39 pm/h (Kavanagh, 1992)
12 to 180 pm/h (Garside eta!., 1982)
1 to 40 pm/h (Nielsen and Toft, 1984).
The values obtained from the experiments are therefore within the range of the literature
data. It should be borne in mind, however, that direct comparison of kinetic data is not
always possible since there is no other kinetic study of calcium oxalate available which
includes nucleation, growth, agglomeration and disruption.
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Figure 4.22 Growth rate vs. stirrer speed
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Figure 4.22 shows the dependence of the growth rate on the stirrer speed, plotted
for different feed point positions and concentrations. The abbreviations for the feed
point positions are "id" for inside the draft tube and 'od" for outside the draft tube. As
the growth rate is virtually independent of the stirrer speed, this leads to the assumption
that the growth process is surface-integration controlled rather than mass transfer-
controlled. This result is in accordance with the observations by Nielsen and Toft (1984)
who also found no transport limitation for the growth of calcium oxalate monohydrate
COM.
In Figure 4.23, the growth rate is plotted versus the residence time for different
concentrations and stirrer speeds. Under all conditions, an increase in the growth rate is
observed as the residence time decreases, as can be expected from higher
supersaturation levels. All curves show the same behaviour, regardless of stirrer speed,
feed point position and feed concentration.
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Figure 4.23 Growth rate vs. residence time
With the definition of supersaturation stated above, the growth rate is correlated
with a in Figure 4.24. The linear dependence of VG from a suggests a power law
relationship of the form
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G=kga 2
	(4.17)
with kg = 2.1164 tim/h = 5.879x10'° rn/s from a least square fit. A kinetic order of two
was also observed by Nielsen and Toft (1984) and by Nancollas and Gardner (1974).
The correlation published by Garside et al. (1982) gives lower values at low
supersaturations, but is close to the data shown here for higher supersaturations.
The second-order dependence of the growth rate on the supersaturation can be
explained by a number of growth theories. The most convincing, however, is that of
Burton, Cabrera and Frank (1951). In their BCF theory concerning the screw dislocation
centred surface spiral step, it is assumed that growth units enter at kinks with a rate
proportional to c - c and that the kink density is also proportional to c - c which gives
the factor (c - c*)2 = a2 in the rate expression.
o Experiments 300 ml
+ Garside et al. (1982)
0
Qr
0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Figure 4.24 Growth rate vs. supersaturation
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Nucleation rate
Nucleation rates, which are calculated from the growth rates and the population
densities at L = 0.5 pm, cover a range from 1012 to 8x10' 4
 1/m3h. Literature values for
nucleation rates of calcium oxalate monohydrate are rare; Garside et al. (1982) found
nucleation rates from 1011 to 3x10" 1/m3h for 37°C and 0.001M feed concentration;
those calculated from the data of Brown et al. (1991) are between 108 and 1015 1/m3h
for 37°C.
Figure 4.25 shows that the shorter the residence time, the higher the nucleation
rate, which is in accordance with high supersaturation levels at short residence times
which therefore lead to high nucleation rates. In addition to the stirrer speed and feed
point position, the concentration was also varied. The runs with 0.O1M feed solutions
give lower nucleation rates over the whole range of residence times than those for
0.04M solutions.
1 .OE+1 5
—o--- id, 500rpm, 0.04M
-ci- id, 2000rpm, 0.04M
1 .OE+14
	
—o---od, l000rpm,0.O1M
----- od, 2000rpm, 0.O1M
12
t [mm]
Figure 4.25 Nucleation rate vs. residence time
The dependence of the inferred nucleation rate on stirrer speed is greatly
influenced by the feed point position (Figure 4.26). For the feed point inside the draft
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tube and a residence time of 11 mm, B° reaches a maximum at 1500 rpm and decreases
at 2000 rpm. This effect could be caused either by the interaction of diffusion and
attrition processes as described by Mullin and Raven (1961a and b), or, alternatively, by
micromixing (diffusion) and mesomixing (convection) which influence the
supersaturation field considerably. High stirrer speeds reduce the size of the turbulent
eddies in the feed plumes and therefore lead to a more uniform supersaturation
distribution. This effect is more pronounced at high speeds, as at lower power inputs
micromixing and mesomixing effects compete with one other. The limiting effect of
mesomixing at low stirrer speeds becomes a micromixing-limited effect at higher power
inputs (Franke and Mersmann, 1995).
1 .OE+14
1.OE^13
—a— id, 7.5, 0.04M
-4-- od,7.5, 0.04M
-9E—od, 11,0.04M
—0—id, 11,0.04M
1.OE+12
500	 1000	 1500	 2000
[rpm]
Figure 4.26 Nucleation rate vs. stirrer speed
The effects and influencing factors merit closer examination, however. A micro-
mixing/mesomixing model applied to the precipitation kinetics should help to explain
the observed behaviour in more detail (see Chapter 5).
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In a double logarithmic diagram, the nucleation rate is plotted against the
supersaturation for different stirrer speeds (Figure 4.27).
• 500 rpm, 0.04M
	 /
• 2000 rpm, 0.04M	
.1 ,"
Linear fit for 500 rpm	 /"
Linear fit for 2000 rpm	 /,'
1'
____________________	 'I
•i'
_______ 
7C 1E13	 B°=1.32x10 a I 
/ B°=1.29x10 a9 6.99/
/	 ./
1E12
1	 10
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Figure 4.27 Nucleation rate vs. supersaturation
The kinetic order n in
B° = ka	 (4.18)
varies between 3.87 and 6.99 depending on the stirrer speed. As the experimental data
scatter substantially, the correlation (4.18) seems rather arbitrary than satisfactory.
Disruption kernel
As mentioned above, the disruption kernel was determined from specially
designed experiments at different stirrer speeds. Literature data on the disruption of
precipitates are very scarce. Wójcik and Jones (1997) found in their study disruption
kernels in the range from 0.004 min 1
 to 0.2 min' using an attrition model to account for
disruption. Hartel et a!. (1986) observed disruption rates for calcium oxalate in a
Couette-flow aggregator from 3.6x10' to 6.Ox iø 1/p.m3h in a narrow stirrer speed
1E14
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range using a size-dependent disruption kernel and a particle splitting model to account
for breakage.
I05x 10
	
4x 10 10 I 	original distribution
	
-I	 after2h @ E=2.7WIkg
I0
,_ 3x10
E
10
. 2x10
10lxlO
0
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25
L43 [p.m]
Figure 4.28 Particle size distribution for disruption experiment (c = 2.7 W/kg)
Figure 4.28 shows the initial particle size distribution and the distribution after
two hours of stirring. As a result of attrition and breakage of particles, the distribution
gradually shifts to smaller sizes as large particles are reduced in size by breakage or
attrition. Furthermore, the total number of particles measured increases as each
breakage event leads to a number of daughter particles.
The expected increase in the disruption rate with the stirrer speed was confirmed
for all the experiments (Figure 4.29). An almost linear dependence of the disruption
kernel on the power input was observed leading to
I3disr °C £
	
(4.19).
The disruption experiments were carried out at a = 0 (S = 1) and therefore did
not account for any effects of the supersaturation on the disruption process. Wójcik and
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Jones (1997), who studied the agglomeration and disruption kinetics of calcium
carbonate, report a decrease in the disruption rate as growth rate increases.
0.1	 1	 10
E [W/lcg]
Figure 4.29 Disruption kernel vs. power input
Hartel and Randolph (1986) found the same tendency with calcium oxalate.
Based on these findings, a linear decrease of the disruption kernel with the growth rate
was assumed, giving
G' or I3disr	 .-2 or I3disr ° s-2. ' 5	 (4.20).Idj.cr
The final relationship for the disruption kernel is therefore
I3disr = 6.25x10 5 e S -2•15
	 (4.21).
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Agglomeration kernel
To extract the agglomeration kernel from PSD data, the "inverse problem"
referred to above must be solved. The population balance equation is thus simulated for
different values of the agglomeration kernel, the results are compared with the
approximated experimental distributions and the sums of least squares are calculated.
The calculated distribution with the minimum sum of least squares fits the experimental
distribution best.
2.OE^09
I .5E+09
1.OE+09
300 ml, 7.5 mm, 0.O1M, 1000 rpm
-+- size-independent kernel
-0- Smoluchowski's kernel
-*- Thompson's kernel
without disruption
- Least square fit of exp. data
5.OE+08
	
0.OE^OOl	 I
	0 	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30	 35
L [J.Lm]
Figure 4.30 Prediction quality of various agglomeration kernels
The parameter estimation was performed for the agglomeration kernels
mentioned in 2.3.3. The results for one run are compared in Figure 4.30. It is found that
the size-dependent agglomeration kernels suggested by Smoluchowski and Thompson
correspond to the experimental data very well, and that Smoluchowski's kernel fits best.
For a size-independent agglomeration kernel and estimation without disruption (only
nucleation, growth and agglomeration), the least square fits deviate substantially from
the experimental data. For this reason, further investigations are carried out with the
theoretically-based size-dependent kernel suggested by Smoluchowski, which fitted the
data best:
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Kaggi (Lu Lv )=;Sh[Lu +Lj =I3aggi[Lu +Ly f 	(4.22).
Agglomeration kernels obtained vary from 7.lxlO' 9
 to 1.lxlO'4 m34.tm3h. No
literature data were found for agglomeration of calcium oxalate modelled using
Smoluchowski's kernel. The values published by Wójcik and Jones (1997) for calcium
carbonate cover a range from iO' 5
 to iø' m3/jim3h.
Similarly to the disruption rate, the rate of agglomeration also depends on the
level of supersaturation in the reactor and on the power input. Wójcik and Jones (1997)
found a linear increase of the agglomeration kernel with the growth rate. Therefore, the
level of supersaturation was accounted for using
cc G or I3aggl cc a 2 or fi	 s 2. ' 5	 (4.23).aggiaggi
1E-14
1 E- 15
1 E- 16
1 E- 17
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Figure 4.31 Agglomeration rate vs. shear rate
According to Smoluchowski's theory, the agglomeration rate increases in
proportion to the shear rate Sh
I3aggI oc Sh
	 (4.24)
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Based on these considerations, Figure 4.31 shows the dependency of the
agglomeration rate on the shear rate as obtained from the experiments. At medium
power inputs a maximum in the agglomeration rate occurs. This can be explained by the
fact that due to very high power inputs, the particles do not have sufficient time to
"stick" together and form agglomerates. Mumtaz Ct al. (1997) found similar behaviour
in their agglomeration experiments with calcium oxalate monohydrate and theoretically
attributed the decrease in the agglomeration rate after a maximum at a certain shear rate
to decreased agglomeration efficiency.
The final modelling equation found for the agglomeration kernel is
Paggi = 5.431 x iO 7 (1 + 2.296e2 - 2.429s)S 2.15	 (4.26).
In this equation, the first term relates to agglomeration effects independent of power
input and the second term in brackets to agglomeration due to shear as described in
Smoluchowski's theory. The third term describes the reduced agglomeration efficiency
found experimentally at higher shear rates and is consistent with the findings of Mumtaz
etal. (1997).
Significance of magnitudes
Molecular growth G versus agglomerative growth Gaggi
Molecular growth rates G, which were found from Equation (4.4), were
compared with agglomerative growth rates Gaggi calculated from (Myerson, 1993)
The agglomerative growth rate is an apparent growth rate and accounts for both
molecular and agglomerative growth. Under the conditions investigated, the
agglomerative growth rate Gagg: was between 27% (for a residence time of r= 2 mm)
and 43% (for a residence time of r= 11 mm) larger than the molecular growth rate G.
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Agglomeration inefficiency versus particle disruption
As both mechanisms, agglomeration inefficiency and particle disruption, lead to
a decrease in the number of agglomerates, it is advantageous to find out to what extent
they influence the particle size distribution. At a specific power input of e = 1 WIkg and
with particles in the range between 35 and 45 pm, agglomeration inefficiency decreases
the number of particles in this size class by 1%, whereas the decrease due to disruption
is 3%. At the higher power input of e = 20 WIkg, the size reduction by disruption
becomes even more dominant with a decrease in the number of particles by 15%
compared to a reduction of 1% due to agglomeration inefficiency. Disruption is the
main cause of size reduction at all levels of supersaturation in the reactor.
4.9.4 PRECIPITATION KINETICS OF CALCIUM CARBONATE
The growth, nucleation, agglomeration and disruption kinetics for calcium
carbonate CaCO3
 were determined in the same way as described for calcium oxalate.
The results are listed in Appendix A4.4.
4.10 DETERMINATION OF THE SHAPE FACTOR
The shape of a particle can be defined by shape factors whose calculation is
based on one characteristic dimension of the particle, usually on its equivalent diameter
d. For example, the following shape factors can be defined (Allen, 1981):
volume:
surface area:
sphericity:
k
- d3
k	 a
ad2
=	 (Wadell, 1932)
d3 J
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30).
For a sphere with diameter d, k = irJ6, ka = it and 'P = 1 are obtained, and for a cube
with length of a side d, k = 1, ka = 6 and 'P = 0.81. For needle-like particles (COM)
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with the dimensional ratio 5xlxl, the shape factors become k = 0.04, ka = 0.88 and
'P = 0.64 (Mersmann, 1995).
Using the definition of the sphericity in Equation (4.30), it is possible to
determine P experimentally by measuring the mean size using different techniques. The
surface-based mean size d can be analysed with a laser diffraction analyser, while
analysis with a Coulter Counter will yield the volume-based mean size d. Figure 4.32
shows mean sizes over a wide range measured using two techniques. The diffraction
pattern was obtained using a Sympatec Helos laser diffraction analyser (Heuer and
Leschonski, 1985) with suspension cell, giving d. A Coulter Counter was used to
determine the volume mean size of the particles.
45
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35.	
..•,"
30•	 ....
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25
20	 ..,' •	
• Calcium oxalate
15	 • a' ,"	 • Calcium carbonate
LSF calcium oxalate
10	 LSF calcium carbonate
0
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Figure 4.32 Measured surface and volume based mean sizes
As expected, the surface mean particle size d is larger than that obtained with
the Coulter Counter (dr), therefore leading to a sphericity 'P < 1. The sphericity changes
with the mean particle size (Figure 4.33) from about 0.78 to 0.41, with higher
sphericities for small mean sizes. One explanation for this trend could be that particles
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for the experiments with small mean sizes were prepared from solutions with high
levels of supersaturation and very high nucleation rates. Therefore, the needles did not
have enough time to grow in their length direction and remained shorter than the
needles obtained at lower supersaturation. In addition, the formation of agglomerates
might lead to a further reduction of the sphericity at large mean sizes. The theoretical
sphericity of 0.64 (Mersmann, 1995) lies within the range of the experimental values.
I• Calcium oxalate
0	 5	 10	 15	 20	 25	 30
d [p.m]
Figure 4.33 Experimental sphericity for calcium oxalate
4.11 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (DOE)
In order to decrease the number of large-scale experiments necessary to scale up
a process and to design an efficient experimental plan, the factors with the greatest
influence on the process or the final product must be identified. For precipitation, a
variety of factors such as concentration, residence time, stirrer speed and feed point
position influence the precipitation rates and the final properties of a precipitate. It is
thus useful to design the experiments in such a way that the influence of the individual
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
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factors and the effect of their interactions can be evaluated. Such a systematic method is
provided by "design of experiments" (DOE).
The small-scale continuous experiments carried out to determine the
precipitation kinetics of calcium oxalate were analysed using the DOE technique. The
experiments were performed in such a way that changes in the input variables enable the
reasons for changes in the output response to be observed and identified. Consequently,
it is possible both to determine the variables which have the greatest influence on the
response and the set-up of the parameters so that a desired response can be achieved,
and to improve the robustness of a process using the information gained from the
experiments. Most importantly, key parameters for scale-up can be identified.
Factorial design
Factorial design is one way of carrying out an experiment systematically
(Davies, 1979). Each input variable (= factor) is tested at two or more different levels by
not only modifying one factor at a time, but also examining all possible combinations of
factor levels in order to investigate the effect of each factor (= main effects) and the
ways in which each factor may be influenced by the variation of the others
(= interactions). Thus, for an n level factorial experiment with k influencing factors,
tests have to be carried out. For a two-level factorial experiment with four factors
(n = 2, k = 4), 2 = 16 tests (= treatments) are necessary.
Notation for two-level factorial experiments
A factor is denoted by a capital letter A, B, C,... and the two levels by (1) and the
corresponding lower-case letter a, b, c,... By convention, (1) refers to the lower level,
the normal condition or the absence of a condition, while "a" refers to a higher level or
the presence of a condition, and so on. Details of the notation can be found in Davies
(1979). For an experiment with four factors, the following treatment combinations occur
(Table 4.4; "-i-" denotes that the factor is at its higher level, "-" denotes that the factor is
at a lower level):
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Table 4.4	 Treatment combinations in DOE
Procedure
Using one of the algorithms provided in the literature (Fisher, 1990), it is
possible to calculate the main effects A, B, C and D and the interactions AB, AC, AD,
BC, BD, CD (second order), ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD (third order) and ABCD
(fourth order).
Yates' algorithm (Yates, 1937), which is very convenient for computation, has
been used for this purpose. The effects are calculated by systematically adding and
subtracting responses. From the effects, the mean squares are calculated, which are
essential for the analysis of the variance (ANOVA).
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The sum of the mean squares of interactions is an estimate of the error variance
of the experiment. When the degree of freedom is known, it is possible to calculate a
significant level and subsequently determine whether an effect is significant or not
according to its mean square level in relation to the significant level (Davies, 1979).
Usually a level of 5% significance is chosen above which an effect is considered
important for further investigation.
Having determined the most influencing factors, a design equation can be
deduced from the response effects and responses at the intermediate levels calculated.
The design equation and the choice of the level of significance are verified by
comparing the measured and calculated responses.
Levels offactors
The following levels were chosen for the experimental design (Table 4.5):
Factor	 low	 high
A concentration	 0.O1M	 0.04M
B residence time	 7.5 mm	 11 mm
C specific power input
	 0.211 WIkg	 1.686 WIkg
D feed point position	 outside DT (od)	 inside DI (id)
Table 4.5	 Levels of factors (input parameters)
Example 1: number mean size L10
A "designed experiment" was carried out in order to find the factors which have
the greatest influence on the number mean size L 10 in the 300 ml calcium oxalate
precipitation experiments. The possibility of making predictions on a scale-up of this
parameter was also investigated.
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Treatment L10	 Yates 1 Yates 2 Yates 3 Yates 4 Effect Factor
combination [.tm]
(1)	 6.4	 15.7	 32.7	 68.7	 128.2
a	 9.3	 17	 36	 59.5	 17.6	 2.2	 A
b	 6.9	 17.4	 28.3	 9.7	 1.4	 0.175	 B
ab	 10.1	 18.6	 31.2	 7.9	 -1.2	 -0.15	 AB
c	 7.8	 14.4	 6.1	 2.5	 6.2	 0.775	 C
ac	 9.6	 13.9	 3.6	 -1.1	 -4.4	 -0.55	 AC
bc	 8.4	 15.9	 4.9	 0.3	 -0.2 -0.025	 BC
abc	 10.2	 15.3	 3	 -1.5	 0.4	 0.05 ABC
d	 5.7	 2.9	 1.3	 3.3	 -9.2	 -1.15	 D
ad	 8.7	 3.2	 1.2	 2.9	 -1.8 -0.225 AD
bd	 6	 1.8	 -0.5	 -2.5	 -3.6	 -0.45	 BD
abd	 7.9	 1.8	 -0.6	 -1.9	 -1.8	 -0.225 ABD
cd	 7.1	 3	 0.3	 -0.1	 -0.4	 -0.05	 CD
acd	 8.8	 1.9 -8.9E-16	 -0.1	 0.6	 0.075 ACD
bcd	 7	 1.7	 -1.1	 -0.3 -5.3E-15 -6.7E-16 BCD
abcd	 8.3	 1.3	 -0.4	 0.7	 1	 0.125 ABCD
Table 4.6
	 Yates' algorithm (Part 1)
The first column of Table 4.6 describes the experimental conditions in terms of
the design of experiment nomenclature. Starting with a test with all factors at their
lower levels (1), the other runs are arranged in a systematic order. The second column
provides the measured response values, in this case the number mean diameters. In the
following four columns the main effects and interactions are calculated using Yates'
algorithm (Yates, 1937). The results of this procedure are listed in the next column. The
last column in Part 1 of Table 4.6 and the first column in Part 2 give the experimental
design notation of the factors. The mean squares are calculated from the effects and
listed in the next column. The significance test carried out (Davies, 1979) for a
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significance of 5% and one degree of freedom (main effects and second order
interactions) and five degrees (higher order interactions) results in an error estimate of
0.3933. Therefore, all effects significantly larger than 0.4 have a significant influence on
the number mean size L 10 of the final product.
Factor	 Mean	 Signif.	 X1	 X3	 X4
square	 [jim]
	
-1	 -1	 -1	 -1 6.825
A	 19.36	 -i--i-+	 1	 -1	 -1	 -1 9.575
B	 0.1225	 -1	 1	 -1	 -1 6.825
AB	 0.09	 1	 1	 -1	 -1 9.575
C	 2.4025	 +	 -1	 -1	 1	 -1	 8.15
AC	 1.21	 -	 1	 -1	 1	 -1	 9.8
BC	 0.0025	 -1	 1	 1	 -1	 8.15
ABC	 0.01	 1	 1	 1	 -1	 9.8
D	 5.29	 --	 -1	 -1	 -1	 1 5.675
AD	 0.2025	 1	 -1	 -1	 1 8.425
BD	 0.81	 -1	 1	 -1	 1 5.675
ABD	 0.2025	 1	 1	 -1	 1 8.425
CD	 0.01	 -1	 -1	 1	 1	 7
ACD	 0.0225	 1	 -1	 1	 1 8.65
BCD	 1.77E-30	 -1	 1	 1	 1	 7
ABCD	 0.0625	 1	 1	 1	 1 8.65
Table 4.7
	 Yates' algorithm (Part 2)
It was found not only that the feed concentration is the most important factor,
but also that at a feed point position with higher local specific power dissipation (Id),
smaller number mean sizes are achieved. The power input and the interaction between
power input and concentration also influence the final crystal size. This last interaction
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can be interpreted as a result of micromixing effects, where local gradients of
supersaturation (i.e. concentration) and power input (i.e. stirrer speed) are decisive for
the properties of the final product. In the next four columns, the coded factors are stated.
The coding procedure is necessary in order to obtain orthogonality for the design
equation. The coded factors
X hegh + X10
2
- X h igh - X10fl
2
are calculated to
= c[M}—O.025
0.015
= T[min]-9.25
—1.75
e[W 1kg]— 0.9485
x3=
0.7375
x4—{
+lforid—1 for od
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35).
Using these coded factors, the design equation is obtained (Davies, 1978) from
the effects and the overall mean size to
L 1 o. E
 [l
.tm] = 8.01 + 1.1 X1 + 0.3875 X3 - 0.275 X1X3 - 0.575 X4 (4.36).
From this design equation, the number mean sizes are calculated and listed in the
penultimate column in the table. The sizes correspond well to the experimental values
and confirm the accuracy of the design procedure. The following figure shows a
comparison of the measured and calculated number mean sizes (Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34 Number mean size L 10 - experimental results vs. designed experiments
The design equation can be used not only to describe the effects of factors on the
outcome of an experiment but also to calculate responses for one or more factors at
intermediate levels.
The responses for 0.711 W/kg are calculated below using the design equation,
and are compared with the measured sizes. For 0.711 W/kg, X3 = 0 and X1 , X2, X4 = ± 1
is obtained. The data are plotted in Figure 4.35.
As the calculated and measured number mean sizes show satisfactory
agreement, the design equation can be used to predict intermediate responses (e.g. mean
sizes) from the two-level experiments. It must be mentioned, however, that an
extrapolation of data over the range covered by the designed experiments
(-1 <X1, X, X3, X4 < I) is not recommended, especially if highly non-linear processes
are investigated.
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Figure 4.35 Number mean size L10 - experimental results and DOE predictions
for intermediate conditions
Example 2: volume mean size L,3
The same procedure as applied to the number mean size was used to investigate
the suitability of design of experiments for the volume mean size L43 , leading to the
design equation
L43,DOE[pm] =25.875 +0.625X2 -0.825X3 -i- 1.112X4+
0.488 X1X2 - 0.988 X2X4 - 0.991 X3X4
	(4.37).
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Figure 4.36 Volume mean size L13 - experimental results vs. designed experiments
The experimental and DOE data for the higher and lower levels of the factors are
shown in Figure 4.36. Using the design equation for the volume mean size
(Equation (4.37)), L43 was calculated for an intermediate specific power input of
0.711 WIkg and compared with the experimental results. The calculated value for L 43 of
25.5 jim and the experimental finding of 34.8 p.m show unacceptably high differences,
however. DOE is not capable of accounting for all the effects influencing the volume
mean size and it can therefore be concluded that it is not suitable as a predictive tool for
scale-up.
Results offactorial experiments for other parameters
In a similar way to the experimental design applied to the number mean size,
this procedure was repeated for the coefficient of variation c.v., supersaturation a,
nucleation rate B°, growth rate G, agglomeration kernel fiaggl and disruption kernel f3djsr.
The results are listed in Table 4.8. A positive sign means that the higher the level, the
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more positive the response. The number of signs indicates the strength of the influence,
three signs representing a very strong influence.
With regard to supersaturation and growth rate, the residence time can be
identified as the single most important factor for these responses. This can be explained
by the fact that crystal growth is a comparatively slow kinetic process which is not
greatly influenced by high local gradients of energy dissipation and hydrodynamic
forces.
As far as the nucleation rate is concerned, the interaction between specific power
input and feed point position has a strong impact on the result, which also suggests
micromixing limitation of the precipitation process.
	
Factor	 c.v.	 a	 B°	 G	 f3aggI	 J3disr
A --	 ^	 -
B --
C
D	 +
AB	 +	 +	 -
BD
CD	 +
	ABD	 +	 +
Table 4.8	 Influence of the input parameters and interactions on the response
variables (properties)
4.12 CONCLUSIONS
A new technique has been introduced to determine the kinetics from the particle
size distribution of continuous experiments. This method, where the kinetic rates are
extracted separately from the particle size distribution, is a reliable alternative to the
simultaneous estimation of all kinetic parameters from the distribution, which is prone
to inaccuracies and often incapable of distinguishing between different kinetic
mechanisms. Although the nucleation, growth, agglomeration and disruption kinetics of
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calcium oxalate precipitation have been extracted successfully, the application of the
method is not limited to particle size distributions obtained by precipitation and can also
be used to analyse experimental data from other particulate processes, e.g.
crystallization and grinding. As all modelling and simulation techniques rely on
accurate kinetic input data, the importance of fundamental analysis and accurate
determination of the kinetics involved is obvious.
For growth, disruption and agglomeration it was possible to relate the kinetics to
the specific energy dissipation and/or the level of supersaturation in the reactor. For
nucleation, a mixing-limitation of the nucleation rate was found due to the instantaneous
reaction of the feed solutions, resulting in high local variations in the nucleation rate.
Consequently, it was not possible to correlate the nucleation rates to the mean level of
supersaturation and specific power input. Figure 4.37 shows experimentally determined
particle size distributions for different stirrer speeds (7.5 mm, O.04M, od). The influence
of the fluid dynamics on the kinetic rates of precipitation results in different shapes of
the distributions at different stirrer speeds. Nucleation, the first and fastest kinetic step
occurring during precipitation, strongly depends on the level of supersaturation, the
mixing conditions in the reactor and the feed point position. The approach described
above is not therefore suitable for determining fundamental nucleation kinetic data.
Söhnel and Garside (1992) and Nielsen (1969) describe other methods based, for
example, on turbidity and induction time measurements.
For this research, data published by Brown et al. (1991) were used to model the
nucleation kinetics. The authors measured the change in turbidity and related the
nucleation rates to supersaturation leading to the kinetic expression
52.09
B° =3.37536x10' 5 exp	 (4.38).
The size-dependent agglomeration kernel showed a maximum with increasing
power input, suggesting a decreasing agglomeration efficiency at higher power inputs
and therefore a deviation from Smoluchowski's theory consistent with the findings of
Mumtaz et al. (1997). In addition, however, breakage occurs as a size-reducing kinetic
process, increasing linearly with power input. Thus both mechanisms, viz.
agglomeration inefficiency and disruption, reduce the number of agglomerates at higher
stirrer speeds. By comparing the orders of magnitude of the influence of agglomeration
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inefficiency and disruption on the particle size distribution, disruption was identified as
the dominant size-reducing mechanism.
By measuring the particle size using different methods based on different
measurement principles, it was possible to determine experimentally the sphericity of
calcium oxalate crystals.
Design of experiments (DOE) can be a valuable tool for determining the most
important parameters influencing different properties and kinetic processes. For the
number mean size, growth rate and supersaturation it was possible to identify these
parameters. For other important properties, however, such as the volume mean size, the
method failed. It was not possible to draw clear conclusions about how this property
was influenced by the input variables. The nucleation rate was found to depend on the
hydrodynamic conditions, which is a further indication that the nucleation rates are
mixing-limited. If specific parameters are to be scaled up, DOE can provide important
information on how to conduct the large-scale experiments and how to vary the
parameters to achieve the desired result. In general, however, DOE can lead to
contradictory or ambiguous results and is thus only suitable to a limited extent for
predicting the behaviour on a different scale.
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Figure 4.37 Particle size distribution at different stirrer speeds
(300 ml reactor, 500 to 2000 rpm, 0.04M, 7.5 mm, od)
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CHAPTER 5
MIXING, MIXING MODELS AND COMPU-
TATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD)
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
As the flow of a reacting fluid through a reactor is a very complex process,
idealised models are necessary in order to describe the interaction of the flow pattern
with the chemical reaction. These interactions take place on different scales, ranging
from the macroscopic scale (macromixing) to the microscopic scale (micromixing).
In this chapter, both macromixing and micromixing models will be introduced.
A compartmental mixing model, the Segregated Feed Model (SFM), will be discussed
in detail as it will be used to model the influence of the hydrodynamics on a meso- and
microscale on continuous and semibatch precipitation. Using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) diffusive and convective mixing parameters in the reactor will be
determined.
5.2 MACROMIXING AND MACROMIXING MODELS
The term macromixing refers to the overall mixing performance in a reactor and
is usually described by the residence time distribution (RTD). This concept was
originally introduced by Danckwerts (1958) and is based on a macroscopic lumped
population balance. A fluid element is followed from the time at which it enters the
reactor (Lagrangian viewpoint). The probability that the fluid element will leave the
reactor after a residence time r is expressed as the residence time distribution (RTD)
function. This function characterises the scale of mixedness in a reactor.
An ideal plug flow reactor, for example, has no spread in residence time because
the fluid flows like a "plug" through the reactor (Westerterp et al., 1995). For an ideal
continuously stirred reactor, however, the RTD function becomes a decaying
exponential function with a wide spread of possible residence times for the fluid
elements.
Non-ideal reactors are described by R1'D functions between these two extremes
and can be approximated by a network of ideal plug flow and continuously stirred
reactors. In order to determine the RTD of a non-ideal reactor experimentally, a tracer is
introduced into the feed stream. The tracer signal at the output then gives information
about the RTD of the reactor. It is thus possible to develop a mathematical model of the
system that gives information about flow patterns and mixing.
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In this research, the residence time distribution of the DTB reactor was
determined for different stirrer speeds and residence times by injecting 5 ml of 1M
CaCl2
 solution into the feed stream of the reactor. The response function of the ionic
concentration was measured using a calcium-ion selective electrode and recorded with
PCLab. The electrode was placed next to the withdrawal tube to ensure that the
concentration in the outlet stream was measured. Figure 5.1 shows the response of the
calcium-ion selective electrode versus the dimensionless residence time. Irrespective of
stirrer speed and residence time, all distributions exhibit the same behaviour: a sharp
increase in concentration shortly after the CaC1 2
 trace has been injected and a steady
decline afterwards. Comparison with distributions in the literature (Westerterp et a!.,
1995) shows that under all the conditions investigated, the reactor is well-mixed as far
as overall macromixing is concerned.
Tavare (1986) presents a concise overview and comparison of macromixing
models available in the literature.
80
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t/'r [-]
Figure 5.1	 Residence time distribution in the 300 ml reactor
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5.3 MESOMIXING AND MICROMIXING
The term mesomixing as introduced by Baldyga and Bourne (1992) describes the
interaction by mixing between the feed plumes and the bulk. The reactant entering the
reactor is eroded from the plumes and its scale reduced to that of large eddies. In the
literature, the terms macromixing and mesomixing are not always considered separately,
which has led to confusion when reactions were stated to be macromixing-controlled. In
terms of the notation above, these processes are mesomixing-limited, as real
macromixing limitation is very rare in precipitation reactors because of the well-
mixedness on the macroscale and the relatively long residence times of the process.
Mesomixing describes the very first moments of a fluid element entering the vessel,
whereas macromixing considers the whole lifetime, i.e. the age, of an element in the
reactor. In terms of space, mesomixing occurs only in the reaction zone.
Based on the time constant proposed by Baldyga et a!. (1995),
1
Q3	 (5.1)
N3d
was used to model mesomixing in a stirred tank, including the term £av/eioc to take
different feed point positions into account. The inverse of the time constant tme$o
(mesomixing) can be interpreted as a transfer coefficient for mass transfer by
convection.
Micromixing is regarded as turbulent mixing on the molecular level. It
comprises the viscous-convective deformation of fluid elements, followed by molecular
diffusion (Baldyga and Poherecki, 1995). A characteristic timescale for micromixing is
usually based on Kolmogoroff s microscale of eddy lifetime (Baldyga et al., 1995 and
Baldyga et al., 1997) and was used in this research
1/2
tn.jCrO
	 (5.2).
The inverse of the time constant t,, 0 (micromixing) can be interpreted as a
transfer coefficient for mass transfer by diffusion.
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5.4 MESOMIxING AND MICROMIXING MODELS
Over the last fifty years, many mesomixing and micromixing models have been
proposed to describe the influence of mixing on chemical reactions on the meso- and
molecular scale. Most of them fall into one of the three categories discussed below
(Villermaux and Falk, 1994).
Phenomenological or mechanistic models
This type of model derives from the Ru) concept of macromixing as described
above, which is applied on a microscopic level using idealised zones and exchange
flows. The mixing parameters do not usually have any physical relevance and are
determined experimentally.
The coalescence-redispersion (CRD) model was originally proposed by Curl
(1963) and is based on imagining a chemical reactor as a number population of droplets
that behave as individual batch reactors. These droplets coalesce (mix) in pairs at
random, homogenise their concentration and redisperse. The mixing parameter in this
model is the average number of collisions that a droplet undergoes.
Another popular phenomenological mixing model is the Interaction by Exchange
with the Mean (IEM) model, which was originally suggested by Harada et a!. (1962).
Micromixing takes place by exchange between feed regions (well-mixed batch zones)
and a mean environment (bulk) according to a mixing time constant. Garside and Tavare
(1985) used the IEM model to model extreme cases of micromixing during
precipitation.
In the three and four environment (3E and 4E) models (Ritchie and Togby, 1979
and Mehta and Tarbell, 1983), the reactor is divided into two segregated entering
environments and one or two fully mixed leaving environments. The mixing parameter
is the transfer coefficient between the environments.
Franck et al. (1988) developed a two-compartment mixing model with the
exchange flow rate (recycle number) between the two compartments as the only
adjustable parameter. They applied their model successfully to the precipitation of
salicylic acid.
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Chang et al. (1986) compare different phenomenological mixing models and
demonstrate their analogies and similarities to the theory of turbulence.
Physical models
As their name suggests, these models are based on the physical principles of
diffusion and convection, which govern the mixing process. According to the flow
pattern, the reactor is divided into different zones with different flow characteristics.
Baldyga and Bourne (1984a to c and 1989a and b) developed models based on
the engulfment-deformation-diffusion (EDD) theory. Entering material is engulfed by
bulk material forming vortices, subsequently deformed and stretched to form slabs and
finally exchanges mass by molecular diffusion. Bourne (1985) applies a one-
dimensional diffusion equation to slabs and shows how vorticity is responsible for
mixing by engulfment of fluid. Baldyga and Bourne (1989a and b) show that under
some conditions engulfment becomes the rate-determining step in micromixing. They
describe the molecular mixing based on the spectral interpretation of mixing in an
isotropic turbulent field. The concentration spectrum indicates that molecular diffusion
starts between the viscous-convective and the viscous-diffusive subrange and becomes
dominant as the scale becomes smaller. Fluid elements in this subrange are laminar
deformed by stretching and form slabs.
Leeuwen (1998) developed a compartmental mixing model for precipitation
based on the engulfment theory mentioned above. The author obtains the mixing
parameters between the feed and the bulk zone from the flow characteristics in the
reactor and subsequently calculates moments and mean sizes of the precipitate.
Analytical models
Local information on the flow field in a reactor is important and can be obtained
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). By coupling the flow problem with a
mixing model, it should become possible to solve the micro- and mesomixing problem
analytically. Wei and Garside (1997) studied the precipitation of barium sulphate using
CFD. In order to account for the small-scale effects of mixing, however, a very fine grid
resolution has to be chosen, and therefore the computational demand often increases
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enormously even for very simple reactor geometries. Closure models for micromixing,
similar to closure models used in turbulence theory, can be introduced to overcome this
problem. In this case, a lack of local micromixing information severely reduces the
predictive quality of these models.
From the considerations above, it can be concluded that phenomenological
models show a lack of predictive quality as the mixing parameters cannot be determined
a priori. Furthermore, an analytical solution to the mixing problem in complicated
reactor geometries is not yet feasible. Consequently, to date only physical models are
suitable for modelling scale-up. Having said this, the model chosen to model the
influence of mixing on the precipitation kinetic rates in this research is the Segregated
Feed Model (SFM), which originally belonged to the group of phenomenological
mixing models. The model has, however, been modified and its mixing parameters, the
mesomixing and the micromixing time, have subsequently become "meaningful"
physical parameters for diffusion and convection in a physical model and can therefore
be related to the flow field in the reactor. The model was first used to investigate
micromixing effects of consecutive-competitive semibatch reactions (Villermaux,
1989). It was subsequently applied to predict the effects of mixing on semibatch
polymerisation (Tosun, 1992) and to model the semibatch precipitation of barium
sulphate without accounting for agglomeration and disruption (Marcant, 1996). The
SEM was found to be particularly suitable for modelling mixing effects, as it combines
the advantages of both the compartmental IEM model and the physical models.
5.5 SEGREGATED FEED MODEL (SFM)
5.5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the SFM the reactor is divided into three well-mixed zones: two feed zones f1
and f2
 and the bulk b (Figure 5.2). The feed zones exchange mass with each other and
with the bulk as depicted with the flow rates u 1,2 , u1,3 and u23 respectively, according to
the time constants of micromixing and mesomixing. As imperfect mixing leads to
gradients of the concentrations in the reactor, different supersaturation levels in different
compartments govern the precipitation rates, especially the rapid nucleation process.
Using the SFM, the influence of micromixing and mesomixing on the
precipitation process and properties of the precipitate can be investigated. Mass and
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population balances can be applied to the individual compartments and to the overall
reactor accounting for different levels of supersaturation in different zones of the
reactor.
The individual volumes of the compartments feed plume 1 (f 1 ), feed plume 2 (f2)
and bulk (b) and the total volume of the precipitation reactor in steady-state operation
can be written as
	
dV11
	V11
	
dt	 Qii,,.1 =0
dV12	 VI 2
dt	 Qf2t,,,.e2
Y QI1+Q2Qb 0
dV0 =0
dt
with	 V0, =V11 +V12 +Vb	(5.7).
Figure 5.2	 Segregated Feed Model (SFM)
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The mass balances for a speciesj in the three zones give
d(V11c11) 
= r 1V11 +Q11 c 11 U j,f lb —Ui,111 2dt
d(V12c12) = ,1212 +Q12c 12 U j,f2b +Uj1112
dt
d(Vbcfb)
dt	
= rVb —QbcJ,b +U1 lb +Ujf2b
with the exchange flows between the compartments
Vf 1 C	
—ci,,,)
Ui,1 lb =
tmesoI	 tfl.jcrol
VI 2Ci,f2 
+''f2i.f 2 -ci,,,)Uj ,f2b =
t,neso2
= ('' +V12 )(c 11 -c12)U,1 112 t12
(5.8)
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13).
53.2 EXTREME CASES OF MIXING
Fully micromixed (ideal CSTR or MSMPR)
For an ideal mixed reactor, the mixing times converge to zero, i.e.
t,nesol ,neso2 nucrol t,.acro2 t12	 0.
Therefore, the volumes V,i and V also become zero, and furthermore Vb = V10. Under
these conditions the set of equations of the general case can be simplified to give
_________
dt	
= r ,101V 0, + U jIlb + U 2b - 	 = 0 (5.14)
rj,11 0+Q11c 11 UJ,IIb 0 —3	 Ui,f lb = Qflc ,f lb	 (5.15)
rj120+Q12c?f2—UJfTh 0-3
	
Uj21b = QI2C,I2b	 (5.16)
and subsequently reduces to
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rV 0 +	 + Q12c,12 - VtOICJ,tOt = 0	 (5.17),
the general mass balances for speciesj in a CSTR.
Total segregation (no micromixing takes place)
For a totally segregated reactor, the mixing times converge to infinity, i.e.
t,nesol , nws.Q , tmicrd , tmictcQ , tl2 -+ 00•
Therefore the exchange flow rates Ujtip, ujflb and Ujp. become zero. From this, it
follows that the reaction rates
	 rj/2 and rjb have to be zero and thus that no reaction
takes place.
5.53 SFM APPLIED TO CONTINUOUS PRECIPITATION
Using the following assumptions, the SFM will be applied to continuous
precipitation:
> Instantaneous reaction: A + B_k, P . The reaction between the two feed solutions
occurs instantaneously as soon as they are mixed.
> Homogeneous conditions within the feed zones and the bulk. Within each
compartment, there are no gradients in the field of supersaturation.
> Nucleation is the only kinetic process occurring in the feed plumes. Nucleation,
growth, agglomeration and disruption take place in the bulk zone.
> Direct diffusional mass exchange between the feed plumes is negligible as the feed
points are too far apart and diffusion is too slow to play a significant role in the
diffusional mass exchange between the feed streams, leading to t12 — oo
Consequently, the following model equations are obtained.
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Volumes of compartments
VI 1 =
2 = Q12t,,.202
Vb =17,01 —(V11 -f-V12)
Mass balances
Species A (e.g. Ca Cl2)
d(VflcAfl) 
= Q11c,11 - 
V1 I cAfl -
dt
V1 I(CA ,I1 CAb) B°kL
	 V11 =0
tn.jcr0I
d(Vf2cAf2 )	 Vf2cAf2 -
dt
=0Vf2(cA,f2_cA,,,)Bok	
MW j2t,rJCro2
(5.21)
(5.22)
d(VbcA,,,) =—QbcAJ, + VIICA,1 1 +'P'I1Af i _CA,b)+
dt	 tn..esoI	 tfl.jcrol	 (5.23)
Vf2cA,12	 PC Vb_!Gbkam2 PC V 0
t,,,.eso2	 MW	 2 MW
Species B (e.g. Na2 C204)
d(VfIcBfl )	 VI1CB,fl -
dt	 tn..eSol
VfI(cBfl cR,b) 
B°kL Pc
tn.dCrOl
d(V12c512) =Q
12c ,12 _ V.f23.12 -
dt	 tn..es02
Vf2(cB,f2_cB)Bok	
A/C V
12 0
tn.jCr02
(5.24)
(5.25)
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d(VbcB,,,) =	 VIICBI1 + Vfl(cBfl - CBb) + V12c812 +
—QbcB,b +dt	 tfl01	 tfl.jcrol	 tfl02	 (5.26)
Vf2(cB,f2_cB,b)Bok L PC Vb_!Gbkam2 PC Vb=O
	
t,racro2	
V 
MW MW
Mixing times
As mentioned above, the inverse of the time constants
(micromixing), t, 0j and t,, 02 (mesomixing) can be interpreted as transfer coefficients
for mass transfer by diffusion and convection, respectively, and are given by Equations
(5.1) and (5.2).
Population balance (Randolph and Larson, 1988)
One of the advantages of using a compartmental model is that the "full"
population balance, including terms for size-dependent agglomeration and disruption,
can be implemented in the model. Therefore, the population balance for the bulk
becomes
a1P,b - —Gb P,b + Baggi + BdlS - Daggi - Ddisr - P,bQb =0	 (5.27)
at -
with the birth terms for agglomeration and disruption
L2 L Kaggifl(Lu )n(L )dL +
Baggi + BdI,. 
=	 5
(5.28)
5 K s,.S'(L ,L)n(L, )n(L)dL
and the death terms for agglomeration and disruption
Daggi +	 = n(L)5 K aggi7( L11 )dL + Kdisrfl(L)	 (5.29).
The expression for the nucleation rate B° in the compartment j is derived from
the theory of primary nucleation and found to be
B_Aexp[ 16ry3v2 
1
3k3T3ln2S]
(5.30),
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with the supersaturation defined as
SilKsp J	
O'.+l
The overall nucleation rate in the reactor becomes
(5.31).
= B°V +B 1V11 +Bf2V12
1ot
	
	
(5.32).
vtot
The dependence of the growth rate on supersaturation is modelled using the power law
expression
Gb — kgab	 (5.33).
Furthermore, the agglomeration and disruption kernels are also assumed to depend on
the supersaturation in power law form:
Kaggi = Paggif(E)0	 (5.34)
Kdisr =	 (5.35).
The second moment of the particle size distribution used in the mass balances is
obtained from
m2
 =$nP,bL)i.'1'	 (5.36).
5.5.4 SFM APPLIED TO SEMIBATCH PRECIPITATION
Using similar assumptions as for the continuous mode, the SFM can be applied
to semibatch precipitation:
> Instantaneous reaction: A + B_k, ) P. The reaction between the two feed solutions
occurs instantaneously as soon as they are mixed.
> Homogeneous conditions within the feed zone and the bulk.
> Nucleation is the only kinetic process occurring in the feed plume. Nucleation,
growth, agglomeration and disruption take place in the bulk zone.
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The model equations for the semibatch case are analogous to those of the continuous
model.
Volumes of compartments
dV	 V
d- meso
dV 0 -
dt
V0 =V1 +Vb
Mass balances
Species A (e.g. CaCl2)
d(V1 CAI) 
= Q1c1 - V1 CA ,f - VI (CA ,f - cAb) B°kL PC V 0dt	 t,,..eso	 t,rjcro	 MWC
d(VbCA,b ) = V1 CAI +'fAf CAb)
dt	 t,r.eso	 tn.jCro
BkL _ Vb jGbka m2_ Vb ^
MW
Species B (e.g. Na2Ox)
d(VI CBI )	 V1c81 Vf(CB,f _cB,j,) B°kL Pc
dt	 t,.ç0	 tn.jcro
d(VbcB,b ) = V1 CBI +"fBf - B,b) -
	dt	 t,ç0
	BkV L	 1',,	 _	 Vb
MW
Population balance (Randolph and Larson, 1988)
Product P
_____- 
—
Gb	 + Baggi + BdI5 - Daggi - Dd,3Y 0
at -
With the birth terms for agglomeration and disruption
(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
(5.41)
(5.42)
(5.43)
(5.44)
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L2 L Kaggifl(Lu )n(L )dL + K 
dISTS (L , L )n(L )n(L )dL (5.45)Bagg1+Bthsr=J	
L
and the death terms for agglomeration and disruption
Daggi + Ddisr = fl(L)JKaggifl(Lu )dL + KdiSTn(L)	 (5.46)
0
the population balance becomes an integro-partial differential equation.
The expression for the nucleation rate B° in the compartment j is analogous to
that for the continuous case. The overall nucleation rate becomes
5.5.5 GENERAL MODEL RESULTS
In order to illustrate the model, the following figures reflect a qualitative analysis
of the precipitation process. A quantitative analysis using experimental data can be
found in Chapter 6 and 7. The kinetic parameters used for the simulations are listed in
Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.3	 Time-dependence of the second moment m2
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In order to model the time-dependent behaviour of the continuous system, the
mass balances were solved together with the population balance over an interval of ten
residence times. After that time, it is assumed that the continuous system has achieved
steady state. Being a measure of the crystal surface area available for growth, the second
moment m2
 is an important factor for crystal growth (Figure 5.3). It increases sharply at
the beginning and maintains a constant level after about four residence times. In
contrast, the number mean size (Figure 5.4) exhibits almost oscillating behaviour. It
approaches a maximum after about two residence times (1.4 times larger than the steady
state mean size) and then decreases before increasing again, eventually approaching
Figure 5.4	 Time-dependence of number mean size
steady state after nine residence times. Another interesting result of the SFM is shown in
Figure 5.5. The population density distribution in the reactor changes from the early
moments dominated by high (primary) nucleation to a bimodal distribution after about
4.5 residence times and to the final steady-state particle size distribution after ten
residence times.
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Figure 5.5	 Time-dependence of the particle size distribution
Figure 5.6 shows predictions for the overall nucleation rate in the continuous
reactor. The micromixing time and mesomixing time vary between 0.004 and 2.05 s and
between 0.002 and 1.02 s respectively. Therefore, the volume of the feed zones V11 and
Vp covers a range from 0.0002 to 0.1% of the total volume, and the reaction and fast
nucleation process take place in a very limited volume around the feed zones, while the
slower kinetic processes occur in the bulk zone. This result clearly shows the
importance of mixing in systems with very fast or instantaneous reactions.
The nucleation rate shows a maximum under poor micro- and mesomixing
conditions. Under very good micromixing conditions (diffusion is not limiting), the
nucleation rates show a maximum at medium mesomixing times. One explanation for
this observation could be that, on the one hand, the level of supersaturation becomes
uniform very quickly at very low mesomixing times and therefore does not cause
excessive nucleation, and on the other, that the reaction zone remains very small at very
high mesomixing times and therefore restricts nucleation to a very limited zone and
retards nucleation. Under conditions in between, however, the nucleation rate can
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Figure 5.6	 Dependence of the nucleation rate on the mixing conditions
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Figure 5.7	 Two-dimensional projection of Figure 5.6
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increase to a maximum. The same applies to mean mesomixing times. In this case, the
nucleation rate exhibits a maximum for mean micromixing times. David and Marcant
(1994) observed the same behaviour in their model for double-jet semibatch
precipitation.
A two-dimensional plot of Figure 5.6 gives Figure 5.7 with iso-nucleation
curves. Additionally, two different feed point positions (Id and od) show the influence
of the feed point on the nucleation rate in a qualitative way.
5.6 COMBINED MACROMIXING AND MICROMIXING MODELS
If the residence time distribution deviates from that of an ideally mixed reactor,
both micro- and mesomixing and also macromixing have to be accounted for. This can
be achieved by combining a micromixing model, for example the Segregated Feed
Model SFM, and a macromixing model, for example a network of ideal reactors. In
Figure 5.8, such a combination of mixing models is illustrated. In this example of a
combined model, the two feed solutions enter the first reactor, which is not fully micro-
and mesomixed. Thus, this reactor is divided into feed zones and a bulk compartment
according to the Segregated Feed Model SFM. The series of four reactors represents a
typical reaction-engineering model accounting for the deviation from the residence time
distribution of an ideal continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR).
A	 D
Figure 5.8	 Example of a combined macro-meso-micromixing model
A listing of the FORTRAN program for the Segregated Feed Model can be
found in Appendix A5.4.
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5.7 DETERMINATION OF MIXING TIMES USING COMPUTATIONAL FLUID
DYNAMICS (CTh)
5.7.1 INTRODUCTION
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is the numerical analysis of systems
involving transport processes by computer simulation. Elementary equations which
describe the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for fluid flow or heat transfer
are solved for a number of subregions of the flow field (Versteeg and Malalasekera,
1995). Various companies provide ready-to-use CFD codes to perform this task and
usually offer a choice of solution methods, model equations (for example turbulence
models for turbulent flow or combustion models for combustion processes) and
visualisation tools. One of these codes is CFX 4.1 from AEA Harwell, which was used
for the CFD calculations in this chapter.
5.7.2 ELEMENTS OF A C CODE
All commercially available CFD codes have three main elements in common.
Firstly, the pre-processor enables the user to define the geometry, which is often
referred to as the computational domain or flow domain of the problem, for example, of
a stirred vessel. The geometry can be created either by using the mesh generation
facilities of the code or by converting an external file (e.g. a Computer Aided Design
(CAD) file), and consists of a number of blocks which form the actual geometric layout
of the problem. By subdividing the blocks into smaller regions, a grid of computational
cells is obtained. The number of grid cells determines the complexity of the problem. A
very fine grid resolves the local gradients of the flow variables very accurately, gives a
very large number of cells and therefore slows down the simulation. On the other hand,
a coarse grid consists of less grid cells, but often causes convergence problems of the
numerical solution. There are no hard and fast rules as to how fine the grid has to be
made, but it must be ensured that the solution is "grid-independent", i.e. that a further
refinement of the grid has no influence on the results of the simulation.
Secondly, the solver performs the actual calculation of the numerical solution.
Three different solution methods can be distinguished:
. finite difference (Smith, 1985)
. finite element (Zienkiewitz and Taylor, 1991)
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• spectral techniques (Gottlieb and Orszag, 1977).
CFX 4.1 uses the finite volume method, which is nowadays by far the most common
method for solving fluid flow problems (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). The balance
equations are solved for each grid cell using an iterative solution approach, as the
underlying physical phenomena are complex.
Finally, the post-processor helps to visualise the huge amount of data produced
by the flow solver. Vector, contour and shaded contour plots of the velocity field, the
energy dissipation distribution or other variable fields can be plotted for lines, cross
sections or surfaces of the geometry. Some packages even offer particle tracing facilities
and animation for transient problems.
5.7.3 SIMULATIONS OF ThE FLUID DYNAMICS IN A STIRRED TANK
Stirred tanks are the most common form of chemical reactors. Nevertheless, due
to high local gradients of the energy dissipation, the fluid dynamics are not well
understood and depend to a large extent on the geometry of the reactor. Different forms
of impellers, baffles and draft tubes can produce very different flow fields.
As a stirred tank contains a moving impeller, the fluid cells surrounding the
impeller are modelled as rotating blocks in CFD (Bakker et a!., 1997). A sliding mesh
technique was chosen to account for the movement of the rotating impeller grid relative
to the surrounding motionless tank cells. Xu and McGrath (1996) compared the sliding
mesh simulation results for a stirred tank with experimental Laser Doppler Anemometry
(LDA) data and found that the data corresponded very well. An alternative to the sliding
mesh technique is the momentum source model, where the impeller region is modelled
as a black-box source of momentum. In this case, however, experimental data
concerning the forces acting on the impeller are necessary. Furthermore, no local data in
the impeller region can be obtained (black box) when using the momentum source
model. For a sliding mesh simulation, on the other hand, no experimental data are
necessary and the flow field in the vicinity of the impeller is readily obtained.
Guichardon et al. (1994) studied the energy dissipation in liquid-solid
suspensions and did not observe any effect of the particles on micromixing for solids
concentrations up to 5%. The precipitation experiments in this research were carried out
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for solids concentrations in the range from 0.1 to 5 %. Therefore, the stirred tank is
modelled as a single-phase isothermal system, i.e. only the hydrodynamics of the reactor
are simulated. The conservation equations for mass (continuity equation)
and momentum (Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow with constant
viscosity)
are valid for both laminar and turbulent flow. Theoretically, it is possible to solve this
set of equations for the latter by Direct Numerical Solution (DNS). However, as a very
high resolution in both time and space is necessary to account for the turbulent
fluctuations, the computational problem usually becomes very complex and can only be
solved for low Reynolds numbers and simple geometries of the flow domain. Thus, in
an alternative approach the variables will be represented by their time average V and
their fluctuation component v'(Reynolds decomposition)
v=V+v'	 (5.50).
Consequently, six additional unknowns, the Reynolds stresses - pvv, are obtained
and the equations for turbulent flow become
with	 :j =IP'1V	 (5.53).
Using turbulence models, this new system of equations can be closed. The most widely
used turbulence model is the k-E-model, which is based on an analogy of viscous and
Reynolds stresses. Two additional transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k
and the turbulent energy dissipation E describe the influence of turbulence:
= pC, -	 (eddy viscosity)	 (5.54)
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and	 —pvv=24u,E1—.pk8	 (5.55)
(extended Boussinesq relationship)
1[a.	 air.
with	 E.. =_I_L^_L
2[Jx	 ax, (5.56).
In these model equations it is assumed that turbulence is isotropic, i.e. it has no favoured
direction. The k-c model frequently offers a good compromise between computational
economy and accuracy of the solution. It has been used successfully to model stirred
tanks under turbulent conditions (Ranade, 1997). Manninen and Syrjanen (1998)
modelled turbulent flow in stirred tanks and tested and compared different turbulence
models. They found that the standard k-E model predicted the experimentally measured
flow pattern best.
More advanced models, for example the Algebraic Stress Model (ASM) and the
Reynolds stress model (RSM), are not based on the eddy-viscosity concept and can thus
account for anisotropic turbulence. In addition to the transport equations, however, the
algebraic equations for the Reynolds stress tensor also have to be solved. These models
are therefore computationally far more complex than simple closure models (Kuipers
and Swaaij, 1997).
When using large eddy simulation (LES), the computational mesh is chosen in
such a way that it resolves large scale turbulent eddies. As a direct consequence, only
the small-scale turbulence, which is isotropic and can be specified quite easily, has to be
modelled with a closure model. LES is therefore a stage between simulations using the
closure models mentioned above and the Direct Numerical Solution (DNS) which
resolves even small-scale fluctuations of the turbulent motion. Due to the high
resolution of the grid, LES is still computationally very demanding.
5.7.4 CALCULATION OF LOCAL MICROMIXING TIMES
One of the great advantages of CFD is that local data for the fluid velocity v and
energy dissipation e can be obtained. As the local energy dissipation is a measure of the
degree of local micromixing in the reactor, the micromixing time can be calculated
directly from this parameter using Equation (5.2).
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5.7.5 GRID GENERATION
When using CFD, generating the geometry and subsequently the grid of the flow
domain is the first and often most time-consuming step of the procedure. As mentioned
earlier, the geometry and grid can be generated using mesh-generating software
provided by the CFD code supplier. In this research, MESHBUILD from CFX was used.
The set-up of the continuous experiments consisted of a draft tube baffled (DTB)
reactor and a marine-type propeller. In order to account for the rotation of the impeller,
the zone surrounding the propeller was modelled using a sliding mesh approach. After
generating the geometry of the reactor, the flow domain was further divided into grid
cells. The density of the grid must be chosen such that the final solution of the CFD
problem becomes grid-independent, i.e. no longer depends on the size and number of
grid cells for which the equations were solved. Grid-independence was established for
all the problems solved in this research by stepwise and/or local refining of the grid until
the solution for the energy dissipation of a grid cell close to the impeller no longer
changed by more than 1 %.
The grid for the semibatch reactor was generated in the same way. Three
different types of impeller, a Rushton turbine, a 45°-pitched blade turbine and a
propeller were defined as groups and implemented in the geometry.
As the reactors on different scales are geometrically similar, the geometry of the
small-scale flow domain was used for the larger scales and the number of grid cells was
increased according to the criterion of grid-independence. As the large-scale DTB
vessels have a slightly different geometry from the small-scale 300 ml vessel, their
geometry was created independently of the small-scale flow domain. The number of grid
cells varied between 8640 (small-scale reactor) and 256,128 (large-scale DTB reactor).
5.7.6 SOLVER OPTIONS
The command file includes the actual options of solution method, turbulence
model, physical data and other information relevant to solving the problem. The
hydrodynamics were solved as a transient problem using a k-E turbulence model. By
monitoring the residuals of mass, energy dissipation and velocities, convergence of the
solution was checked. After a number of time steps and iterations, equivalent to about
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ten rotations of the impeller, steady state was achieved. A sample command file of the
CFD simulations is listed in Appendix A5.2.
5.7.7 RESULTS
Geometry and flow pattern
Figure 5.9 shows the geometry and flow pattern obtained from simulations of a
DTB reactor (4.3 1, 100 rpm). The four baffles and the draft tube are represented as solid
walls of infinitely small thickness, while the three-dimensional structure of the propeller
blades is accounted for by dividing each blade into a number of plane segments. The
flow map in a plane through the shaft of the impeller shows that the highest velocities
occur in the impeller zone in both the axial and the tangential direction, while in the
upper part of the vessel the flow becomes predominately axial, due to the guiding effect
of the baffles and the draft tube.
For the semibatch experiments a baffled reactor with different impellers was
used. Figure 5.10 depicts the geometric set-up with a six-bladed Rushton turbine. The
reactor contains four baffles, but no draft tube. At the level of the impeller, the velocity
components in the radial and the tangential direction dominate, leading to large eddies
above and below the impeller zone. The flow pattern obtained by the CFD simulations
corresponds very well to experimental flow patterns (Myerson, 1993 and Mersmann et
a!., 1994).
The flow field produced by a 45°-pitched blade turbine appears uniform and has
less steep gradients in the velocity field (Figure 5.11). Between the impeller and the
baffles, recirculation zones form which lead to an increased axial flow in the reactor.
Below the impeller, however, a "dead" zone with low velocities might cause unwanted
deposition of particles during precipitation.
The propeller (marine-type axial impeller) produces a very even flow pattern
throughout the reactor (Figure 5.12). No secondary recirculations or dead zones occur,
and even in the upper part of the reactor remote from the impeller a smooth flow pattern
is generated. Being an axial-type impeller, the propeller has the highest pumping
capacity, producing the most efficient fluid circulation of the three impellers
investigated. The Re number for the stirred tanks simulated varied between 8400 and
1.3x106, leading to turbulent conditions in every case.
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Figure 5.9	 Geometry and velocity field in a draft tube baffled (DTB) reactor
equipped with a propeller (4.3 1, 100 rpm)
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Figure 5.10 Geometry and velocity field in baffled reactor equipped with a Rushton
turbine (11, 500 rpm)
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Figure 5.11 Geometry and velocity field in baffled reactor equipped with a
45°-pitched blade turbine (ii, 500 rpm)
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Figure 5.12 Geometry and velocity field in baffled reactor equipped with a marine-
type impeller (propeller) (1 1, 500 rpm)
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Energy dissipation
The importance of energy dissipation in micromixing has already been referred
to earlier in this chapter. In order to find the micromixing times in the feed zones and
the mesomixing time characteristic of blending of the feed solutions with the bulk in the
Segregated Feed Model, it is essential to determine the local distribution of the specific
energy dissipation in the reactor. Using CFD, it is possible to obtain this local
distribution and find the diffusive and convective exchange parameters.
When scaling up mixing operations, it has been observed that the shear rate
distribution, and therefore the local energy distribution, changes with scale-up (Oldshue,
1985). With larger scales, the maximum shear rate in the impeller zone increases while
the average shear rate in this zone decreases. Therefore, even when scaling up with
constant power input per unit volume, the flow field looks different for different scales
of operation. This effect was observed in the CFD simulations of this research.
Figure 5.13 to 5.15 show the field of energy dissipation in a horizontal plane through the
impeller for a 11, 5 1 and 25 1 vessel each equipped with a Rushton turbine with all three
vessels having the same mean specific power input. For the larger vessels, higher local
maxima of the shear rate of up to 8.6 W/kg occur compared to maxima of 5.2 W/kg at
the 11 scale. This difference in the energy distribution leads to different micromixing
times on different scales for the same mean specific power input.
Figure 5.16 shows the local variations in the energy dissipation in a vertical
plane through the axis of the impeller shaft. The energy very quickly dissipates further
away from the Rushton turbine leading to zones with significantly lower local energy
dissipation. These results are in accordance with the experimental findings of Geisler et
a!. (1991) and Mersmann et a!. (1994), who determined flow maps for different
geometrical set-ups using Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA). In their LDA
experiments, the authors observed a similar shape of the zone with high energy
dissipation around the impeller and levels of low energy dissipation in the upper part of
the vessel. For example, the zone of EIoc/Eavg = 3.0 in this study and in that of Mersmann
et a!. (1994) are similar in both size and shape.
Appendix A5.1 summarises the results for the local energy dissipation and
mixing times for different geometries, stirrer speeds and feed point positions.
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Figure 5.13 Local energy dissipation in baffled reactor equipped with a Rushton
turbine (11,461 rpm)
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Figure 5.14 Local energy dissipation in baffled reactor equipped with a Rushton
turbine (5 1, 351 rpm)
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Figure 5.15 Local energy dissipation in baffled reactor equipped with a Rushton
turbine (25 1, 250 rpm)
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Figure 5.16 Local energy dissipation in baffled reactor equipped with a Rushton
turbine (11, 100rpm)
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Micromixing and mesomixing times
The micromixing and mesomixing times were determined from the local energy
dissipation at the feed points. The micromixing times calculated vary between 0.0014 s
and 1.73 s and the mesomixing times between 0.0063 s and 19.6 s depending on the
geometry, scale, stirrer speed and feed point position. Because the local energy
dissipation is different on different scales of operation with the same mean specific
power input, the micromixing (diffusion) and mesomixing (convection) times on
different scales differ. Consequently, different diffusive and convective mass transfer
between the feed zones and the bulk zone leads to different levels of supersaturation on
different scales and therefore to different precipitation kinetic rates and mean crystal
sizes with scale-up.
With the high accuracy and local resolution of flow variables obtained using
CFD, the mixing times can be determined and used in the Segregated Feed Model
(SFM). Furthermore, dead zones in the reactor can be located and avoided by simple
geometric modifications.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
After a discussion of the apparatus, the experimental conditions will be chosen
and the experimental results of the 4.3 1 and 12 1 reactors will be compared with the
simulation data obtained using the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) and Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The suitability of "design of experiments" (DOE) as already
discussed in Chapter 4 for reducing the number of scale-up experiments as an alternative
to the mixing model will be investigated, thus representing a more empirical scale-up
approach.
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
The experimental set-up (Figure 6.1) used for the large-scale experiments is
similar to that used for the determination of the precipitation kinetics on the 300 ml
scale as described in Chapter 4.6. The only differences between the two set-ups are the
reactor itself and the size of the tubing. In order to achieve the same residence times on
different scales, the diameter of the tubing and flow rate through the pumps must be
increased with scale-up.
Lj ()	
(1) DTB reactor
(2) Feed tank
(3) Product tank
(1)	
(4) Balance
(5) Stirrer drive
	
1	 (6) Peristaltic pump(2)
(8) PCLab unit
(9) PCPump unit
(10) PC on—tine
	
I	 (3)	 (7) Thermostatic bath
	
(6 I	
'(6) ---
	
_II__	 I
'II I 	(7)	
I	 ___II	 I	 ________________
	
_________________	 _________________	
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I LL -------------I
-
Figure 6.1
	 Experimental set-up for continuous scale-up experiments
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The geometries of the 4.3 1 and 12 1 precipitation reactors are shown in
Figure 6.2. The dimensions in brackets refer to the 4.3 1 vessel. The draft tubes of the
reactor are hollow in order to allow cooling or heating fluid to circulate. The draft tube,
baffles, feed tubes, shaft and impeller are made of stainless steel, while the vessel itself
is made of glass. A marine-type impeller (propeller) provides a smooth and even flow
field throughout the reactor.
12L (4.L) vesseI
Figure 6.2	 Dimensions of the 4.3 1 and 121 large-scale DTB reactors
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The experimental procedure for the large-scale continuous experiments is
identical to that described in Chapter 4.7 for the small-scale experiments.
The macromixedness of the reactors was determined by measuring the residence
time distribution (RTD) in the reactor. As already observed for the 300 ml reactor, the
RTD for the large-scale reactors also showed ideal macromixing. Figure 6.3 depicts the
R1'D for the 12 1 reactor at 100 rpm. Even at this low stirrer speed, the response function
of the Ca-ion concentration at the outlet follows an exponential decay function. If a non-
ideal RTD had been observed, the SFM could have been combined with a
compartmental macromixing model as mentioned in Chapter 5.6.
Figure 6.3
	 Residence time distribution of the 12 1 reactor, 100 rpm
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6.3 EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
The following sets of conditions were chosen for the large-scale experiments
(Table 6.1):
Condition	 Set 1	 Set 2
Concentration	 0.04M	 0.O1M
Residence time	 7.5 mm	 11 mm
Feed point position
	 inside DT (id)	 outside DT (od)
Table 6.1
	 Experimental conditions for large-scale continuous experiments
The specific power input was varied between 0.0024 and 8.09 W/kg in order to
investigate the influence of mixing on scale-up. These parameters cover a wide range
and should give a concise picture of the precipitation process under different conditions
and on different scales.
6.4 EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING RESULTS
6.4.1 MORPHOLOGY
Using the SEM, the morphology of the calcium oxalate precipitate obtained from
the large-scale experiments was investigated and compared to that of the small-scale
experiments. As in the 300 ml continuous experiments, agglomerated particles of
calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM) were observed in the scale-up experiments
(Figure 6.4). Unfortunately, the high temperature and vacuum during the SEM sample
preparation severely damaged the hydrated needle-like crystals (top right-hand corner of
Figure 6.4). An interesting detail is that with this type of agglomerate, where two
needles grow into one another, the angle between the two primary crystals is always
roughly the same - the two crystals align according to their crystallographic axis.
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Figure 6.4
	
Calcium oxalate precipitate from large-scale experiment
(12 1, 250 rpm, 0.O1M, 11 mi od)
6.4.2 DETERMINATION OF ThE MESOMIXING TIME CONSTANT
The mesomixing time, which is the convective exchange parameter in the
Segregated Feed Model (SFM), has the form (see Equation (5.1))
Q3
4Lioc -
N 3 d3
and has already been discussed in Chapter 5. In order to determine the factor A, which is
still unknown, a least square fit of the 300 ml continuous calcium oxalate precipitation
results for the number mean size and nucleation rate was performed. From these
calculations, the factor A was obtained as 17.7, giving the mesomixing time
!
tines0 = 17.7	 _	 (6.1).
N3d
6.4.3 SMALL-SCALE RESULTS
Using this result for the mesomixing time, the mean size L 10 and the nucleation
rate B° are plotted in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. It should again be mentioned that A was
obtained only from small-scale data, i.e. without any large-scale information.
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Figure 6.5	 Experimental and SFM results for the number mean size
(300 ml, 500 to 2000 rpm, 0.04M, 7.5 mi id and od)
Under one set of conditions (300 ml, 0.04M, 7.5 mi id), the number mean size
shows a minimum with stirrer speed (Figure 6.5). Under the other set of conditions (300
ml, 0.04M, 7.5 mi od), L10 decreases continually with stirrer speed. In both cases, the
Segregated Feed Model (SFM) predicts the trend correctly.
The maximum of the nucleation rate, which was experimentally observed under
both sets of conditions, was also predicted correctly by the model (Figure 6.6). The
maximum occurs due to the interaction of micro- and mesomixing and has already been
observed in the qualitative simulations in Chapter 5.
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Figure 6.6	 Experimental and SFM results for the nucleation rate
(300 ml, 500 to 2000 rpm, 0.04M, 7.5 mi id and od)
Figure 6.7 depicts the particle size distribution under one set of conditions
(Set 1, 500 rpm). The Segregated Feed Model predicts the experimental size distribution
very accurately, especially in the small particle range. Due to agglomeration, particle
disruption and inhomogeneous mixing conditions, the number-density distribution
deviates from the straight relationship obtained under MSMPR conditions. With larger
particles, the experimental data determined using the Coulter Counter tend to scatter
significantly and therefore comparison with the model is probably not feasible for large
particles.
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Figure 6.7	 Particle size distribution (300 ml, 500 rpm, 0.04M, 7.5 mm, id)
6.4.4 RESULTS ON DIFFERENT SCALES
The large-scale experiments were carried out in the same way as the small-scale
experiments discussed in Chapter 4 and the parameters were estimated according to the
procedure described in the same chapter. In Chapter 4.11, the suitability of design of
experiments (DOE) as a design tool for precipitation reactors was investigated and the
conclusion reached that it can be useful for individual parameters. One of those
parameters, where a direct dependence of the response on the input variables was
observed, was the number mean size (Chapter 4.11, Example 1). Using the design
equation (4.36), number mean sizes for the large-scale precipitation processes were
therefore calculated a priori and compared with experimental scale-up data. Under the
two sets of conditions (0.04M, 7.5 mm, id and 0.O1M, 11 mm, od) and a mean specific
power input of e = 0.71 WIkg assuming the scale-up criterion £ = constant, the
following results were obtained (Table 6.2 and 6.3):
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	Scale	 Lioexp [jim]	 L1o,oE [jim]
	
300 ml	 9.0	 8.5
	
4.3 1	 8.7	 8.5
	121	 8.4	 8.5
Table 6.2
	 Experimental and DOE results for the number mean size
(0.7 W/kg, 0.04M, 7.5 mi id)
	
Scale	 L10,exp [pin]	 L1o.E [j.tm]
	
300 ml	 7.2	 7.7
	
4.3 1	 5.3	 7.7
	121	 5.1	 7.7
Table 6.3
	 Experimental and DOE results for the number mean size
(0.7 WIkg, 0.O1M, 11 mm, od)
Under the first set of conditions (Table 6.2), the predictions are close to the
experimental results and DOE can therefore be considered as a potential scale-up tool.
Under the second set (Table 6.3), however, DOE significantly over-predicts the number
mean size. As the conditions under which DOE delivers accurate predictions cannot be
determined a priori, it is only of limited use for scaling up precipitation processes.
Using the kinetic parameters determined in Chapter 4 and the mixing times from
Chapters 5 and 6, the large-scale experiments were simulated with the Segregated Feed
Model (SFM) and compared with the experimental findings.
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Volume mean size L43
In Figure 6.8, the volume mean size is plotted versus the specific power input for
the 300 ml, 4.3 1 and 12 1 reactors and under the conditions according to Set 1 in
Table 6.1. Both the experimental and modelling results show a maximum of L 43 for a
power input between 0.4 and 0.5 WIkg. Such a maximum was observed earlier for the
precipitation of barium sulphate (Kim and Tarbell, 1996). The steep decrease in the
volume mean size for specific power inputs greater than 1 W/kg is probably due to very
high disruption rates under these vigorously agitated conditions. The model predicts the
experimental data satisfactorily, but no clear trend with scale-up can be determined.
Under this particular set of conditions, scale-up with constant mean specific power input
could be a reasonably good scale-up criterion. In this case, the curves on different scales
would thus merge into one curve. The ideal MSMPR model, in which it has been
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Scale-up of continuous calcium oxalate precipitation:
Volume mean size L43
(300 ml, 4.3 1 and 12 1; 0.04M, 7.5 mm, id)
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assumed that the nucleation rate and the growth rate are constant and that secondary
nucleation does not occur, is not capable of predicting any of the experimentally
observed effects of power input on mean size, as one of the assumptions for an MSMPR
crystallizer is well-mixedness.
The results of the second set of conditions (0.O1M, 11 mm, od) are depicted in
Figure 6.9. Surprisingly, the volume mean size obtained from the 300 ml small-scale
experiments is substantially larger than that from the 4.3 1 and 12 1 scales. This might
also be the reason why the DOE procedure could not be applied successfully to predict
large-scale parameters. Without adjusting any parameters and only using small-scale
kinetic data, the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) correctly predicts both the larger mean
sizes observed on the 300 ml scale and the smaller mean sizes on the 4.3 1 and 12 1
scales. As already observed above, the ideal MSMPR model cannot account for any of
the mixing effects and under- or over-predicts the volume mean size.
10
• 300 ml experiments
• 4.3 1 experiments
A 12 1 experiments
- MSMPR model
—300 ml model
—4.3 1 model
— 121	 model
¶1l mm
0.O1M
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100
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Figure 6.9
	 Scale-up of continuous calcium oxalate precipitation:
Volume mean size L43
(300 ml, 4.3 1 and 12 1; 0.O1M, 11 mm, od)
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One explanation for the smaller values of 143 on the larger scales could be that
even in geometrically similar locations in the reactors, different mixing conditions
prevail due to the different shear rate gradients in reactors of different sizes. In the
300 ml reactor, the energy dissipation at the feed point is higher than in the same region
of the larger reactors, even though the feed point is remote from the impeller zone (feed
point position od outside the draft tube), as steeper gradients in the shear rate
distribution lead to lower levels of specific energy dissipation in regions remote from
the impeller zone on the larger scales. The different fields of energy dissipation,
obtained on different scales of vessels, have already been discussed in the
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations section in Chapter 5. As the
precipitation rates and consequently the mean size of the product are different, different
mixing times on different scales account for this effect.
The conventional scale-up criteria based on constant specific power input,
constant tip speed and constant stirrer speed fail. A detailed analysis of these criteria can
be found in Chapter 8.
Coefficient of variation c.v.
The coefficient of variation c.v., which is defined according to Equation (4.8)
and a measure of the width or spread of a particle size distribution, is plotted versus the
specific power input in Figure 6.10. For an ideal MSMPR, a c.v. of 0.5 independent of
the mixing conditions (assumption of perfect mixedness) is obtained. In the experiments
and simulations, a c.v. larger than 0.5 was found under almost the whole range of
conditions, indicating a wider spread than in the ideal scenario. This increase in spread
could be caused by the occurrence of agglomeration on the one hand and on the other by
the inhomogeneity of the field of supersaturation resulting in locally different rates. For
a very high specific power input, a coefficient of variation smaller than 0.5 was found;
this could provide further proof of the importance of particle disruption, which narrows
the distribution, thereby leading to a smaller c.v. The model predictions and
experimental data correspond well.
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Figure 6.10 Scale-up of continuous calcium oxalate precipitation:
Coefficient of variation c.v.
(300 ml, 4.3 1 and 12 1; 0.O1M, 11 mm, od)
Nucleation rate B°
As mentioned above, nucleation is the first kinetic process occurring during
precipitation and depends to a large extent on the level of supersaturation. In
Figure 6.11, the overall mean nucleation rate in the reactor is shown, plotted versus the
specific power input. Depending on the scale of operation, a maximum occurred
between 0.03 and 0.1 WIkg. The experimental and modelling results exhibit the same
trend and cover the same order of magnitude; however, no pronounced effect of scale-up
on the nucleation rate was found. The decrease in B° at high power inputs was attributed
to shorter mixing times and therefore a more uniform level of supersaturation
throughout the reactor. The decrease of B° at low power inputs might be due to
insufficient mesomixing (blending) leading to very small zones where nucleation can
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occur. These effects have already been predicted qualitatively by the Segregated Feed
Model in Chapter 5. At mean mixing times a maximum in the nucleation rate was
predicted according to the SFM, which has now been validated experimentally. In
addition, Figure 6.11 shows that the model predicts larger nucleation rates on the 4.3 1
scale than on the 300 ml and 12 1 scales. This could be an indication that both
micromixing (diffusion) and mesomixing (convection) can become limiting, depending
on the scale.
• 300 ml experiments
0.04M
'c=7.5 mm
—300 ml model
• 4.3 1 experiments
£ 12 1 experiments
id	
—4.31 model
— 121 model
.
0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
Specific power input £ [W/kg]
Figure 6.11 Scale-up of continuous calcium oxalate precipitation:
Nucleation rate B°
(300 ml, 4.3 1 and 12 1; 0.04M, 7.5 mm, id)
Growth rate G
In contrast to nucleation, crystal growth is a relatively slow kinetic process
mainly occurring in the large bulk zone of the precipitation reactor. Figure 6.12 depicts
the experimental results for the growth rate; it was found that the latter does not depend
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to any significant extent on the mixing conditions. The growth rates of the three scales
are very similar, indicating that the level of supersaturation in the bulk zone of the
reactor does not change significantly with scale-up.
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Figure 6.12 Scale-up of continuous calcium oxalate precipitation:
Growth rate G
(300 ml, 4.3 1 and 121; 0.04M, 7.5 mm, id)
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the influence of different process and mixing parameters on
particle properties obtained by semibatch precipitation will be discussed. Furthermore,
the experimental results for calcium oxalate and calcium carbonate precipitation in the
11, 5 1 and 25 1 reactors will be compared with the simulation data obtained using the
Segregated Feed Model (SFM) and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations.
7.2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE
The experimental set-up (Figure 7.1) used for the semibatch experiments is
similar to that used for the continuous experiments described in detail in Chapters 4 and
6. The semibatch reactor (1), which is stirred using a stirrer drive (5), already contains
one reactant at the start of an experiment, while the other reactant is fed from a feed tank
(2) into the reactor using a peristaltic pump (4) (semibatch mode of operation). In order
to control the addition rate, the flow through the peristaltic pump has been calibrated
and the amount fed is checked on the feed tank balance (3). The process conditions are
monitored with a pH meter (6) and a calcium-ion meter (7) for determining the level of
supersaturation during precipitation.
Baffled reactor
Feed tank
Balance
Peristaltic pump
Stirrer drive
pH meter
Cc—ion meter
2
3
4
5
6
5)	 (6)	 7
_1__IooIo
LH
F 000
(7)
Figure 7.1	 Experimental set-up for semibatch precipitation experiments
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The particle size distribution was determined using a Coulter Counter
Multisizer II and/or a Sympatec Helos laser scattering analyser.
The detailed geometry of the precipitation reactor with a Rushton turbine as
stirrer is shown in Figure 7.2. The vessel is equipped with four baffles, but in contrast to
the reactor used for the continuous experiments does not contain a draft tube. For
reproducible conditions, accurate positioning of the feed tube is very important. The
dimensions for the 11, 5 1 and 25 1 reactors with different impellers (Rushton turbine,
45°-pitched blade turbine and marine-type propeller) and design drawings are given in
Appendix A7. 1. The baffles, feed tubes and shaft are made of stainless steel, while the
actual vessel is made of glass.
Figure 7.2
	 Semibatch reactor with Rushton turbine
(dimensions in Appendix A7.1)
7.3 EXPERIMENTAL CONDmONS
The following conditions were chosen for the 1 1, 5 1 and 25 1 experiments
(Table 7.1 and 7.2):
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Calcium oxalate
Condition	 from	 to	 reference
End concentration	 0.008M	 0.04M	 0.008M
Feed time	 10 mm	 60 mm	 40 mm
VfeedlVreactor	 0.2	 0.5	 0.2
Specific energy input
	 2.5x 10 WIkg	 21.6 WIkg	 -
Feed point position	 Impeller region
	 Surface region	 Impeller region
Table 7.1	 Experimental conditions for semibatch experiments (CaOx)
Calcium carbonate
Condition	 from	 to	 reference
End concentration	 0.04M	 0. 16M	 0.04M
Feed time	 10 mm	 40 mm	 40 mm
Specific energy input 	 2.5x 10 WIkg	 21.6 W/kg	 -
Feed point position	 Impeller region
	 Surface region
	 Impeller region
Table 7.2	 Experimental conditions for semibatch experiments (CaCO3)
7.4 EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING RESULTS
7.4.1 MORPHOLOGY
Using the SEM, the morphology of the calcium oxalate and calcium carbonate
precipitate obtained from the semibatch experiments was investigated and compared to
that of the continuous experiments.
Calcium oxalate precipitates - as already observed in Chapter 4 - in single
crystals and agglomerates. Figure 7.3 depicts a twinned crystal as obtained by semibatch
precipitation. The rough surface may be due to the SEM sample preparation, which
caused partial dehydration of the crystal. The samples, which were coated with
chromium and supported by a polycarbonate membrane, were analysed using a Zeiss
Gemini DSM 982 Digital Scanning Microscope with a maximum magnification of
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200,000. Figure 7.4 shows the highly agglomerated structure of a calcium oxalate
particle, which has probably been damaged by the high temperature and vacuum
occurring during the sample preparation.
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Figure 7.3
	 Twinned calcium oxalate crystal
Figure 7.4
	 Calcium oxalate agglomerate
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In the continuous precipitation of calcium carbonate, only spherical vaterite was
observed (Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.14). In the semibatch experiments, however, a mixture
of both calcite and vaterite was obtained (Figure 7.27). Both polymorphs tend to form
agglomerates consisting of a mixture of calcite and vaterite. Left in solution (e.g.
overnight), the metastable vaterite crystals change to stable calcite to form agglomerates
consisting only of calcite (Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.5	 Calcium carbonate (calcite) agglomerate
The surface structure of the calcite crystals consists of kinks where crystal
growth is likely to take place. The high magnification of 10,000 in Figure 7.6 also shows
the edge structure of the crystals in great detail. The edge forms a channel which is
roughly 500 nm wide and is divided by "bridges" of crystalline material. The calcite
crystals which were originally formed exhibit a very smooth surface (Figure 7.7),
whereas calcite formed by solution-mediated transformation from vaterite generally has
a rougher surface structure with layers and steps. In Figure 7.8, which shows vaterite
particles that have been partly transformed to calcite, the dissolution of the vaterite
structure is clearly visible. Figure 7.9 depicts a fully transformed calcite agglomerate,
exhibiting the layered structure mentioned above.
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Figure 7.6
	 Detail of the edges and faces of a calcite crystal
Figure 7.7
	 Calcite crystal (directly precipitated)
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Figure 7.8
	 Calcite crystal with dissolving vaterite crystal
Figure 7.9
	 Fully transformed calcite agglomerate
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7.4.2 SMALL-SCALE RESULTS
In order to investigate process and mixing conditions, the influence of the
impeller type, feed tube diameter, feed rate, feed point position, feed concentration and
feed volume ratio on the mean particle size were analysed on the 11 scale. Unless stated
otherwise, the system investigated was calcium oxalate.
Impeller type
The flow patterns generated by different impeller types have already been
discussed in Chapter 5. These flow patterns lead to different local rates of energy
dissipation and therefore to different micro- and mesomixing conditions. Consequently,
different product properties are to be expected.
30
25
	
'S •
S
.201
S15- S	
. .
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10-	 .	 U
• Rushton turbine, exp.
5 -	 S Propeller, exp.
• Pitched blade turbine, exp.
0-
1E-4	 IE-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
E 1W/kg]
Figure 7.10 Particle size vs. specific energy input for different impeller types
(CaOx, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
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Aslund and Rasmuson (1992) observed strong dependence of the weight mean
size on the stirrer speed with both a Rushton turbine and a propeller in semibatch
experiments with benzoic acid. The authors also found that different stirrer types give
the same mean particle size at the same specific power input. In Figure 7.10, the mean
particle size of calcium oxalate crystals is plotted versus the specific power input,
confirming the results of the authors mentioned above. The three different stirrer types
(Rushton turbine, 45°-pitched blade turbine and propeller) give very similar volume
mean sizes over a wide range of energy dissipation rates.
Figure 7.11 shows the results of the mean particle size of the experiments and of
the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) versus the stirrer speed. The three different impellers
give very different curves due to their differences in creating energy dissipation. The
experimental results are predicted very accurately by the model considering that only
kinetic information from the continuous small-scale experiments was used.
• Rushton turbine, exp. 	 Rushton turbine, model
• Propeller, exp.
	 Propeller, model
• Pitched blade turbine, exp.
	 Pitched blade turbine, model
0	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
Stirrer speed [rpm]
Figure 7.11 Particle size vs. stirrer speed for different impeller types
(CaOx, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
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Feed tube diameter
The experiments carried out with different feed tube diameters (2.4 mm, 5.0 mm
and 7.1 mm) showed that the feed tube diameter and therefore the velocity of the feed
stream entering the reactor could influence particle size (Figure 7.12). At very high and
very low power inputs this influence is almost negligible, while for mean power inputs
and a small feed tube larger particles are produced, since mixing is increased probably
due to the higher feed stream velocity, and the local level of supersaturation thus
decreases leading to lower nucleation rates.
30
	
• small feed tube diameter
U medium feed tube diameter
£ large feed tube diameter
25	 .
A
U
SI.I
1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
£ [W/kgj
Figure 7.12 Mean particle size vs. specific energy input for different feed tubes
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
Feed rate
Similar considerations to those for the feed tube diameter apply to the feed rate
of the reactant. At high feed rates (20 mI/mm) the level of supersaturation in the reactor
is higher, therefore causing higher nucleation rates and smaller particles. This tendency
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was experimentally observed not only in this research (Figure 7.13), but also by Marcant
(1996) and Baldyga et al. (1995) for barium sulphate. Due to the rapidity of the mixing,
the influence of the feed rate is not as pronounced at higher power inputs. Analogously,
larger particles have been predicted and observed at lower feed rates (3.3 ml/min).
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Figure 7.13 Mean particle size vs. specific energy input
for different feed rates (CaOx, Rushton turbine, feed point position
close to the impeller, total concentration 0.008M)
Feed point position
In order to investigate the dependence of the particle size on the feed point position, one
set of experiments was carried out with a feed point close to the impeller and another set
with a feed point close to the surface. At low power inputs, the mean particle size
obtained for the feed point in a highly turbulent zone near the Rushton turbine resulted
in larger particles, giving mean particle sizes up to twice as large as those produced with
a feed point close to the surface (Figure 7.14). Aslund and Rasmuson (1992)
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investigated feed points near the impeller, in the bulk and close to the surface. The
authors observed the same behaviour: at low stirrer speeds substantially larger particles
were produced with the feed point close to the impeller, while at high stirrer speeds
almost no influence of the feed point position on the weight mean size was found. The
predictions of the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) support the experimental observations
mentioned above. Calcium carbonate exhibited the same behaviour (Figure 7.15), with
the difference that at high power inputs the particles produced at a feed point remote
from the impeller were slightly larger than those produced with a feed point in a highly
turbulent zone. This shows that both mixing and the interplay of mixing and
precipitation have to be taken into account. Aslund and Rasmuson (1992) and Chen et
a!. (1996) obtained similar results with benzoic acid and barium sulphate, respectively.
• f.p.p. close to impeller, exp.
• f.p.p. close to surface, exp.
f.p.p. close to impeller, model
f.p.p. close to surface, model
25-I	 .
30
SI. U ........I... I ...I
1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
E 1W/kg]
Figure 7.14 Mean particle size vs. specific energy input
for different feed point positions (f.p.p.)
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, total concentration 0.008M)
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Figure 7.15 Mean particle size vs. specific power input
for different feed point positions
(CaCO3 , Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, total concentration 0.04M)
Feed concentration
Figure 7.16 depicts the mean size versus the specific power input at different
feed concentrations. Over the whole range of mixing conditions investigated, the
particle size obtained from experiments at a high feed concentration lies between 15%
and 45% of the size at a lower concentration. The same trend, which can be explained
by the higher level of supersaturation at higher feed concentrations, was experimentally
observed by Aslund and Rasmuson (1992) and Tosun (1988) with barium sulphate.
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Figure 7.16 Particle size vs. specific power input for different feed concentrations
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller)
Feed volume ratio
Equimolarity at the end of a semibatch experiment can be achieved by, for
example, either feeding a small amount of highly concentrated feed solution or by
feeding a larger amount of diluted feed solution into the precipitation reactor. In the
majority of experiments, a ratio of feed volume to reactor volume of 0.2 was chosen
(reference conditions). In Figure 7.17, these data are compared with a feed volume ratio
of 0.5, i.e. 500 ml of the feed reactant are fed to 500 ml of the other reactant already
present in the reactor. As one would expect, the mean particle size increases for a
volume ratio of 0.5 due to the lower level of local supersaturation around the feed point.
It should be mentioned, however, that the feeding time under these conditions is 2.5
times longer than under the original conditions. Clearly, a trade-off between feeding
time and particle size will lead to economic operation of the reactor.
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Figure 7.17 Particle size vs. specific power input for different feed volume ratios
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
7.4.3 RESULTS FOR CALCIUM OXALATE ON DIFFERENT SCALES
Volume mean size L43
In comparison with the continuous mode of operation, the mean size was found
to depend to a greater degree on the mixing conditions on all scales in the semibatch
mode. In Figure 7.18, the results for the reference conditions (Rushton turbine, 40 mm
feed time, feed point position close to the impeller, total concentration 0.008M) for
calcium oxalate confirm this observation. By changing the energy input, the volume
mean size was varied over a wide range from 7 to 26 pm. For the two reactor scales of
11 and 5 1, scale-up with constant specific power input seems appropriate, while for the
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25 1 scale smaller particle sizes are obtained in the industrially important range from 0.1
to 1 W/kg.
•	 11 reactor, exp.
•	 5 1 reactor, exp.
£ 25 1 reactor, exp.
11 reactor, model
5 1 reactor, model
25 1 reactor, model
15.j
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Specific power input C [W/kg]
Figure 7.18 Mean particle size for reference conditions
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
The kinetic parameters, which were determined from laboratory-scale
continuous experiments as a function of the energy input and/or supersaturation, were
applied to the semibatch mode of operation without any adjustments or parameter
fitting. The Segregated Feed Model (SFM) slightly underestimates the mean particle
size in the range between 0.01 and 1 W/kg, but correctly predicts the smaller particle
size obtained experimentally for the 25 1 reactor. On the same scale, the model also
predicts a lesser degree of dependence of the particle size on the specific power input
due to the interactions of mixing and the precipitation kinetics. This behaviour has also
been observed experimentally.
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For a different stirrer type, i.e. the marine-type propeller, a different range of
specific energy dissipations is covered with the same range of stirrer speeds
(Figure 7.19). The propeller stirrer was operated between 100 rpm ( = i0 WIkg,
Re = 6.3x104) and 1500 rpm (e=4.67 WIkg, Re = 1.3x106). Analogously to the scale-up
experiments with a Rushton turbine, the mean particle size on the 25 1 scale is smaller
than that on the smaller scales. This could be explained by the lower level of energy
dissipation around the feed point, which is caused by an increase in gradient in the shear
rate with scale-up. Consequently, the local energy dissipation in the feed region
decreases on a larger scale and the mixing times increase. As already pointed out for the
Rushton turbine, the model also correctly predicts this trend for the propeller.
35
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Figure 7.19 Mean particle size for marine-type impeller
(CaOx, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller, total
concentration 0.008M)
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Small particle sizes obtained at low energy inputs are probably a result of local
zones with very high levels of supersaturation and therefore high nucleation rates. At
high energy inputs, in contrast, breakage might act as a size-reducing process, leading to
smaller particles.
When the feed point position is moved to a position further away from the
impeller in a zone with lower local energy dissipation, the particle size drops by about
25% for the whole range of conditions (Figure 7.20). Under such conditions, the effect
of producing smaller mean particle sizes on the 25 1 scale is even more pronounced.
Again, all curves show a maximum; the influence of the power input on particle size is
weakest on the largest scale, however, causing a shallower maximum than on the 11 and
5 1 scales.
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Figure 7.20 Mean particle size for feed point position close to surface
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, total concentration 0.008M)
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At a higher feed rate (10 mm feeding time instead of 40 mm), the model slightly
underestimates the volume mean particle size. The particle size is approximately 30%
smaller than that for the reference conditions, as a higher level of supersaturation
prevails in the reactor due to the faster feeding (Figure 7.21). Therefore, moving the feed
point position to a zone with lower local energy dissipation and increasing the feed rate
have the same effect. An increase in feed rate, however, reduces the feed time and
1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
c[W/kg]
Figure 7.21 Mean particle size for high feed rate
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
Total number ofparticles mo
In order to fully characterise a particle size distribution, it is not sufficient to
know only the mean particle size, as it does not contain any information about the
spread of the distribution or number of particles formed. Additional properties are
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therefore required to characterise the particle size distribution. One of these properties is
the total number of particles, which is nothing other than the zeroth moment of the
distribution.
For the reference conditions, Figure 7.22 shows that the zeroth moment m0 can
be scaled up with the specific power input. For very low power inputs, the number of
particles obtained is very high. This effect can again be explained by high levels of local
supersaturation causing excessive nucleation and thus a large number of particles as a
result of insufficient mixing in the feed zone. In the semibatch mode of operation, the
two reactants are mixed directly and not via the bulk as is the case in continuous
precipitation. The level of local supersaturation is thus even higher. At mean micro- and
mesomixing times the number of particles exhibits a minimum due to improved mixing
and agglomeration, while at higher power inputs the number of particles increases again,
most probably due to particle breakage.
•	 11 reactor
•	 5 1 reactor
A	 A 25 1 reactor
I	 U
1E14
1E13
1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
C [W/kg]
Figure 7.22 Total number of particles for reference conditions
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
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At very high power inputs, increased breakage and decreased nucleation rates
maintain the balance so that the total number of particles for power inputs e> 0.5 W/kg
stays roughly constant.
In Figure 7.23, the data for the 11 and 5 1 reactor with propeller show a similar
trend at low power inputs with a minimum of the total number at about e = 0.1 WIkg. At
higher power inputs, however, the number of particles increases steadily up to a power
input of about = 2.5 WIkg, probably due to decreased agglomeration efficiency and
increased particle disruption at high power inputs.
1E-4	 1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1
[W/kg]
Figure 7.23 Total number of particles for marine-type impeller
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
Number density ofparticles in the first size interval n(Lo)
As the nucleation rate in a semibatch precipitation reactor is strongly time-
dependent, an alternative quantity - the number density of particles in the first size
interval n(L0) - was chosen to characterise nucleation. The lower limit of the first size
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class is determined by the detection limit of the particle analyser and was 0.5 p.m for the
Sympatec Helos laser scattering analyser.
In Figure 7.24 the results for the reference conditions on the 11 and 5 1 scales
confirm the high nucleation rates and therefore large number of particles expected at
low power inputs. Up to about e = 1 WIkg, a decrease of n(Lo) was found
experimentally, while at higher power inputs the data scattered substantially. As the
number density was calculated from a volume size distribution, even small deviations in
the mass distribution result in large errors in the number distribution. Therefore, its
sensitivity to experimental errors is very high.
1E13
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-
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Figure 7.24 Number density of nuclei for reference conditions
(CaOx, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.008M)
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The SFM predicts the trend of the decrease, but deviates where the data start to
scatter with increasing power input. At even higher power inputs, the model predicts an
increase in n(Lo). This increase has been experimentally verified for experiments carried
out with a propeller impeller (Figure 7.25). On both scales (11 and 5 1) this minimum in
the number of particles formed was observed at about e = 0.1 WIkg, while for higher
energy inputs the number density of particles in the first size interval increased again.
1E14
1E13
1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
C [W/kg]
Figure 7.25 Number density of nuclei for marine-type impeller
(CaOx, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller, total concentration
0.008M)
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7.4.4 RESULTS FOR CALCIUM CARBONATE ON DIFFERENT SCALES
Volume mean size L43
As already observed for calcium oxalate, the volume mean size depends
significantly on the energy input in the reactor. In the semibatch experiments with
calcium carbonate, L43 exhibited a maximum at approx. s = 0.04 W/kg for the reference
conditions (Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.04M) on different scales (Figure 7.26). Due to the direct mixing of
the incoming reactant with the second reactant already present in the bulk, even higher
levels of local supersaturation than in the continuous mode of operation are achieved.
U	 11 reactor, exp.
40	 A	 A 25 1 reactor, exp.
25 1 reactor, model
35	 A
•	 A
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1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
C [W/kg]
Figure 7.26 Mean particle size for reference conditions
(CaCO3, Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.04M)
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On the largest scale (25 1), the particles formed were generally larger than on the
11 and 5 1 scale. The Segregated Feed Model SFM, which predicted the particle
properties of calcium oxalate very accurately, clearly underestimates the particle size of
calcium carbonate. The reason for this discrepancy between the experimental findings
and simulation results is the formation of different polymorphs during calcium
carbonate precipitation. While only the metastable form vaterite occurred in the
continuous experiments, SEM micrographs clearly show the formation of both vaterite
and calcite during semibatch precipitation (Figure 7.27).
I
Figure 7.27 SEM micrograph of vaterite and calcite
Reasons for the formation of both polymorphs could include the longer time
available for transformation of the vaterite crystals in the precipitation reactor, and
therefore the increased amount of time for the metastable polymorph to change into the
more stable calcite, and the different pH range in the semibatch experiments favouring
the formation of calcite. As the nucleation, growth, agglomeration and disruption
kinetics of the two polymorphs are different, the kinetic parameters determined from the
continuous experiments, where only vaterite occurred, no longer apply. However, an
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extensive study of the precipitation kinetics of calcite and an extension of the SFM to
account for different polymorphs, which would improve the results from the
simulations, is beyond the scope of this research.
Total number ofparticles mo
In Figure 7.28, the number of particles m0, plotted versus the specific power
input, scatters on different scales. On all three scales a minimum was found; however,
there was no clear trend with increasing scale. This could result from a different degree
of the solution-mediated transformation of vaterite into calcite on different scales,
leading to different total numbers of particles.
A •
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1E14	
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1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
E [W/kg]
Figure 7.28 Total number of particles for reference conditions
(CaCO3 , Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.04M)
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Number density ofparticles in the first size interval n(Lo)
In contrast to the total number of particles, the number density of the smallest
detectable particles and therefore a property quantifying nucleation, plotted versus the
specific power input, corresponds more satisfactorily on different scales (Figure 7.29).
As the particles usually nucleate as metastable, but kinetically favoured, vaterite, the
kinetics of which were determined from the continuous laboratory-scale experiments,
the number of particles can be modelled and scaled up. The subsequent polymorph
transformation into calcite, however, cannot be accounted for by the SFM, which is the
reason why it cannot predict the total number of particles and mean size.
.
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1E-3	 0.01	 0.1	 1	 10
C [W/kg]
Figure 7.29 Number density of nuclei for reference conditions
(CaCO3 , Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.04M)
As already mentioned with regard to calcium oxalate, poor mixing conditions
result in high nucleation rates and thus large numbers of nuclei. The level of
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supersaturation in the feed zone can become very high, as the feed reactant is directly
mixed with the second reactant and not via the bulk as in the continuous mode of
operation.
Coefficient of variation c.v.
The coefficient of variation, which is a measure of the width of the particle size
distribution, is shown in Figure 7.30. Under insufficient mixing conditions, the
distribution is very wide as the two polymorphs, vaterite and calcite, form particles of
very different sizes. In Figure 7.31, large calcite crystals amongst numerous small
vaterite crystals are formed by transformation from agglomerates of vaterite (Spanos and
Koutsoukos, 1998). The coefficient of variation is therefore high.
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Figure 7.30 Coefficient of variation for reference conditions
(CaCO3 , Rushton turbine, 40 mm feed time, feed point position close to the impeller,
total concentration 0.04M)
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Figure 7.31 SEM micrograph of vaterite and calcite (100 rpm)
With a higher stirrer speed and better mixing, the mean size of the two
polymorphs formed is very similar, resulting in a narrower size distribution and a
smaller coefficient of variation (Figure 7.32). In addition, increased particle breakage
and agglomeration inefficiency lead to a c.v. of about 0.3 and therefore narrower size
distributions than are obtained from an MSMPR reactor, where the coefficient of
variation independent of power input is 0.5.
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Figure 7.32 SEM micrograph of vaterite and calcite (500 rpm)
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SCALE-UP RECOMMENDATIONS,
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
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8.1 SCALE-UP RECOMMENDATIONS
For many unit operations in chemical engineering, theoretical or empirical scale-
up rules have been established. In processes where kinetic rates (e.g. reaction or
precipitation rates) are controlled by the degree of mixing, however, these simple scale-
up criteria often fail. The approach to scale-up developed in this research takes into
account these mixing effects on different scales and has thus been successfully applied
to continuous and semibatch precipitation processes.
Scale-up with constant stirrer speed
This scale-up criterion is based on achieving a constant pumping rate per unit
volume with scale-up and therefore leads to similar macromixing on different scales, as
the circulation time in the reactor remains constant.
The pumping rate per unit volume is defined as
	
= kpumpNidsi -
	
= kpumpN2dsWith	 Qpump,i	 -	 (8.2)V1 	 V2
\113
d2(V2
and	
.-_-J	
(8.3)
N1 =N2	 (8.4)
is obtained.
In Figures 8.1 and 8.2, the mean particle size is plotted versus the stirrer speed
for continuous and semibatch precipitation of calcium oxalate. The data scatter
substantially with scale-up; this criterion is therefore not suitable for scaling up
precipitation processes. This result is not unexpected since it was proven in Chapter 4
that macromixing was not the controlling process for the geometries under investigation,
the residence time distribution (R1'D) obtained suggesting ideal macromixing.
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Figure 8.1	 Scale-up with constant stirrer speed (continuous precipitation)
Figure 8.2	 Scale-up with constant stirrer speed (semibatch precipitation)
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Scale-up with constant tip speed
If the tip speed of the impeller blades is kept constant with scale-up, i.e.
N1 ,rd51
 = N27rd 2 = const.	 (8.5),
the criterion for scale-up becomes
N2 =N1 IYi')	 (8.6).
V)
This criterion has been applied to the same set of data as above, with the result that the
data on different scales are less scattered than for scale-up with constant stirrer speed
(Figures 8.3 and 8.4). Scale-up with constant tip speed, which implies constant shear in
the impeller region, can be considered an approximation to scale-up with constant
mesomixing, as the blending of the incoming reactant with the bulk or second reactant is
closely linked to the shear field in the mixing zone. As Oldshue (1983) pointed out,
however, the shear rate distribution changes with scale-up and this criterion is therefore
only an approximation, based on mean shear rates in the impeller zone.
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Figure 8.3	 Scale-up with constant tip speed (continuous precipitation)
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Figure 8.4	 Scale-up with constant tip speed (semibatch precipitation)
Scale-up with constant power input per unit volume
The scale-up criterion which is probably most widely used for mixing-limited
unit operations is based on constant power input per unit volume according to
k	 d5N3
= power S	
const.	 (8.7)
V
and
1	 , 3	 ,	 AT 3
I power1 U s1 i 'V 1 - 'power2U32LV2
V1 	 V2
This leads to
(8.8).
f	 \219
N2
 =N1 1
 - 1	 (8.9).(V)
The importance of the local energy dissipation and thus the specific power input
for micromixing has already been referred to in Chapter 5, where the micromixing time
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was related to the Kolmogoroff length scale of mixing. Even though it was possible to
predict properties on different scales using this criterion, it failed with respect to other
conditions. Figure 6.9 shows the experimental results of scale-up of continuous
precipitation, where the application of e = constant was not successful. In Figure 7.19,
widely scattering results were also obtained with this criterion.
The failure of "conventional" criteria may be due to the fact that it is not only
one mixing process which can be limiting, but for example an interplay of micromixing
and mesomixing that can influence the kinetic rates. Thus, by scaling up with constant
micromixing times on different scales, the mesomixing times cannot be kept constant
but will differ, and consequently the precipitation rates (e.g. nucleation rates) will tend
to deviate with scale-up.
Scale-up with the Segregated Feed Model (SFM)
In order to account for both micromixing and mesomixing effects, a mixing
model for precipitation based on the Segregated Feed Model (SFM) has been developed
(Chapter 5) and applied to continuous and semibatch precipitation (Chapters 6 and 7).
As suggested in Chapter 5.6, the model can be extended by establishing a network of
ideally macromixed reactors if macromixing plays a dominant role.
The model is able to predict the influence of mixing on particle properties and
kinetic rates on different scales for a continuously operated reactor and a semibatch
reactor with different types of impellers and under a wide range of operational
conditions. From laboratory-scale experiments, the precipitation kinetics for nucleation,
growth, agglomeration and disruption have to be determined as described in Chapter 4.
The fluid dynamic parameters, i.e. the local specific energy dissipation around the feed
point, can be obtained either from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) or from Laser
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) measurements. In the compartmental Segregated Feed
Model (SFM), the population balance is solved and the particle properties of the final
product are predicted. As the model contains physical rather than phenomenological
parameters, it can be used for scale-up.
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8.2 CONCLUSIONS
In this research it has been proven that scale-up of continuous and semibatch
precipitation processes from laboratory scale to pilot scale is possible but that
conventional rules are inadequate. For successful scale-up the methodology introduced
in this research should be followed carefully.
Precipitation kinetics
Reliable kinetic data are of paramount importance for scale-up. Apart from
nucleation and growth, secondary processes such as agglomeration and particle
disruption occur and cannot be neglected as they have a strong influence on the particle
size distribution and product properties. If necessary, even ageing and ripening
processes, as described in Chapter 2, have to be investigated experimentally and
implemented in the population balance. In the case of calcium carbonate, the formation
of different stable and metastable polymorphs leads to a further complication of the
precipitation kinetics.
The method for determining the kinetic rates for nucleation, growth,
agglomeration and disruption, as presented in this research with regard to calcium
oxalate and calcium carbonate, proved to be both reliable and accurate. As not all the
kinetic parameters have to be estimated at once from the population density distribution,
they may be obtained individually and sequentially, and therefore sources of error can be
reduced.
Design of experiments (DOE), a method of minimising the number of
experiments necessary to describe the influence of parameters on a process, was applied
to the laboratory-scale continuous precipitation experiments with calcium oxalate. In an
analysis of the reliability of this method for scale-up predictions, it was found that only
part of the kinetic parameters and properties was predicted correctly on the larger scales;
it can therefore be concluded that the suitability of DOE for scale-up of precipitation
processes is limited.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
From a single-phase sliding mesh Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulation of the reactor geometry, the local rates of the specific energy dissipation
around the feed points were obtained. These local values are crucial for the nucleation
rates in the reactor, as the degree of micromixing and mesomixing determines the field
of supersaturation around the feed zones. Due to high levels of supersaturation, very
rapid primary nucleation is likely to occur in these zones, while in the other zones of the
reactor the "slower" kinetic processes, e.g. growth, take place. Therefore, the mixed-
suspension mixed-product-removal (MSMPR) concept, which is often applied in
conventional crystallisation, fails as the reactor is no longer ideally mixed - one of the
assumptions for an MSMPR crystallizer.
Scale-up using the Segregated Feed Model (SFM)
The Segregated Feed Model (SFM) can account for these local differences in the
level of supersaturation mentioned above. As this is a compartmental model, the feed
and bulk zones exchange mass by diffusion (micromixing) and convection
(mesomixing). Since the exchange parameters in the model, the micromixing and
mesomixing time are physical parameters and can thus be calculated directly from the
fluid dynamics in the reactor, the model can be used for scale-up.
Qualitative analysis of the influence of mixing on the precipitation rates and the
particle properties showed the important role that mixing plays in precipitation
processes. A detailed quantitative analysis of continuous and semibatch precipitation
further proved that the model is also capable of quantitatively predicting the mean
particle size on different scales for a variety of process conditions. While conventional
scale-up criteria failed, the experimental results on three different scales corresponded
very well with the results obtained from the SFM.
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Why do conventional scale-up criteria fail?
The conventional scale-up criteria "scale-up with constant stirrer speed", "scale-
up with constant tip speed" and "scale-up with constant specific energy input" are all
based on the assumption that only one mixing process is limiting, if, for example, the
specific energy input is kept constant with scale-up, the same micromixing behaviour
could be expected on different scales. The mesomixing time, however, will change with
scale-up; as a result, the kinetic rates and particle properties will be different and scale-
up will fail. In Figure 5.6, the qualitative dependence of the nucleation rate on
micromixing and mesomixing is shown for continuous precipitation; it can be seen that
even if the micromixing time is kept constant with scale-up, a different mesomixing
time leads to a difference in the nucleation rate and therefore to different particle
properties.
Process conditions
The SFM successfully accounts for the influence of mixing, feed point position,
stirrer type and residence time/feed time on the particle properties. By varying the
parameters mentioned above, the properties can be influenced to a great extent, leading
to products with very different properties, for example mean size, surface area and
filtrability. Using the model, it is possible to predict a priori the change in properties
due to a change in the operational conditions. Generally, it was found that in the
semibatch mode of operation a change in the parameters has a greater effect on the
precipitation rates and the particle properties than in the continuous mode.
Scale-up methodology
The methodology of how to scale up a precipitation process is depicted in
Figure 8.5. For large-scale predictions, kinetic information can be obtained from
laboratory-scale experiments. On the large scale, only CFD simulations (or LDA
measurements) need to be carried out in order to obtain the local energy dissipation in
the feed zone(s). Using this information, the Segregated Feed Model predicts the
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Figure 8.5	 Scale-up methodology
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particle properties on the large scale. Scale-up thus becomes possible without time-
consuming and costly large-scale precipitation experiments. This methodology is very
efficient as it combines the advantages of both a CFD and a population balance
approach without having to solve the equations together, which is currently still
impracticable due to the computational demand and simulation time required. The
results of the model have been successfully validated with experiments under a wide
range of conditions for the precipitation of calcium oxalate and calcium carbonate for
both continuous and semibatch precipitation (Chapters 6 and 7).
8.3 FURTHER RESEARCH
Even though a concise method of precipitation scale-up has been developed in
this research, the work also opens up new questions and suggests areas for further
research. Recommendations for further research may be given in the following areas.
Scale-up ofprecipitation processes to industrial scale
This research was concerned with scale-up from laboratory scale to pilot scale,
covering a volumetric scale-up ratio of about 100. For scale-up to industrial scale, a
further increase in the reactor volume by a factor of about 100 is necessary.
Experimental results obtalned on the industrial scale could be modelled using the
Segregated Feed Model. As the model developed is scale-independent, it could be
applied directly to the industrial scale.
Scale-up without geometrical similarity on different scales
Scale-up was performed on geometrically similar precipitation reactors on
different scales; it was found, however, that the SFM predicts the correct particle
properties for different geometries of stirred tanks, for example, for different stirrer
types in the semibatch experiments. Thus, it has been indirectly proven that the
approach can also be applied to geometrically non-similar scale-up. An extended
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application of the method to other types of mixing equipment, for example Tee-mixers
and jet mixers, as described in Chapter 2, has yet to be made.
Macromixing limitation
If, in addition to micromixing and mesomixing, macromixing controls the
precipitation rates, the model can be extended as suggested in Chapter 5. Using a tank-
in-series model, as is well established in chemical reaction engineering, non-ideal
macromixing of the reactor contents can be accounted for. Where necessary, the model
can be further refined and recycle loops and plug flow zones can be included in order to
model different flow characteristics in different zones of the reactor.
High suspension density
At high suspension densities in the precipitation reactor, a single-phase
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation of the flow field may no longer be
sufficient, as the influence of the particles on the fluid dynamics can no longer be
ignored. Furthermore, in the semibatch mode of operation, the specific energy input and
suspension properties, for example the viscosity and density, become time-dependent.
Due to the modular concept of the scale-up method presented in this research, these
extensions can be implemented in the Segregated Feed Model without having to
fundamentally change the approach.
Extension of the population balance
The population balance as used in this work accounts for nucleation, growth,
agglomeration and particle disruption. For some applications, it might be necessary to
include the kinetics for Ostwald ripening, recrystallization or other ageing processes.
With respect to calcium carbonate, in the semibatch mode of operation the formation of
different polymorphs has to be included in the population balance concept in order to
improve the model predictions. For example, Chakraborty and Bhatia (1996a) solved the
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population balance for the precipitation of calcium carbonate as a mixture of
polymorphs and verified their method experimentally (Chakraborty and Bhatia, 1996b).
Application of the SFM to consecutive-competitive reaction systems
By using consecutive-competitive reaction systems, a segregation index can be
defined and therefore the degree of micromixing can be analysed (Villermaux and Falk,
1994 and Fournier et a!., 1996). Experimental results on different scales (Bourne and
Yu, 1994) can be compared with the predictions of the Segregated Feed Model as the
authors could not model the experimental results with their model.
Application of the scale-up method for precip itation to other unit operations
The scale-up method proposed for precipitation can also be applied to other unit
operations where the reaction rates are mixing-limited. In polymerisation processes, for
example, the molecular weight distribution of the polymer depends to a significant
extent on the degree of mixing in the polymerisation reactor (Lee and Lee, 1987 and
Tosun, 1992). This dependence is similar to that of the crystal size distribution on
micromixing and mesomixing in precipitation processes. Therefore, scale-up of
polymerisation processes can be tackled in a similar way to the method suggested in this
research.
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a [-]
ag []
a [mol m3]
A [m2]
A [m'5 molMS]
A,, [rn 3 s']
[m 3 s]
Asrwm [m 3 s]
Aijwm [m3 1]
Asec [m 3 s']
AT Em2 rn3]
b(v,xk) [-]
bg F]
B[m's']
B° [m 3 s]
B°1 [m 3 s]
B0hom [m 3 s'}
B° [m 3 s']
B° [m 3 s]
c [mol m3]
c [mol m3]
Cg []
cj [mol m3]
cj [mol m3]
CO [mol m3]
c 0 [mol m3]
Ec [mol m3]
c.v. [-]
CA []
d [m]
d5 [m]
aggregation parameter
growth parameter
activity
area, cross section
constant in Debye-Huckel equation
heterogeneous nucleation rate constant
heterogeneous nucleation rate constant in power law
homogeneous nucleation rate constant
homogeneous nucleation rate constant in power law
secondary nucleation rate constant
surface area per unit volume
breakage function
growth parameter
birth rate
nucleation rate (general)
nucleation rate in compartment i
homogeneous nucleation rate
heterogeneous nucleation rate
secondary nucleation rate
concentration
equilibrium concentration
growth parameter
concentration at interface
concentration of reactant j
initial concentration
feed concentration of reactant j
concentration difference
coefficient of variation
aggregation parameter in Thompson kernel
characteristic length
diameter of stirrer
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D [m]	 reactor diameter
D Em4
 s]	 death rate
E1 [-1	 collection efficiency
E1
 [s']
	
velocity gradient in Boussinesq equation
ftc,) [-]
	
nucleation enhancement function
g [-]	 growth rate order
g Em s 2]	 acceleration of free fall
G [m s]	 growth rate
I [-]	 ionic strength
k [J K']	 Boltzmann constant
k [m2 s 2]	 kinetic energy
ka [-]	 surface area shape factor
kd [mol m 2 s}	 diffusion mass transfer coefficient
kg Em s']	 growth rate coefficient
km [mol m 2 s']	 mass transfer coefficient
k Em4 s']	 nucleation rate coefficient
kpower [-]
	
power coefficient
[-]	 pumping rate coefficient
kr [mol m 2 s 1 ]	 reaction mass transfer coefficient
icy [-]
	
volumetric shape factor
K1 , K2, K3 [m3 moi']	 association constants
Kaggi [m3 s4 ]	 agglomeration rate
K, [mo!2 m]	 activity product
Kd,5 [s']
	
disruption rate
K [mo!2
 m]
	
solubility product
L Em]	 particle size
L0 Em]
	
particle size of lower bound of first size class
L10 Em]	 number mean size
L43 Em]	 volume mean size
Ld [m]	 dominant size
L Em]	 cumulative length
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NOMENCLATURE
L [m]
L[m]
M1 [m]
m (L) [kg m]
mfted [kg m3]
rn [m]
mlequid [kg m3]
mprec [kg m3]
m3 [kg]
M, [kg]
M [kg m3]
MW, [kg mol']
n [-]
n [# m4]
i,k [-1
k [# m]
flp [# m]
flo [# m3]
n(x) [# m]
N1 , N2 [s1]
N1 [# m]
NT [#]
PEW]
Po [-]
Qk [m3 s']
[m3
 s']
r [-]
rEm]
rj,k [-]
S [-1
S'[-]
particle size of class u
particle size of class v
width of particle size class j
mass density function
specific mass of a component in the feed solution
jth moment of distribution
specific mass of a component in solution
specific mass of a precipitated component
mass of suspension
mass fraction
solids concentration, suspension density
molecular weight of componentj
nucleation rate order
population density (general)
weighting term (i,k) in weighting matrix
population density of stream k
population density of product P
population density of nuclei
population density at point with location x (x,y,z)
stirrer speed on scales 1 and 2 respectively
number of particles in size class i
total number of particles
power input
power number
flow rate of stream k
pumping capacity of impeller
volumetric discretization ratio
particle radius
reaction rate of componentj in compartment k
supersaturation (general)
disruption function
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Sap []
sin1, [-]
Ssp [-]
Sh [s']
t Es]
t12 [s]
t Es]
tm/i Es]
tfllgcro [s]
tmeSoj Es]
tflucroj Es]
T[K]
T [Nm]
Uj,gk [mol m3]
U[s']
v [m s']
Ve [m s']
v Em s']
7 Em s']
v' Em s']
v,, Em s1]
v (L) [m3 m]
V [ms]
V [ms]
V,0, [m3]
Xk Em3]
NOMENCLATURE
supersaturation based on activity product
initial supersaturation
supersaturation based on solubility product
shear rate
time
time constant for direct mixing of feed streams
circulation time
induction time
time constant for macromixing
time constant for mesomixing in compartmentj
time constant for micromixing in compartmentj
temperature
torque
exchange flow of componentj between compartments i,k
velocity gradient
velocity (general)
external velocity
internal velocity
mean velocity
fluctuating velocity
tip speed
volumetric density function
volume
subvolume of compartmentj
reactor volume
discretized particle volume
coded factor for design of experiments (DOE)
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NOMENCLATURE
Greek
Paui	 agglomeration kernel
f3disr	 disruption kernel
y[J m 2]	 surface energy
[-]	 activity coefficient
[-]	 Kronecker delta function
e [W kg 1 ]	 specific power input
p [-]	 wetting angle
r [-]	 volume correction function
j.t [kg m's']
	
dynamic viscosity
4it: [kg m's']	 turbulent viscosity
v [m3 moF']	 molecular volume
V [m2 s']
	
kinematic viscosity
v1 [-]	 stoichiometric coefficient of component i
'P [-1	 sphericity
p [kg rn 3]	 solution density
Pc [kg m 3]	 crystal density
Ps [kg m 3]	 solids density
a [-]	 supersaturation (general)
a [-]	 supersaturation in compartmentj
a [-]	 variance of distribution
r [s]	 residence time
; [N m 2]	 shear stress in plane xx
w [s']	 angular velocity
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A2.1 Fluid dynamic parameters
0.31 draft tube baffled vessel
[rpm]	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500	 2000
Re	 16000 32000 48000 64000 96000 128000
v [mIs]	 0.458	 0.9 16	 1.37	 1.83	 2.75	 3.67
Cay5 [W/kg]	 0.0033 0.0263 0.089	 0.211	 0.711	 1.686
4.31 draft tube baffled vessel
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 1800
Re	 29400 73600 147200 295000 442000 530000
v, [m/s]	 0.393	 0.982	 1.96	 3.93	 5.89	 7.06
Cay5 [W/kg]	 0.0029 0.0086 0.073	 0.605	 1.98	 3.43
12 1 draft tube baffled vessel
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
Re	 80000 195000 390000 585000 800000 1.2x106
v 1, [m/s]	 0.639	 1.58	 3.19	 4.79	 6.39	 9.58
Eavg [W/kg]	 0.0024 0.0375 0.300	 1.01	 2.30	 8.09
1 1 baffled vesse4 Rushton turbine
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
Re	 8400	 21000 42000 84000 126000 168000
v,1, [m/s]	 0.209	 0.524	 1.05	 2.09	 3.14	 4.19
Cavg [W/kg]	 0.0027 0.0422 0.3378 2.70	 9.12	 21.6
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1 1 baffled vessel, pitched blade turbine
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
Re	 8400	 21000 42000 84000 126000 168000
v [m/s]	 0.209	 0.524	 1.05	 2.09	 3.14	 4.19
Eavg [W/kg]	 0.0004 0.0060 0.047	 0.379	 1.28	 3.03
1 1 baffled vessel, marine-type impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
Re	 8400	 21000 42000 84000 126000 168000
vtj,, [m/s]	 0.209	 0.524	 1.05	 2.09	 3.14	 4.19
Eavg [W/kg]	 0.0001 0.0017 0.0136 0.109	 0.368	 0.872
51 baffled vessel, Rushton turbine
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
Re	 22000 55000 110000 165000 221000 332000
v [m/s]	 0.341	 0.852	 1.70	 2.55	 3.40	 5.11
Eavg [W/kg]	 0.0061 0.0956 0.765	 2.58	 6.12	 20.7
51 baffled vessel, marine-type impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
Re	 22000 55000 110000 221000 332000 442000
v [m/s]	 0.341	 0.852	 1.70	 3.40	 5.11	 6.80
Cavg [W/kg]	 0.0003 0.0039 0.0309 0.247	 0.834	 1.98
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Run	 I	 'r	 I St.
idOl6
id028
idO 18
idOl
id025
id029
idO2O
id024
id027
idOl
idOO 1
idOO8
idOO2
idOO4
idOO6
500
2000
500
1000
1500
2000
250
500
1000
2000
500
2000
500
1000
1500
2
2
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
11
11
11
11
2
2
7.5
7.5
7.5
Feed conc.
[mol/I]
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
1]
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
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251 baffled vesse4 Rushton turbine
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
Re	 63000	 158000 317000 475000 630000 1.3x106
v 1, [m/s]	 0.58 1	 1.44	 2.88	 4.32	 5.76	 8.64
Cavg [W/kg]	 0.017 1	 0.266	 2.13	 7.17	 17.0	 57.4
251 baffled vessel, marine-type impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
Re	 63000	 158000 317000 475000 630000 1.3x106
v, [mIs]	 0.58 1	 144	 2.88	 4.32	 5.76	 8.64
Eavg[WIkg]	 0.0010 0.0166 0.133	 0.477	 1.06	 3.58
A4.1 Conditions of laboratory-scale precipitation experiments (CaOx) for
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continued
Run	 St.	 Feed conc.	 Feed noint nositi
idOO9
	 7.5	 2000	 0.04
id003
	
11
	
500	 0.04
idOO5	 11	 1000	 0.04
idOO7
	
11
	
1500
	
0.04
idOlO
	
11
	
2000
	
0.04
idOl2
	
7.5
	
1000
	
0.10
idOl4
	 7.5	 2000	 0.10
idOl3
	
11
	
1000
	
0.10
idmOOl
	 7.5	 250	 0.01
idmOO2
	
7.5
	
500	 0.01
idm003
	
7.5
	
1000
	
0.01
idmOO4	 7.5	 2000	 0.01
idmOO5	 7.5	 1000	 0.04
idmOO6	 7.5	 2000	 0.04
od003
	
2
	
1000
	
0.01
odOO8
	
2
	
2000
	
0.01
odOO 1	 7.5	 500	 0.01
odOO4
	 7.5	 1000	 0.01
odOO6
	 7.5	 1500	 0.01
odOO9
	
7.5
	
2000
	
0.01
odOO2
	
11
	
500	 0.01
odOO5
	
11
	
1000
	
0.01
odOO7
	
11
	
1500
	
0.01
odO 10
	
11
	
2000
	
0.01
odO 16
	
2
	
1000
	
0.04
odO2l
	
2
	
2000
	
0.04
odO 14	 7.5	 500	 0.04
odOl7
	 7.5	 1000	 0.04
odO 19
	 7.5	 1500	 0.04
od022
	 7.5	 2000	 0.04
odOl5
	
11
	
500
	
0.04
odO 18
	
11
	
1000	 0.04
odO2O	 11
	
1500	 0.04
od023
	
11
	
2000	 0.04
L-J
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube/surface
inside draft tube/surface
inside draft tube/surface
inside draft tube/surface
inside draft tube/surface
inside draft tube/surface
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
outside draft tube
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St.t
mm
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
Feed
250
500
1000
2000
250
500
1000
2000
Run
kalk 1
kalk2
kalk3
kalk4
kalk5
kalk6
kalk7
kalk8
Feed conc.
[mol/1]
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
inside draft tube
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A4.2 Sample results of parameter estimation for calcium oxalate
Run	 a [-I	 G [pm/h]	 B° [1/m3h]	 I3aggl [m3/p.m3h] 13d1s, [1/tm3h]
idOO2	 3.81	 60.42	 0.92E13	 1.31E-15	 1.19E-8
idOO4	 3.72	 57.90	 1.23E13	 1.22E-15	 1.02E-7
idOO6	 4.06	 63.42	 1.49E13	 1.43E-15	 6.31E-7
idOO9	 3.47	 49.31	 0.84E13	 3.51E-17	 7.25E-6
odOO2	 2.26	 37.38	 0.62E13	 3.57E-16	 3.66E-8
odOO5	 2.25	 39.36	 0.73E13	 4.02E-16	 3.19E-7
odOOl	 2.29	 38.82	 0.55E13	 3.68E-16	 2.23E-6
odOlO	 2.55	 30.01	 0.41E13	 4.39E-17	 1.63E-5
A4.3 Conditions of laboratory-scale precipitation experiments (CaCO 3) for
parameter estimation
A4.4 Kinetic parameters of calcium carbonate
The growth, disruption and agglomeration kinetics for calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) were determined in the same way from laboratory-scale experiments as
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described for calcium oxalate. The pre-exponential factor of the nucleation rate was
extracted using the simulation results for the micromixing and mesomixing times.
G = 2.23 lxa2
I3disr =4.49x107eS2'5
I3aggi = 6.181x1O 7 (1+3.O89e 2 - 2.578s)S2'5
35.55
B° =3.01x10'5exp
A5.1 Local energy dissipation and mixing times for different geometries, stirrer
speeds and feed point positions from CFD simulations
0.31 draft tube baffled vessel, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 500	 750	 1000	 1500	 2000
e [W/kg]	 0.0051 0.041	 0.138	 0.327	 1.10	 2.61
tnucro [s]	 0.24	 0.085	 0.047	 0.030	 0.016	 0.011
t,, 0 [s]	 1.15	 0.134	 0.079	 0.053	 0.032	 0.021
0.31 draft tube baffled vessel,feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 500	 750	 1000	 1500	 2000
Ei [W/kg]	 0.0010 0.0081 0.027	 0.063	 0.21	 0.51
tnucro [s]	 0.52	 0.19	 0.10	 0.010	 0.037	 0.024
t,,, [s]	 5.90	 0.68	 0.40	 0.27	 0.16	 0.11
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4.31 draft tube baffled vessel,feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 1800
c [WIkg]	 0.0043 0.013	 0.11	 0.91	 2.96	 5.10
t,rncro [s]	 0.26	 0.15	 0.051	 0.018	 0.010	 0.0076
t, 0 [s]	 1.48	 0.41	 0.17	 0.066	 0.039	 0.028
4.31 draft tube baffled vesse4 feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 1800
c [W/kg]	 0.0009 0.0032 0.022	 0.18	 0.59	 1.03
tmjcro [s]	 0.58	 0.32	 0.12	 0.041	 0.023	 0.017
t,,,, [s]	 7.00	 1.98	 0.79	 0.31	 0.18	 0.14
12 1 draft tube baffled vessel, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
[W/kg]	 0.0030 0.054	 0.44	 1.46	 3.35	 11.7
tmlcro [s]	 0.32	 0.074	 0.026	 0.014	 0.0095 0.0051
t,,, [s]	 1.21	 0.36	 0.14	 0.082	 0.056	 0.033
12 1 draft tube baffled vesse4 feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
e [W/kg]	 0.0007 0.011	 0.09 1	 0.30	 0.69	 2.43
tmjcro [s]
	
0.66	 0.17	 0.57	 0.032	 0.021	 0.011
t,, 0 [s]	 5.83	 1.72	 0.68	 0.40	 0.27	 0.16
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1 1 baffled vessel, Rushton turbine, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
s [W/kgj	 0.0081	 0.13	 1.01	 8.12	 27.4	 65.1
t,, 0 Es]	 0.19	 0.048	 0.017	 0.0061	 0.0033	 0.0021
t,, 0 [s]	 0.34	 0.10	 0.040	 0.016	 0.0093	 0.0063
1 1 baffled vessel, Rushton turbine, feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
[W/kg]	 0.0001 0.0025 0.020	 0.16	 0.54	 1.28
[s]	 1.73	 0.35	 0.12	 0.043	 0.024	 0.015
t,,, [s]	 17.1	 5.07	 2.01	 0.80	 0.47	 0.32
1 1 baffled vessel, pitched blade turbine, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
c [W/kg]	 0.0007 0.011	 0.085	 0.68	 2.32	 5.47
tmjcro [s]	 0.65	 0.17	 0.060	 0.021	 0.011	 0.0074
t,, 0 [s]	 0.54	 0.16	 0.064	 0.025	 0.015	 0.010
1 1 baffled vessel, marine-type impeller, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
c [W/kg]	 0.0002 0.0026 0.021	 0.17	 0.57	 1.35
t,nscro [s]	 1.22	 0.34	 0.12	 0.042	 0.023	 0.015
t,, 0 Es]	 0.63	 0.19	 0.074	 0.029	 0.017	 0.012
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Si baffled vessel, Rushton turbine, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
c [W/kg]	 0.018	 0.27	 2.14	 7.24	 17.3	 58.1
t,, 0 Es]	 0.13	 0.033	 0.012	 0.0064 0.0040 0.0026
t,, 0 [s]	 0.37	 0.11	 0.043	 0.025	 0.017	 0.0099
51 baffled vesse4 Rushton turbine,feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
CI4)C [WIkg]	 0.0003 0.0053 0.043	 0.15	 0.34	 1.16
tmjcro [s]	 1.01	 0.24	 0.083	 0.045	 0.030	 0.016
t,neso Es]	 18.4	 5.42	 2.15	 1.25	 0.85	 0.50
Si baffled vessel, marine-type impeller, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000	 1500	 2000
c [W/kg]	 0.0004 0.0056 0.045	 0.36	 1.20	 2.86
t,, [s]	 0.87	 0.23	 0.082	 0.029	 0.016	 0.010
t, 0 Es]
	
0.71	 0.21	 0.083	 0.033	 0.019	 0.0 13
251 baffled vessel, Rushton turbine, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
[W/kg]	 0.045	 0.71	 5.66	 19.1	 45.2	 151.3
tnucro [s]	 0.08 1	 0.021	 0.0072 0.0039 0.0026 0.0014
t,,, [s]	 0.39	 0.12	 0.046	 0.027	 0.018	 0.011
251 baffled vesse4 Rushton turbine,feed point position remote from the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
Ei [W/kg]	 0.0011 0.014	 0.11	 0.38	 0.94	 2.91
t,,	 [s]	 0.55	 0.15	 0.051	 0.028	 0.018	 0.009
t,, 0 [s]	 19.6	 5.79	 2.30	 1.34	 0.91	 0.53
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251 baffled vessel, marine-type impeller, feed point position close to the impeller
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000	 1500
c [W/kg]	 0.001	 0.022	 0.17	 0.63	 1.40	 4.67
tnucro [s]	 0.55	 0.12	 0.042	 0.022	 0.015	 0.0081
t,, Es]	 0.77	 0.23	 0.090	 0.052	 0.036	 0.02 1
A5.2 Sample CFX code of command file for CFD simulations
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1
1* TURBULENT FLOW IN A VESSEL
	
*/
1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *1
>>CFXF3D
>>SET LIIvHTS
TOTAL INTEGER WORK SPACE 8000000
TOTAL REAL WORK SPACE 20000000
TOTAL CHARACTER WORK SPACE 25000
>>OPTIONS
THREE DIMENSIONS
TURBULENT FLOW
TRANSIENT GRID
TRANSIENT FLOW
1* STEADY STATE */
UNMATCHED GRIDS
USE DATABASE
END
>>MODEL TOPOLOGY
>>INPUT TOPOLOGY
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READ GEOMETRY FILE
>>GLUE PATCHES FOR UNMATCHED GRIDS
FIRST PATCH NAMES 'imp'
SECOND PATCH NAMES 'rushton'
>>MODEL DATA
>>MATERIALS DATABASE
>>SOURCE OF DATA
PCP
END
>>FLUID DATA
FLUID WATER'
MATERIAL TEMPERATURE 310.0
MATERIAL PHASE 'LIQUID'
END
>>T1TLE
PROBLEM TiTLE 'FIRST ATFEMPT WITH SLIDING MESH'
END
>>PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
>>GRID MOTION PARAMETERS
BLOCK NAMES 'BLOCK-NUMBER-46' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-47' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-48' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-49' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-50' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-51' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-52' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-54' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-55' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-56' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-57' 'BLOCK-NLJMBER-58' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-59' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-60' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-6 1' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-62' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-63' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-64' 'BLOCK-NIJMBER-65' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-66' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-67' 'BLOCK-.NUMBER-68' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-69' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-70' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-71' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-72' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-73' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-74' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-75' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-76' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-77' +
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'BLOCK-NUMBER-78' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-79' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-80' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-81' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-82' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-83' +
'BLOCK-NUMBER-84' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-85' 'BLOCK-NUMBER-53'
POSiTION VECTOR ON MOTION AXIS 0.0 0.0 0.0
DIRECTION VECTOR ON MOTION AXIS 0.0 0.0 1.0
ROTATION SPEED 104.7
>>TRANS lENT PARAMETERS
1* >>FIXED TIME STEPPING
TIME STEPS 250*0.0025 */
>>ADAPT1VE TIME STEPPING
NUMBER OF TIME STEPS 500
INITIAL TIME STEP 0.001
MINIMUM TIME STEP 0.001
MAXIMUM TIME STEP 0.1
MULTIPLY TIME STEP BY 2.0
MINIMUM INTERVAL BETWEEN INCREMENTS 5
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CONTIGUOUS DECREMENTS 20
END
>>SOLVER DATA
>>EQUATION SOLVERS
U VELOCITY 'AMG'
V VELOCITY 'AMG'
W VELOCITY 'AMG'
PRESSURE 'AMG'
K 'AMG'
EPSILON 'AMG'
>>PROGRAM CONTROL
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 20
OUTPUT MONITOR POINT 222
OUTPUT MONITOR BLOCK 'BLOCK-NUMBER-40'
MASS SOURCE TOLERANCE 1 .OE-4
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END
1* >>DEFERRED CORRECTION
EPSILON START 100
EPSILON END 100
END	 */
>>MODEL BOUNDARY CONDiTIONS
>>STOP
A5.3 FORTRAN9O code for conversion of concentration into activity
PROGRAM acti
Version 1.2
11.06.1997
Rudolf Zauner
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION : :k 1 ,k2,k3,aca,tca,eps,i,ineu,tox,gamca,gamh,gamhox,gamox,s
DOUBLE PRECISION : :gamh2ox,gamcaox,cca,ch,cox,chox,ccaox,g 1 ,g2,g3 ,ch2ox
DOUBLE PRECISION ::b,d,ksp,ph,tcay,deltca,sid
INTEGER::k,j
kl=2 1010.
k2=19.40
k3=1869.
ksp=2.5 1E-9
tcay=0.00005
deltca=0.00000 1
ph=6.5
Ineu=4. *tcay
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OPEN (Unit=6,FILE="supsat 1")
DOj=1,100
DO k=1,20
I=Ineu
gamca= 1 O.O**(4.*0.5230*(I**0.5/(I**0.5+ 1 .)0.3*I))
gamh= 10.0**(_0.5230*(I**0.5/(I**0.5+1 .)0.3*1))
gamhox= 1 OO**(..0523O*(I**05/(J* *Ø5 1 .)O.3*J))
gamox=1O.0**(4.*O.5230*(I**0.5/(I**0.5 .i1 .)_O.3*1))
gamcaox= 10.0**(_3 .*0.5230*(I**0.51(I**O.5+1 .)O.3*I))
gamh2ox= 1 o.o**(..3.*o.523o*(I**o.5/(I**o.5+ 1 .)o.3*1))
g 1 =k 1
g2=k2*gamh*gamoxlgamhox
g3=k3 *gca*garI1ox/gamcaox
ch= 10. * *(..ph)
cca=tcay/gamca
ccaox=(2.*cca+ch)I(2./g3/cca+ch/cca)
cox=ccaox/g3lcca
chox=g2/g3 *ch*ccaoxjcca
ch2ox=g 1 *ch*chox
Ineu=0.5*(4.*cca+4.*cox+ch+chox)
END DO
s=(cca*gamca*gamox*cox)/ksp
sid=(tcay* *2)/sp
tcay=tcay+deltca
Ineu=4.*tcay
WRITE (Unit=6,FMT= 101) cca,tcay,gamca,gamox
101 FORMAT (5E16.8)
END DO
END PROGRAM acti
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A5.4 FORTRAN9O code of Segregated Feed Model with population balance
MODULE RAMI
Version 3.2
13.11. 1998
Rudolf Zauner
IMPLICiT NONE
SAVE
INTEGER,PARAMETER:: imaxl=26,imax=20,iw=( 1 2+imaxl)*imaxl+50
DOUBLE PRECISION : :lo,bo,growth3,betaO,diskerO,mOdis,m 1 dis,m2dis,m3dis
DOUBLE PRECISION :: kv,ka,kn,kg,ksp,rhoc,mw,tau,tfeed,masssolnew
DOUBLE PRECISION :: beta,disker,1 10,132,143,mom3bal,corr
DOUBLE PRECISION :: caO,tm,bavg,massmom,massin,masssol,massprec,massbal,
DOUBLE PRECISION:: Vges,nu,epsloc,epsavg,tnucl,dimp,nimp,cv,t 1 2,cbO,V(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION:: w(iw),l( 1 00),npop( 1 00),tmicro(2),Qf(3),birth(3),growth(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION:: sigmaab(3),mom3alt,bavg2,momQ.L
DOUBLE PRECISION : :mom0(3),mom 1 (3),mom2(3),mom3(3),mom4(3) 0
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (100,100) :: nd
END MODULE RAMI
PROGRAM einsram
Version 3.2
13.11.1998
Rudolf Zauner
USE RAMI
DOUBLE PRECISION :: tol,to,tend
INTEGER:: IFAIL,i,k,p,ms,mm
DOUBLE PRECISION :: n(100)
EXTERNAL DO2EAF,FCN
tau=0. 125
lo= 1.
Vges=0.3
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ka=4.4
kv=O.45
rhoc=2200.
mw=146.1
nu=1 .e-6
epsavg=0.0263
epsloc= 1 .55*epsavg
caO=O.04
cbO=O.04
ksp=2.5 le-9
dimp=0.035
nimp=500.
betaO=5.43 1 e- 1 7*( 1 .+2.296*epsavg* *o.5.2.429*epsavg)
diskerO=6.23e5*epsavg
kg=2. 1164
DO i=1,imax
IF (i==1) THEN
1(i)=lo
ELSE
1(i)=1(i_1)*2**(1 .0/3.0)
ENDIF
END DO
DO i=1,imax
DO k=1,imax
nd(i,k)=O.0
END DO
END DO
DO k=2,imax
DO i=1,k
IF (i.ne.k) THEN
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nd(i,k)=(1(i)**3./(1(i+1 )**3._1(j)**3)+1(j)**3/(1(j)**3_1(j_
1)**3.))*(6.*1(i)**9.f1(k)**9._8.*1(i)**6.I1(k)**6.+3.*1(j)**3j1(k)**3.)&
-(1(i+1 )**3 /(1(i-i- 1 )**3 _1(i)**3 )+1(i 1 )**3/(1(j)**3_1(j_
1 )**3.))*(8.*1(i)**9.I1(k)**9._ 1 2.*1(i)**6.I1(k)**6.+6.*1(i)**3.I1(k)**3.)&
+1(i+1 )**3/(1(j+1)**3_1(j)**3)*(2*1(j+ 1 )**9/1(k)**9_
4*1(j+1)**6/1(k)**6+3*1(j+1)**3/1(k)**3)&
-i-1(i- 1 )**3./(1(j)**3_1(j_ 1 )**3.)*(2.*1(i_ 1 )**9./1(k)**9._4.*1(i_
1)**6.I1(k)**6.+3.*1(i1 )**3fl(k)**3)
ENDIF
IF (i.eq.1) THEN
nd(i,k)=(1(i)**3./(1(i+ 1 )**3._1(j)**3.))*(6*1(j)**9/1(k)**9_
8.*1(i)**6.I1(k)**6.+3.*1(i)**3.I1(k)**3.)&
-(1(i+1 )**3./(1(i+ 1 )**3_1(j)**3))*(8*1(j)**9/1(k)**9_
12.*1(i)**6.I1(k)**6.+6.*1(i)**3.I1(k)**3.)&
+1(i+1)**3./(1(i+1)**3._1(i)**3.)*(2.*1(i+1)**9.fl(k)**9._
4*1(1+1 )**6fl(k)**6+3*1(j+1 )**3ñ(k)**3)
END IF
IF (i.eq.k) THEN
nd(i,k)=(1(i)**3./(1(i)**3._1(i_ 1 )**3.))*(6.*1(i)**9j1(k)**9._
8.*1(i)**6./1(k)**6.+3.*1(i)**3.I1(k)**3.)&
12.*1(i)**6.I1(k)**6.+6.*1(i)**3.I1(k)**3.)&
+1(i- 1 )**3./(1( j)**3._1(j_ 1 )**3.)*(2.*1(i_ 1 )**9./I(k)**9._4.*1(i_
1)**6.I1(k)**6.+3.*1(i1)**3./1(k)**3.)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
n(1)=1.el
DO i=2,imax
n(i)=O.
END DO
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n(imax+1 )_095*caO
n(imaxf2)=2.05*ksp* *05
n(imaxf3)=2.05*ksp* *05
n(imax+4)=2.05*ksp**0.5
n(imax+5)=0.95 *cbO
n(imax+6)=2.05 *ksp**05
growth(1)=10.
birth(1)=1.e2
growth(2)= 10.
birth(2)= 1 .e2
Qf( 1 )=VgesI2.Itau
Qf(2)=Vges/2./tau
mom2= i.e 1
tm= 1 7.7*epsavg/epsloc/3600 . *(Qf( 1)13600./i 000.)* *0.33333/dimp/(nimp/60.)* *(4./3.)
tmicro(1)=1 J3600.* 17.3*(nulepsloc)**0.5
tmicro(2)= 1./3600. *1 7.3*(nu/epsloc)* *05
V( 1 )=Qf( 1 )*tm
V(2)=Qf(2)*tm
growth(3)= 10.
birth(3)=1 .e2
Qf(3)=Qf( 1 )+Qf(2)
V(3)=Vges-(V( 1 )+V(2))
t 12=1 .e20*tmicro( 1)
tol= 1 .OE-3
to=0.0
tend= 1 0.0*tau
CALL DO2EAF(to,tend,imaxl,n,tol,FCN,w,iw,ifajl)
DO i=1,imax
npop(i)=n(i)/(1(i+ 1 )-1(i))
END DO
mOdis=0.0
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ml dis=0.0
m2dis=0.0
m3dis=O.0
DO i=l,imax
mOdis=mOdis+n(i)
ml dis=ml dis+( 1 .+1. 12996)/2.*I(i)*n(i)
m2dis=m2dis+(( 1 .+1.12996)/2. *1(i))* *20*n(j)
m3dis=m3dis+(( 1 .+ 1.1 2996)/2.*1(i))**3.O*n(i)
END DO
OPEN (Unit=6,FILE="id7504_500")
WRiTE (Unit=6,FMT=l0l)
tmicro( 1 )*3600. ,tm*3600 .
 ,bo,growth(3),beta,disker,m0dis,momO(3),niom3(3)
WRiTE (Unit=6,FMT= 101) cv,1 1 0,132,143,massbal,sigmaab( 1 ),sigmaab(3)
WRiTE (Unit=6,FMT=l0l)
n(imax+1 ),n(imax+2),n(imax+3),n(imax+4),n(imax+5),n(imax+6)
DO i=1,imax
WRiTE (Unit=6,FMT= 102) 1(i),npop(i)
END DO
101 FORMAT (11E12.5)
102 FORMAT (2E12.5)
END
SUBROUTINE FCN (t,n,nges)
USE RAMI
IMPLICiT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION :: t
INTEGER:: i,e
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (100) :: nagg,ngro,n,nges
IF (n(imax+1).LE.n(imax+4)) THEN
sigmaab( 1 )=((n(imax+ 1 )*n(imax+ 1 )_ksp)/ksp)* *Ø•5
IF ((n(imax+ 1 )*n(imax+ 1 )-ksp).LE.0.000 1) THEN
sigmaab( 1 )=0.0000 I
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ENDIF
ELSE
sigmaab(1 )=((n(imax+4)*n(imax+4)ksp)/ksp)**O.5
IF ((n(imax+4)*n(imax+4)ksp).LE.O.00O 1) THEN
sigmaab( 1 )=O.0000 1
ENDIF
END1F
IF (n(imax+2).LE.n(imax+5)) THEN
sigmaab(2)=((n(imax+2)*n(imax+2)ksp)/ksp)* *Ø•5
IF ((n(imax+2)*n(imax+2)ksp).LE.O.00O 1) THEN
sigmaab(2)=O.0000 1
ENDIF
ELSE
sigmaab(2)=((n(imax+5)*n(imax+5)ksp)/ksp)* *Ø•5
IF ((n(imax+5)*n(imax+5)ksp).LE.O.00O 1) THEN
sigmaab(2)=O.0000 1
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (n(imax+3).LE.n(imax+6)) THEN
sigmaab(3)=((n(imax+3)*n(imax+3)_ksp)/ksp)* *0.5
iF ((n(imax+3)*n(imax+3)ksp).LE.O.00O 1) THEN
sigmaab(3)=O.0000 1
ENDIF
ELSE
sigmaab(3)=((n(imax+6)*n(imax+6)ksp)/ksp)**o.5
IF ((n(imax+6)*n(imax+6)ksp).LE.O.00O 1) THEN
sigmaab(3)=O.0000 1
ENDIF
ENDIF
sigmaab( 1 )=((n(imax+ 1 )*n(imaxt4)ksp)Iksp)**O.5
sigmaab(2)=((n(imaxi2)*n(imax.i5)ksp)/ksp)**O.5
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sigmaab(3)=((n(imax+3)*n(imax+6)ksp)/ksp)* *0.5
bo=3 .37536e 1 5*(V( 1 )*exp(_52.091(log(sigmaab( 1 )+ 1 .))* *2.)+V(2)*exp(..
52.09/(log(sigmaab(2)+ 1 .))* *2.)&
+V(3)*exp(_52.091(log(sigmaab(3)+1 .))**2.))fVges
growth( I )=kg*sigmaab( 1 )* *2.
growth(2)=kg*sigmaab(2)**2.
growth(3)=kg*sigmaab(3)* *2.
beta=beta0*( 1 .+sigmaab(3))**2. 15
disker=diskerO*( 1 .+sigmaab(3))* *(..2 .
 15)
growth3=growth(3)
momO(3)=O.0
mom 1 (3)=0.0
mom2(3)=O.0
mom3(3)=0.0
mom4(3)=0.0
DO i=4,imax
momO(3)=momO(3)+n(i)
mom! (3)=mom 1 (3)+(( 1 .+ 1.12996)12. *1(j))*n(j)
mom2(3)=mom2(3)+(( 1 .+ 1.12996)12. *1(i))* *20*n(j)
mom3(3)=mom3(3)+((1 .+1 . 12996)/2.*1(i))**3.O*n(i)
mom4(3)=mom4(3)+(( 1 .+ 1.1 2996)12. *1(i))* *40*n(j)
END DO
1 10=moml (3)/momO(3)
132=mom3(3)/mom2(3)
143=mom4(3)/mom3(3)
momO_L0=n( 1)
cv=(momO(3)*mom2(3)/mom 1(3)/mom 1(3)-i .)* *0.5
nges(imax+ 1 )=Qf( I )*caOQf( 1 )*n(imaxi 1 )-V( 1 )/tmicro( 1 )*(n(imax+ 1 )-n(imax+3))&
-(V( I )+V(2))It 1 2*(n(imax+ 1 )-n(imax-i-2))-birth( 1 )*lo* *3 *ky*rhoc*V( 1 )/mw* 1 .e-
18
nges(imax+2)=Qf(2)*n(imax+2)V(2)/tmicro(2)*(n(imax+2)n(imax+3))&
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+(V( 1 )+V(2))/t 1 2*(n(imax+ 1 )_n(imax+2))birth(2)*1o* *3 *kv*rhoc*V(2)/mw* 1 .e-
18
nges(imax+3)=Qf(3)*n(imax+3)+Qf( 1 )n(imax-i- 1 )+V( 1 )Itmicro( 1 )*(n(imax+ 1)-
n(imax+3))&
+Qf(2)*n(imax+2)+V(2)/tmicro(2)*(n(jmaxi2)n(jmax+3))
o5*growth(3)*ka*mo(3)&
*V(3)*rhcyjmw* i.e-i 8birth(3)*1o**3*kv*rhoc*V(3)/mw* i.e-i 8
nges(imax-i-4)=-Qf( 1 )*n(im+4)..y( 1 )/tmicro( 1 )*(n(imax+4)n(imax+6))&
-(V( 1 )+V(2))It 1 2*(n(imax+4)_n(imax+5))birth( 1 )* O* *3 *kv*rhoc* V( 1 )/mw* 1 .e-
18
nges(imax+5)=Qf(2)*cbOQf(2)*n(imax+5)V(2)/tmicro(2)*(n(imax+5)n(imax+6))&
+(V( 1 )+V(2))It 1 2*(n(imaxi4)n(imax+5))birth(2)*1o* *3*kv*rhoc*V(2)/mw* 1 .e-
18
nges(imax+6)=_Qf(3)*n(imax+6)+Qf( 1 )*n(imax+4)+V( 1 )Itmicro( 1 )*(n(imax+4)_
n(imax+6))&
+Qf(2)*n(imaxi5)+V(2)/tmicro(2)*(n(imax+5)n(imax+6))
o5*growth(3)*ka*mop2(3)&
*V(3)*rhcyjmw* i.e-i 8birth(3)*1o**3*kv*rhoc*V(3)/mw* i.e-i 8
massin=O.5*caO
masssol=n(imax+3)
massprec=mom3(3)*kv*rhoc/mw*Vges* i.e-i 8
massbal=massin-(masssol+massprec)
massprec=ABS(massin-masssol)
mom3bal=massprec/(kv*rhoc/mw*Vges* i.e-i 8)
corr=mom3ballmom3(3)
CALL aggi(n,nagg)
CALL growi(n,ngro)
DO i=i,imax
nges(i)=nagg(i)+ngro(i)-n(i)/tau
IF (nges(i).LT.O.0) THEN
nges(i)=O.O
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END IF
END DO
111 FORMAT (5E16.8)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE aggi(n,nagg)
USE RAMI
IMPLICiT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION:: agg 1 ,agg 1 neu,agg2,agg2neu,agg3,agg3neu,agg4,agg4neu,&
ndisdum
INTEGER:: i,j,k
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (100) :: nagg,n,ndis
DO i=1,imax
aggi =0.0
agglneu =0.0
agg2 =0.0
agg2neu =0.0
agg3 =0.0
agg3neu =0.0
agg4 =0.0
agg4neu =0.0
DO j=1 ,i-2
aggi neu = agg 1 +2.0**(,j_i+1 )*n(j)*(1(i_ 1)i1(j))**3
aggl=agglneu
END DO
agg1=agg1*n(i1)
agg2=0.5*n(i 1 )**2.0*(2.*1(i_ 1 ))**3
DOj=1,i-1
agg3neu=agg3+2.0* *(j4)*n(j)*(1(j)+1(i))* *3
agg3=agg3neu
END DO
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agg3=agg3 *n(j)
DO j=i,imax
agg4neu=agg4+n(j)*(1(j)+1(i))* *3
agg4=agg4neu
END DO
agg4=agg4*n(i)
nagg(i)=beta*(agg 1+agg2-agg3-agg4)
END DO
i= 1
ndisdum=O.
DO k=1,imax
ndisdum=ndisdum+nd(i,k)*disker*n(k)*1(k)* *3
END DO
ndis( 1 )=ndisdum
DO i=2,imax
ndisdum=O.
DO k=i,imax
ndisdum=ndisdum+nd(i,k)*disker*n(k)*1(k)* *3
END DO
ndis(i)=ndisdumdisker*n(i)*1(j)**3
END DO
DO i=1,imax
nagg(i)=nagg(i)+ndis(i)
END DO
END SUBROUTINE aggi
SUBROUTINE growi(n,ngro)
USE RAMI
IMPUC1T NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION:: r,rl,r2
INTEGER:: i
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (imax) :: ngro,n
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r=2.0**( 1.0/3.0)
ri=r+i.0
r2=r/(r* *2.0_i .0)
ngro( 1 )=2.0*growth3/l( 1)/ri *(( 1 _r*r2)*n( 1 )_r2*n(2))+bo
DO i=2,imax
ngro(i)=2.0*growth3ll(i)/rl *(r2*n(i_ I )+n(i)_r2*n(i+ 1))
END DO
END SUBROUTINE growl
Alternatively, Ramkrishna's discretization procedure can be used (Kumar and
Ramkrishna, 1996a and b). In this case, the discretization in the main part of the
program and the SUBROUTINE aggi become
DO i=1,imax
IF (i=i) THEN
xx(i)=xo
l(i)=xx(i)**(1 J3.)
ELSE
xx(i)=xx(i- 1 )*s
l(i)=xx(i)**( 1.13.)
ENDIF
END DO
i= 1
DO k=1,imax
DO j=1,imax
v(j,k)=xx(j)-i-xx(k)
IF ((v(j ,k).GE.xx( 1 )).AND.(v(,j ,k).LE.xx(2))) THEN
eta(j,k, 1)=(xx(2)-v(j,k))/(xx(2)-xx( 1))
ELSE IF ((v(j ,k).GE.0.0).AND.(v(j ,k).LE.xx(i))) THEN
eta(j ,k, 1 )=(v(j ,k))/(xx( 1))
ELSE
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eta(j ,k, 1 )=O.O
END IF
END DO
END DO
DO i=2,imax-1
DO k=1,imax
DO j=1,imax
v(j,k)=xx(j)+xx(k)
IF ((v(j ,k).GE.xx(i)) .AND.(v(j ,k).LE.xx(i+ 1))) THEN
eta(j ,k,i)=(xx(i+ 1 )-v(j ,k))/(xx(i+ 1 )-xx(i))
ELSE IF ((v(j ,k).GE.xx(i- 1 )).AND.(v(j ,k).LE.xx(i))) THEN
eta(j ,k,i)=(v(j ,k)-xx(i- 1 ))/(xx(i)-xx(i- 1))
ELSE
eta(,j ,k,i)=O.O
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
END DO
DO k=1,imax
DO j=1,imax
IF (j==k) THEN
delta(j ,k)= 1.
ELSE
delta(j ,k)=O.O
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
SUBROUTINE aggi(n,nagg)
USE RAM!
IMPLICIT NONE
DOUBLE PRECISION :: agg 1 ,agg 1 neu,agg2,agg2neu,agg3,agg3neu,agg4,agg4neu,&
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ndisdum
DOUBLE PRECISION :: dod! 1 ,dodl2
INTEGER:: i,j,k
DOUBLE PRECISION, DIMENSION (100) :: nagg,n,abll,abl2
i= 1
dod! 1=0.0
DO k=1,imax
DOj=1,k
IF((xx(j)+xx(k)).GE.O.O.AND.(xx(j)+xx(k)).LE.xx(i+ 1)) THEN
dodi 1 =dodl 1 +( 1 ._0.5*delta(j ,k))*eta(j ,k,i)*beta*n(j)*n(k)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
abIl(1)=dodll+bo
DO i=2,imax
dod! 1=0.0
DO k=1,imax
DOj=1,k
IF((xx(j)+xx(k)).GE.xx(i-1).AND.(xx(j)+xx(k)).LE.xx(i+1)) THEN
dod! 1 =dodl 1 +( 1 .-0.5 *delta(j ,k))*eta(j ,k,i)*beta*n(j)*n(k)
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
abi 1 (i)=dodl 1
END DO
DO i=1,imax
dodl2=0.0
DO k=1,imax
dod!2=dodl2+beta*n(k)
END DO
ab!2(i)=dod12*n(i)
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END DO
DO i=1,imax
nagg(i)=abl 1 (i)+abl2(i)
END DO
DO i=1,imax
DO k=1,imax
nd(i,k)=O.O
END DO
END DO
DO k=2,imax
DO i=1,k
IF (i==1) THEN
nd(i,k)=(1(i+1 )**3_1(j)**3)f1(k)**3
ELSE IF (i=k) THEN
nd(i,k)=(1(i)**3_1(i_ 1)**3)I1(k)**3
ELSE
nd(i,k)=(1(i+1)**3_1(i_ 1)**3)/1(k)**3
ENDIF
END DO
END DO
i= 1
ndisdum=O.
DO k=1,imax
ndisdum=ndisdum+nd(i,k)*disker*n(k)*1(k)* *3
END DO
ndis( 1 )=ndisdum
DO i=2,imax
ndisdum=O.
DO k=i,imax
ndisdum=ndisdum+nd(i,k)*disker*n(k)*1(k)* *3
END DO
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ndis(i)=ndisdum_disker*n(i)*1(i)* *3
END DO
DO i=1,imax
nagg(i)=nagg(i)+ndis(i)
END DO
END SUBROUTINE aggi
A6.1 Experimental and modelling results for volume mean size L 43 (continuous
mode of operation)
Continuous experiments (O.04M, 7.5 mm, id)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000 1500 2000
L43.cxp [pm]	 -	 30.9	 38.3	 -	 39.5	 38.0	 16.0
0.3 1
L43,SFM [pm]	 -	 34.0	 40.8	 -	 41.4	 41.0	 14.7
L13.exp [jim]	 27.7	 32.5	 36.5	 -	 30.7	 15.3	 -
4.3 1
L43,SFM [jim]	 31.1	 33.3	 36.3	 -	 35.7	 13.7	 -
L43,exp [jim]	 30.5	 38.7	 41.4	 26.2	 11.9	 -	 -
121	 _____ _____ _____ _____
L43,SFM [pm]	 30.0	 36.1	 36.8	 33.4	 9.4	 -	 -
Continuous experiments (O.OJM, 11 mm, od)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000 1500 2000
L43.exp [jim]	 -	 25.0	 29.7	 -	 33.0	 30.0	 26.7
0.3 1
L43,SFM [pm]	 -	 27.4	 34.7	 -	 35.8	 33.1	 21.2
L43,exp [jim]	 20.0	 20.8	 22.1	 -	 -	 19.3	 -
4.3 1
L13,SFM [pm]	 18.9	 19.2	 20.4	 -	 19.5	 11.8	 -
L43,exp [jim]	 18.5	 20.5	 20.4	 -	 18.0	 11.0	 -
121
L13,SFM [pm]	 18.0	 19.2	 20.1	 16.8	 10.9	 -	 -
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A7.1 Design drawings and dimensions of semibatch reactors
Semibatch reactor with 45°-pitched blade turbine
Dimensions on thfferent scales
Scale	 d [mm]	 D [mm]	 h [mm]	 H [mm]	 s [mm]
11	 40	 105	 35	 110	 5
51	 65	 180	 60	 190	 8.5
251	 110	 300	 100	 320	 15
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Semibatch reactor with marine-type impeller
A7.2 Experimental and modelling results for volume mean size L43 (semibatch
mode of operation)
Semibatch experiments (CaOx, reference conditions)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000 1500 2000
	
[jim]	 11.7	 25.0	 25.5	 -	 14.1	 10.0	 8.1
11
	
L43,SFM [jim]	 24.7	 23.2	 25.9	 -	 11.1	 9.3	 8.4
	
L43,exp Qim]	 11.9	 25.1	 19.8	 -	 14.0	 11.9	 -
51
	
L43SFM [jim]	 14.6	 24.7	 22.3	 -	 12.5	 8.4	 -
	
[jim]	 20.0	 22.5	 14.1	 11.5	 -	 -	 -
25 1
	
L43.SFM [jim]	 18.8	 20.3	 11.7	 8.4	 -	 -	 -
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Semibatch experiments (CaOx, marine-type impeller)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000 1500 2000
L43,exp [1±111]	 7.9	 14.2	 24.0	 -	 25.1	 19.8	 16.1
11	
L13.SFM [pm]	 -	 17.4	 25.4	 -	 27.3	 21.4	 16.4
L43,exp [pm]	 7.8	 13.2	 22.8	 -	 24.8	 16.3	 -
51	
L43SFM [pm]	 -	 16.6	 26.1	 -	 26.2	 15.6	 -
L43,exp [Jfln]	 11.3	 19.9	 19.9	 15.3	 15.0	 -	 -
25 1	
L43,SFM [pm]	 13.2	 17.3	 21.1	 17.8	 15.2	 -	 -
Semibatch experiments (CaOx,feed point position close to surface)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 750	 1000 1500 2000
L43.exp [pm]	 8.8	 13.5	 18.1	 -	 13.0	 9.9	 7.8
11	
L13,SFM [pm]	 9.7	 11.8	 18.4	 -	 12.1	 6.5	 -
L43,exp [pm]	 9.2	 15.1	 17.9	 -	 12.3	 10.5	 -
51	
L43,SFM [pm]	 10.0	 12.7	 19.4	 -	 9.7	 5.7	 -
L43,exp [pm]	 12.5	 14.5	 11.3	 7.0	 -	 -	 -
25 1	
L43,SFM [pin]	 10.8	 13.7	 9.8	 6.8	 -	 -	 -
Semibatch experiments (CaOx, high feed rate)
[rpm]
	
100	 250	 500	 1000 1500
L13,exp [pm]	 12.9	 15.5	 18.3	 12.2	 8.6
11	
L43.SFM [pm]	 11.5	 14.2	 16.6	 9.2	 6.4
L43,exp [pm]	 10.0	 16.5	 16.7	 10.9	 9.9
51	
L43,SFM [pm]	 11.3	 14.4	 15.4	 9.7	 6.6
L43,exp [pm]	 12.2	 15.3	 12.4	 -	 -
25 1	
L13,SFM [pm]	 11.8	 15.3	 10.5	 -	 -
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Semibatch experiments (CaCO3, reference conditions)
[rpm]	 100	 250	 500	 1000 1500 2000
Li3.exp [J.LTfl]
	
14.9	 32.2	 26.5	 16.0	 11.7	 9.8
11	
L43,SFM [jtm]	 12.3	 22.2	 19.5	 13.0	 10.3	 8.9
5 1	 L43,exp [p.m]	 24.6	 38.0	 21.5	 14.4	 13.1	 -
L43,exp fttm]	 39.9	 31.5	 22.2	 -	 -	 -
25 1	
L13,SFM Q.tm]	 28.3	 21.7	 15.6	 -	 -	 -
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